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Truly Monumental.
“The monument isn’t known inside-out. It hasn’t been explored,
measured, catalogued, and codified. Research has been minimal
and mostly near roads. The Grand Staircase-Escalante is still raw
and mysterious even to determined ranchers, crazed desert rats,
and dedicated scientists that wander its lonely interior. The Bureau
of Land Management has been charged with inventing a different
vision of land and its management. It won’t be easy, but it may be
a beginning to saving the heart of the desert wild – and our own.”
Heart of the Desert Wild
Greer K Chesher
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Disclaimer: Some portions of this report could not be made fully Section
508 compliant. For help with any of the report’s content, please contact
the Bureau of Land Management, Grand Staircase-Escalante National
Monument at 435-644-1200. Please reference the 2019 Visual Resource
Inventory report.
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CHAPTER 1
GSENM is the first national monument
to be managed by the BLM.

INVENTORY AREA
Land Ownership/
Managment

% of the
Inventory Area

BLM-Managed Land

96.6

Private Land

2.7

State Park or SITLA Land

0.7

1.1 Context of the Inventory Area
The inventory area for this Visual Resource Inventory
(VRI) encompasses the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument
(GSENM, or the Monument), as well as some lands
managed by the BLM Kanab Field Office (KFO). Overall, the
inventory area includes approximately 1,904,984 acres of
BLM-managed lands. A small percentage of the inventory
area includes a mix of Utah State Parks, Utah School and
Institutional Trust Lands Administration (SITLA), and
private lands. Rural towns and cities—Big Water, Kanab,
Tropic, Cannonville, Henrieville, Escalante, and Boulder—
that range in population from a couple hundred to almost
5,000 are located around the periphery of the inventory
area. Most of the State park and SITLA lands within the
inventory area are near the northern populated areas;
private inholdings are scattered throughout the northern
and western portions of the inventory area (Figure 1).
BLM-managed lands account for 96.6 percent of the
inventory area, private lands make up 2.7 percent, and the
remaining 0.7 percent are State park or SITLA lands.
The inventory area contains a diverse and ever-changing
landscape that offers landforms ranging from flat,
expansive plains to narrow, serpentine, deep river canyons,
and from broad, high plateaus to rugged sandstone cliffs
and terraces. Irregular and unique geologic formations,
such as the repetitive Cockscomb or the unique Wahweap
Hoodoos, occur throughout. Dependent on the elevation,
soil type, and aspect and availability of water, a variety of
vegetation types are present throughout the inventory area:
aspen stands, Ponderosa groves, pinyon-juniper forests,
riparian areas lined with Cottonwood and willow, pockets of
Gambel oak, and expanses of sagebrush, desert shrub, and
grassland communities.
2 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

The area includes much of the Escalante River and Paria
River watersheds, segments of Scenic Byway 12 (Utah’s
only All-American Road), and hundreds of miles of State
Scenic Byways and Backways, 16 wilderness study
areas (WSAs), 252 miles of suitable wild and scenic river
segments (WSRs), as well as significant archaeological
and historical sites. The inventory area also includes a
segment of the Old Spanish Trail National Historic Trail,
Dance Hall Rock National Historic Site, the Hole in the Rock
State Historic Trail, and several Outstanding Natural Areas
and other special designations. There are three developed
campgrounds (Calf Creek, Deer Creek, and White House
Campgrounds), four developed day-use sites (Calf Creek,
Devil’s Garden, Grosvenor Arch, and Paria Movie Set Site),
one BLM-designated trail (Lower Calf Creek Falls Trail), and
approximately 30 trailheads and staging areas. The area is
highly valued for its recreational opportunities, which are
associated with the undeveloped nature of the place and
provide for self-discovery and exploration. Figure 2 shows
the special designations, recreation destinations, and
primary access routes within the inventory area.
Capitol Reef and Bryce Canyon national parks, Glen
Canyon National Recreation Area, Dixie National Forest
(including the Box Death Hollow Wilderness Area),
Vermilion Cliffs National Monument, KFO and Arizona
Strip Field Office lands (including Paria Canyon-Vermilion
Cliffs Wilderness Area), and SITLA lands surround the
inventory area. The area rests amidst this plethora of
public lands, much of which are protected as national
parks, national monuments, and wilderness, and is
typically experienced by local, regional, national, and
international visitors with minimal regard to boundaries.

Figure 1: Context of the Inventory Area Showing Adjacent Land Ownership

CHAPTER 1

Figure 2: Inventory Area
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CHAPTER 1
1.2 Settlement and Land Use Patterns
The history of human presence in the region is consistent with much
of the western United States: rich in Native American history, western
migration and settlement during the 1800s, and a continuous culture
of agriculture, ranching, and later, tourism and outdoor recreation. The
presence of modern development within the inventory area is minimal;
the majority that does exist is on private and State lands within and
surrounding the local communities.
Native American presence on this landscape goes back more than
13,000 years, as evidenced by occasional Clovis points found in GSENM
and the surrounding area. With the end of the Pleistocene epoch and the
warming and drying of the climate, the earlier Paleolithic lifestyle evolved
into what is known as the Archaic period, with an increased dependence
on smaller game and plant foods. By 3,000 BC, the local Archaic hunters
and gatherers were experimenting with maize horticulture, a practice
that either diffused from what is today Mexico, or was brought into the
area by immigrant farmers. By 200 BC, horticulture based on maize, and
later also beans and squash, was commonly practiced in the GSENM/
Arizona Strip area, and led to the development of the Basketmaker and
subsequent Ancestral Puebloan cultures. The Ancestral Puebloans
dominated what is now southern Utah, the Arizona Strip, and areas south
and east of the Colorado River. The Virgin branch of the Ancestral

Puebloans and a local variant of the San Rafael branch of the Fremont
people inhabited much of what is today GSENM. Following the apparent
abandonment of this area by the agriculturalists sometime around
1250 AD, the area was again occupied by hunter-gatherers who practiced
a more limited form of agriculture. These are the people we know today
as the Southern Paiute Tribe.
The first documented non-native exploration of the area was by Antonio
Armijo, who in 1829–1830 attempted to establish a trade route from
northern New Mexico to California. Armijo’s route, the original Old
Spanish Trail, crossed part of the future GSENM, but proved torturous
enough that it was used only once. Later routes went further to the
north and joined Armijo’s route near present-day St. George, Utah. After
the Mexican War and the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, the land
within the current State of Utah became the Utah Territory and was
placed under control of the United States. In the late 1840s, Brigham
Young pushed to develop a series of towns, known as the “Mormon
Corridor,” near the Colorado River. Though this corridor did not extend
into the inventory area, it did influence the eventual settlement of today’s
communities. In 1869, John Wesley Powell and a group of explorers
initiated their first of many expeditions in the Colorado River Region;
by 1879, the region had been surveyed and documented extensively. Of
note, the area south of the city of Escalante was the last in the lower
48 States to be mapped. During his travels, Powell noted that the arid

“Our ancestors, the hisat’sinom, left their mark upon the land through their rock art, settlements, pottery sherds, and
sacred sites; they are buried in the canyons and plateaus of the Grand Staircase. Their spirit voices silently echo
through the canyons, while the soft canyon breezes whisper to
remind us of the sacredness of the land. Our spiritual core, as well as our ancestral ties, is in these very canyons
which have been set aside as a national monument.”
Visions of the Grand Staircase-Escalante,
Wilfred Numkena, Hopi

4 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

climate was one of the most distinctive features of the region. This
characteristic, along with the severe topography, was a major influence
(and inhibitor) to development in the region, which is evident today in the
undeveloped nature of the inventory area.
Initial settlement within the area by non-natives was primarily by
Mormon pioneers who were directed by Brigham Young to establish
settlements throughout what is now Utah and the surrounding States.
This area was identified as a strategic location for Mormon settlement
because of their hope for achieving the following goals: expanding into
the southern Utah/northern Arizona area, securing grazing land for
ranchers, and converting Native American Tribes to the Mormon faith.
Specific locations were selected for settlement due to their proximity
to water, agricultural and culinary uses, and availability of timber and
mineral resources for infrastructure. These factors led to the eventual
settlement along the area’s creeks and rivers, including the Escalante
River, the Paria River, and Kanab Creek (Bradley 1999).
Today, population centers within the inventory area are located along
U.S. Highway 89 and Scenic Byway 12. Kanab City, with a population
of almost 5,000, is the largest; Henrieville and Boulder, each with
populations of less than 250, are the smallest. The primary industries
influencing the inventory area’s land use are outdoor recreation, tourism,
hunting, and ranching (livestock grazing).

CHAPTER 2:

Visual Resource Management System
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CHAPTER 2
2.1 Introduction
The BLM has a responsibility to manage the quality of the public lands’
visual environment and to reduce the visual impact of development
activities. The BLM’s responsibilities for scenic values of the public lands
and the management of the visual environment are established in the
following Federal legislation:

•

•

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 requires
the BLM to manage scenic values with consideration equal to that
given to other resources. This law also requires the BLM to prepare
an inventory of the public land visual values and to maintain that
inventory on a continuing basis.
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 establishes
that it is the Federal government’s responsibility to “assure for all
Americans safe, healthy, productive, and aesthetically and culturally
pleasing surroundings” and to include consideration of visual
resources in environmental assessments, land use planning decisions,
and the implementation of resource projects.

BLM accomplishes its statutory responsibilities through its Visual Resource
Management (VRM) program. The VRM program involves the following
three components:

•
•
•

Inventorying scenic values to create a baseline understanding of the
existing condition,
Establishing management objectives for allowable levels of
modification to the visual environment through the land use planning
process, and
Evaluating proposed activities to determine whether they conform to
the management objectives using the contrast rating system.

2.2 Visual Resource Inventory—Baseline
Condition
Visual Resource Inventories (VRIs) provide nationally consistent data sets
that describe the existing condition and status of public land scenic values.
The inventory approach is described in BLM Manual H-8410-1 (BLM 1986a).
All BLM-administered lands, both surface and split-estate, and landscapes
surrounded by BLM lands are inventoried. Exceptions to this include Federal
lands managed by other Federal agencies that are outside the BLM’s
decision area (e.g., national park lands) and/or lands where Federal or State
agencies have a scenery management system in place (e.g., U.S. Forest
Service). Split-estate lands are those that are owned by States, counties, or
private individuals but that are underlain with federally managed subsurface
mineral estate. Though private and State lands are included in the inventory,
BLM does not establish visual management objectives for those lands.
The VRI identifies and documents the following inventory factors:

•
•
•

Scenic Quality—measure of the relative worth of a landscape’s
intrinsic natural beauty (e.g., Class A, B, or C quality scenery, with
Class A quality scenery having the greatest scenic value)
Sensitivity Levels—measure of public concern for the maintenance of
scenic quality (e.g., high, moderate, or low)
Distance Zones—subdivisions of the landscape as viewed from an
observer’s position (e.g., foreground-middleground, background, and
seldom seen).

2.3 Visual Resource Management in Land
Use Planning
Per BLM Land Use Planning Handbook H-1601-1 (BLM 2005: Appendix C,
Section I), VRM management classes are to be designated for all BLM lands
based on the inventory of visual resources and management considerations
for other land uses. VRM management classes may differ from VRI classes
based on management priorities for land uses. They establish objectives
for the allowable levels of modification to the characteristic landscape
under implementation of a resource management plan (RMP). This level
of modification is filtered through the lens of noticeability to the “casual
observer” and ranges from changes that do not attract attention to those
that are the major focus of viewer attention.
The following are VRM class descriptions from BLM H-8410-1:

•

All BLM-administered lands are assigned one of four visual inventory
classes (Class I, II, III, or IV):

•

BLM policy and guidance for the VRM program is largely found in the 8400
series of BLM manuals and handbooks (BLM 1984). The VRM program’s
three components are described in sections 2.2 through 2.4.

•

VRI Class I areas are established via policy direction instead of
through the inventory process. BLM policy directs that VRI Class I be
assigned to areas where a federally binding management decision
has been made to preserve or maintain a natural landscape. This
includes areas such as wilderness areas and WSAs. Nonetheless, VRI
Class I areas still need to be inventoried to identify their scenic values
and to identify the potential classification absent of the automatic
VRI Class I assignment afforded to them by policy. This allows for a
thorough understanding of an area’s scenic values and aids in analysis
should an area’s management change and, subsequently, VRI and
VRM classes need to be established (e.g., a WSA or portion thereof is
released by Congress for consideration as Wilderness).
VRI Classes II–IV are derived through the inventory process using
the three inventory factors. Every acre of BLM-managed land is
inventoried. VRI Classes II–IV represent the relative value of the visual
resource, with Class II areas having the highest scenic value and
Class IV having the lowest scenic value.

The BLM inventories visual resources to provide information about existing
scenic values in order to fulfill the NEPA directive to analyze the effects of

6 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

proposed Federal actions on the human environment. The inventory classes
synthesize the three inventory factors to ease the consideration of visual
resource values during a land use planning process. In effect, the VRI is
used to provide a basis for future management of the visual resources,
establish balanced management of visual resources across a planning area,
and analyze impacts of proposed projects or activities that could affect
visual resources.

•

•

•

VRM Class I—The objective of this class is to preserve the existing
character of the landscape. This class provides for natural ecological
changes; however, it does not preclude very limited management
activity. The level of change to the characteristic landscape should be
very low and must not attract attention.
VRM Class II—The objective of this class is to retain the existing
character of the landscape. The level of change to the characteristic
landscape should be low. Management activities may be seen but
should not attract the attention of the casual observer. Any changes
must repeat the basic elements of form, line, color, and texture found
in the predominant natural features of the characteristic landscape.
VRM Class III—The objective of this class is to partially retain the
existing character of the landscape. The level of change to the
characteristic landscape should be moderate. Management activities
may attract attention but should not dominate the view of the casual
observer. Changes should repeat the basic elements found in the
predominant natural features of the characteristic landscape.
VRM Class IV—The objective of this class is to provide for management
activities that require major modifications of the existing character
of the landscape. The level of change to the characteristic landscape
can be high. Management activities may dominate the view and be the
major focus of viewer attention. However, every attempt should be made
to minimize the impact of these activities through careful location,
minimal disturbance, and repetition of the basic elements.

CHAPTER 2
Assignments of VRM classes during the land use planning process are
subject to NEPA impact analysis and public comment. The VRI serves as
the principal consideration when making decisions that may protect or
affect the landscape character. The inventory factor values are considered
in combination (i.e., the VRI class) and independently (i.e., individual factors
of scenic quality, sensitivity, and distance zones) when evaluating land use
plan alternatives and making RMP decisions. Visual values coexist with
and influence other resource values and uses that could be managed in
ways that may or may not coincide with the protection of visual values.
Decisions on VRM class objectives should result from a coordinated and
detailed examination of a range of alternatives that maximize the protection
of visual values while also considering other resource needs and land use
priorities. Once a Record of Decision is signed for an RMP, the VRM class
decisions are fixed and as binding as all other RMP decisions.
VRM class objectives are not the same as VRI classes. VRI classes
document value, while VRM class objectives direct management. VRM
class objectives may or may not direct management levels that are
commensurate with the VRI value. For example, it may be decided that
an area inventoried as VRI Class II be managed as VRM Class III due to
other desired resource uses, or that an area inventoried as VRI Class IV be
managed as VRM Class III due to public preferences and other resource
concerns. An update to the VRI does not affect established VRM classes in
an active RMP; an RMP amendment would be needed to modify the VRM
classes due to an updated VRI.

line, color, and texture). The greater the change causing these elements
to be more distinct, noticeable, and unlike the characteristic landscape,
the greater the visual contrast.
The VCR system documents the following degrees of contrast and
determines RMP conformance:

•
•
•
•

None: contrast could not be visible or perceived; meets VRM Class I
objectives
Weak: contrast could be seen but would not attract attention; meets
VRM Class II objectives
Moderate: contrast could be seen but would not dominate the view;
meets VRM Class III objectives
Strong: contrast could dominate the view; meets VRM Class IV
objectives

Visual contrast is evaluated and rated from key observation points (KOPs),
which are critical viewpoints where the public would commonly see the
proposed project or activity. Contrast ratings are determining by considering
the following human and environment factors, as noted in BLM H-8431:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distance
Angle of observation
Length of time in view
Relative size or scale
Season of use
Light conditions
Recovery time
Spatial relationships
Atmospheric conditions
Motion

The results of the VCR system are not only used to determine conformance
to VRM class objectives, but can also highlight tangible opportunities to
reduce visual contrast by isolating the physical condition that is causing
visual attention to be drawn to a proposed project or activity. The VCR
system is therefore a powerful tool to identify design solutions that may
turn a nonconforming proposed action into a conforming one. By identifying
elements of a proposed project or activity that could be improved to reduce
contrast, it supports implementation of best management practices for
quality built environments on public lands (BLM 2010).

2.4 Visual Resource Contrast Rating and
Visual Resource Plan Conformance
The Visual Contrast Rating (VCR) system is a systematic process used
by BLM to analyze potential visual impacts of proposed projects and
activities to determine whether they meet VRM objectives. The system is
described in BLM Manual H-8431 (BLM 1986b) and takes into account the
other two components of the VRM program, the VRI and RMP VRM class
determinations.
The VCR system does the following:

•
•
•
•

Analyzes and documents the degree of contrast that would result from a
proposed project or activity in order to minimize adverse visual impacts,
Contributes necessary data to assess conformance with the VRM
objectives established in the RMP,
Analyzes effects on VRI factors, and
Promotes the reduction of visual impacts, even in those cases where
VRM classes are met.

The VCR system documents how a proposed project or activity would
alter features of a landscape (i.e., landform, water, vegetation, or built
structures) in terms of their landscape character elements (i.e., form,
Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument VISUAL RESOURCE INVENTORY | 7
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CHAPTER 3:

Visual Resource Inventory
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CHAPTER 3
3.1 General Overview
Per the BLM’s VRI process, this inventory of visual resources was prepared
based on the following three components—each of which is explained in
further detail within its respective section of this document:

•
•

•

Scenic quality evaluation to rate the visual appeal of the inventory area
based on vegetation, landform, water, color, adjacent scenery, scarcity,
and cultural modifications. Scenic quality is rated as Class A, B, or C.
Sensitivity level analysis to assess public concern of the inventory
area’s scenic quality. Evaluation is based on types of users, amount of
use, public interest, adjacent land uses, and presence of special areas.
Sensitivity level is rated as high, moderate, or low.
Delineation of distance zones to indicate the relative visibility of the
inventory area’s landscape from primary travel routes or observation
points to the foreground-middleground, background, or seldom-seen
zones.

This inventory follows the BLM’s National VRI Data Standard and
associated VRI Implementation Guide (geodatabase) updated as of
August 18, 2010. This ensures that the VRI data is consistent and shareable
across the agency, as well as readily available for land use and project
planning efforts.
The progression of inventory efforts for this particular VRI is provided in the
Process Record (Appendix D).

“And there are sunsets
bursting behind storm
clouds, shooting stars
the likes of which you
haven’t seen since you
were a kid; there are
sounds of desert waters,
chattering coyotes,
wind against sandstone,
silence.”

Heart of the Desert Wild,
Greer K Chesher
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CHAPTER 3

3.2 Inventory Process Overview
This inventory was first initiated in 2012, and was envisioned to
be conducted internally by BLM staff and augmented by American
Conservation Experience (ACE) student interns. The initial effort included all
GSENM lands and approximately 91,000 acres of KFO lands, mostly to the
north of and adjacent to the Monument boundary. Invitations to participate
in the inventory process were mailed in March 2012 to surrounding Federal
land management agencies; local counties, towns, and cities; Monument
Advisory Committee members; local partner organizations; and area State
park managers. Additionally, scenic quality and sensitivity workshops
and fieldwork in 2012 included not only BLM staff and interns, but also
volunteers and representatives from the National Park Service, U.S. Forest
Service, and Garfield County. From 2012 through 2014, BLM staff and ACE
interns supported efforts pertaining to various components of the VRI

process, including in-person meetings to discuss Monument scenic quality,
visual sensitivity, and visual distance zones, as well as multiple fieldwork
efforts to develop, refine, and document scenic quality throughout the
inventory area.
Toward the end of fiscal year 2016, the VRI effort was re-initiated and the
remaining tasks to complete the VRI were funded and contracted to
Logan Simpson. With the assistance of many of those associated with
the initial VRI effort, the inventory progressed using the preliminary data
compiled over previous years. Contracted components of the VRI included
review and assessment of preliminary data and information, additional
evaluation and documentation of scenic quality, a robust analysis of
visual sensitivity levels that included web-based surveys and social media
research, and re-analysis of visual distance zones.

During the contract period in late 2017, Presidential Proclamation 9682
modified the boundaries of GSENM, reducing it in size by almost
50 percent. This modification included establishing three separate units
(Grand Staircase, Kaiparowits, and Escalante Canyons) and withdrawing
the remaining lands to management by the KFO. The VRI boundary was
not altered due to this change. The VRI geodatabase provided to BLM in
April 2018 for RMP alternatives development and impact analysis included
GSENM lands in each of the three units and lands withdrawn to KFO, as well
as the 91,000 acres of KFO lands to the north.
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CHAPTER 4:

Inventory Factor 1: Scenic Quality
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CHAPTER 4
4.1 Scenic Quality Rating Overview
Scenic quality is a measure of the visual appeal of a tract of land. During
the VRI process, lands with similar landscape character are delineated into
scenic quality rating units (SQRUs) and given a Class A, B, or C rating based
on the apparent scenic quality determined by evaluating seven key factors:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Landform
Vegetation
Water
Color
Adjacent scenery
Scarcity
Cultural modifications

During the rating process, each of these factors are ranked in comparison
with similar features within the same physiographic province. Field visits
and photo-documentation are critical tasks in understanding, evaluating,
and documenting a unit’s scenic quality. Photographs are taken from
several representative locations and used to capture uncommon,
noteworthy aspects of a unit.

4.2 Physiographic Province
The inventory area is located within the Colorado Plateau physiographic
province, which consists of approximately 130,000 square miles and
encompasses southeastern Utah, southwestern Colorado, northwestern New
Mexico, and northern Arizona (Figure 3). The province is subdivided into six
sections based on elevation and its magnitude of dissection. Elevations range
from 2,000 feet in the Grand Canyon in Arizona to almost 13,000 in the La Sal
Mountains in Utah. The Canyon Lands section stretches from southwestern
Colorado across southeastern Utah; it is dissected with numerous deep
sandstone canyons and has elevations that range from approximately 4,000
to 11,000 feet. The most dissected section is the Uinta Basin, which is a
deeply incised plateau that abuts the Uinta Mountains in northeastern Utah
and northwestern Colorado. The Navajo section covers northeastern Arizona
and northwestern New Mexico and has fewer and less deep canyons. The
highest section is the High Plateaus of Utah, which consists of escarpments
and terraces that ascend to 11,000 feet in elevation in central Utah. The Grand
Canyon section consists of plateaus ranging in elevation of 7,000 to 9,000
feet and includes the Grand Canyon. The southernmost section located in
eastern Arizona and western New Mexico is the Datil section, which consists
of mesas, valleys, and volcanic features that include lava flows and volcanic
formations. The inventory area is in portions of the Canyon Lands, High
Plateaus of Utah, and Grand Canyon sections.
The Colorado Plateau is drained by the Colorado River and its many
tributaries—including the Escalante and Paria rivers within the inventory
area—all creating a historical network of incised canyons, flood plains, and
14 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

bold escarpments throughout their relative plateaus. It is the multitude
of these high plateaus and canyons with their imposing hoodoos, buttes,
gorges, and ravines that has led to the establishment of numerous national
parks and monuments, more than within any other province outside of the
Washington, DC area. These include such world-renown natural places
as Grand Canyon, Zion, Bryce Canyon, Canyonlands, Arches, Capitol Reef,
Glen Canyon, Canyon de Chelly, and Monument Valley, three of which are
immediately adjacent to the inventory area.
Given the scales of these features, no other province in the nation reveals
such a strong relationship between the land’s horizontal strata and its
erosional history by wind and water. It is the horizontal nature of the Colorado
Plateau’s geological layers that distinguishes it from other provinces.
Differential erosion of flat-lying sedimentary rocks creates a stair-step effect
of the most recent strata capping the former one. This is most extraordinarily
displayed when there is great contrast in color and texture between adjacent
layers such as when white Navajo sandstone “caps” the red Kayenta
formation and Wingate sandstone below, creating a lithic layer cake.

4.3 Delineation of Scenic Quality Rating Units
The initial step in evaluating scenic quality is to divide the landscape
into SQRUs. For this inventory, the scenic quality rating process was
conducted from 2012 through 2014, as time and funding allowed, by
GSENM and BLM State office staff, other Federal and local government
agency representatives, and summer seasonal student interns. SQRUs
were developed initially by evaluating units used both during the 1990s-era
VRI effort and during the development of the GSENM Management Plan’s
(BLM 2000) VRM classifications. Those SQRUs were refined by interns
and BLM staff primarily using vegetation and geology GIS data, as well
as aerial imagery (i.e., from Google Earth and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Farm Service Agency’s National Agriculture Imagery Program) to
develop unit boundaries that followed landform and vegetative transitions.
Approximately 100 SQRUs were delineated during this period.
In October 2016, Logan Simpson started to analyze and evaluate the
preliminary SQRU data to determine its quality and where gaps existed. The
preliminary SQRU boundaries were reviewed from fall 2016 through early
summer 2017; during this evaluation, they were adjusted to reflect updated
(and more detailed) aerial imagery and to combine similar landscapes
into the same unit. Further refinement to the SQRU boundaries were made
when field inventory work was conducted in July 2017 and as the draft
SQRU evaluations were reviewed and edited. Final unit boundaries were
subsequently digitized and refined using digital aerial imagery and field notes.
Some of the preliminary units were split or combined, resulting in a total
of 48 SQRUs (Figure 4). Each unit was given a name that generally reflects
landscape features referred to by BLM staff or local residents. This detailed
effort was undertaken in an effort to accurately capture the complex visual
landscape contained within the inventory area.

Figure 3: Physiographic Province Map
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Figure 4. Scenic Quality Rating Units and Inventory Observation Points Locations Map
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CHAPTER 4
4.4 Inventory Observation Points/Photo
Observation Points

4.5 Evaluation of Scenic Quality Rating
Units

Two types of photographs are used to conduct and document the scenic
quality of an SQRU:

Evaluation of SQRUs is documented on the BLM Scenic Quality Field
Inventory Form 8400-1 (Figure 5 below, and Illustration 3 in BLM H-8410‑1).
The first step in evaluating each SQRU is using this form to describe
its landform and water, vegetation, and built structures in terms of their
landscape character elements (i.e., form, line, color, and texture), as
described below.

•

•

Inventory Observation Points (IOPs) are photograph(s) from where the
landscape can be viewed in order to conduct the scenic quality rating
assessment of a given SQRU. IOPs are taken from locations that
capture a unit’s representative landscape character, not from where
the unit is most viewed by the public.
Photograph Observation Points (POPs) are photographs that highlight
additional and/or unique elements that add to or detract from a unit’s
scenic quality.

•
•

•
•

Form—The mass or shape of an object, or of objects that appear
unified.
Line—The path, real or imagined, that the eye follows when perceiving
abrupt differences in form, color, or texture, or when objects are
aligned in a one-dimensional sequence. Usually evident as the edge of
shapes or masses in the landscape.
Color—The property of reflecting light of a particular intensity and
wavelength (or mixture of wavelengths) to which the eye is sensitive.
It is the major visual property of surfaces.
Texture—The aggregation of small forms or color mixtures into a
continuous surface pattern; the aggregated parts are enough that they
do not appear as discrete objects in the composition of a scene.

During the initial VRI effort from 2012 to 2014, more than 300 IOPs were
taken. These were later evaluated by Logan Simpson for quality, location
data, and usability. After SQRU boundaries were adjusted, locations of
additional needed IOPs were determined based on a variety of factors,
including potential visibility of the landscape and the degree of accessibility.
IOPs were then documented on the field maps as references to represent
general locations from which they would be captured. Inventory field work
in July 2017 included recording views from the IOPs with a GPS-enabled
digital camera, which recorded geographical locations (latitude and
longitude) for each photograph.
Also during fieldwork, additional POPs were recorded to more fully
characterize additional and/or unique elements that added to or detracted
from a unit’s scenic quality, as appropriate. During the SQRU editing phase,
additional POPs were provided by BLM to highlight recreational destinations
and special palaeontological, geological, or cultural features.
The number of IOPs per SQRU varied according to the size and relative
complexity of each unit, as well as the ability to access units in the field due
to the limited road network and inaccessibility of certain areas within the
inventory boundary. Due to limited access and/or limited views, the IOPs
for some units were identified outside the SQRU boundaries (i.e., providing
a view into the unit from an adjacent unit). The completed 8400-1 scenic
quality field inventory forms included later in this chapter have inset maps
that show which IOPs are associated with each SQRU, as well as panoramic
IOP photographs and smaller POP photographs.
Additional data required for BLM’s VRI geodatabase was recorded for each
IOP. A photo log from the field inventory is provided in Appendix C.

Figure 5: Scenic Quality Field Inventory Form 8400-1
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CHAPTER 4
The second step is providing general comments regarding the character,
land use, or other aspects of each SQRU in the narrative section the
form. The final step is scoring the seven key scenic quality evaluation
factors based on the scales described in the Scenic Quality Inventory and
Evaluation Chart (Figure 6 to the right, and Illustration 2 in BLM H-8410-1)
and providing an explanation or rationale for each factor’s score.
During the rating process, each of the evaluation factors are scored in
comparison with similar features within the same physiographic province.
For example, BLM landscapes in the Wyoming Basin are not rated
comparative to those in the Basin and Range. Additionally, SQRUs in a given
inventory area are not rated comparative to lands only in that inventory
area or only to other BLM lands in the given physiographic province, but in
comparison with all landscapes in that province. Thus, ratings in this VRI
take into account the stunning landforms and colors of the many national
parks, as well as the alpine forests of the national forests in the Colorado
Plateau.
The evaluation factors are scored on a scale of 1 to 5 with the exception
of the cultural modifications factor, which is scored on a scale of -4 to 2,
and the scarcity factor, which is scored on a scale of 1 to 5+. See Figure 6
for details on how the key factors are rated. For this inventory, scores in
increments of 0.5 were recorded. The scores for each factor were then
totaled, and a scenic quality rating of Class A, B, or C was determined using
the numeric scale on the scenic quality field inventory form.
Prior to the contract, many of the preliminary SQRUs were rated using the
field inventory form. Logan Simpson reviewed these forms and updated
them to reflect changes in unit boundaries. After these revisions, fieldwork
was scheduled to verify SQRU boundaries and address those units lacking
the necessary written documentation, rating, or photo-documentation.
During final scenic quality fieldwork effort in July 2017, Logan Simpson
and BLM staff—traveling primarily on routes identified during the travel
planning process—either updated existing forms or completed new SQRU
rating evaluations for all units. Final revisions to the ratings were completed
when the draft SQRU evaluations were reviewed and edited by BLM. During
that review, the BLM Project Lead performed a comparative review of each
scenic quality rating factor across the inventory area to ensure consistency
of ratings and associated explanation language.
All data associated with the scenic quality ratings is included in the
geodata; narrative portions of the SQRU forms were edited to meet
geodatabase letter space limitations.

KEY FACTORS
LANDFORM

RATING CRITERIA AND SCORE

High vertical relief as expressed in
prominent cliffs, spires, or massive
rock outcrops, or severe variation or
highly eroded formations including
major dune systems or detail features
dominant and exceptionally striking
and intriguing such as glaciers.

Steep canyons, mesas, buttes, cinder
Low rolling hills, foothills, or flat valley
cones, and drumlins, or interesting
bottoms, or few or no interesting
erosional patterns of variety in size and landscape features.
shape of landforms, or detail features
which are interesting though not
dominant.

5
VEGETATION

A variety of vegetative types as
expressed in interesting forms,
textures, and patterns.

3
Some variety of vegetation, but only
one or two major types.

5
WATER

Clear and clean appearing, still, or
Flowing, or still, but not dominant in
cascading white water, any of which
the landscape.
are a dominant factor in the landscape.

Rich color combinations, variety or
vivid color, or pleasing contrasts in the
soil, rock, vegetation, water or snow
fields.

Adjacent scenery greatly enhances
visual quality.

One of a kind or unusually memorable,
or very rare within region. Consistent
chance for exceptional wildlife or
wildflower viewing, etc.

Modifications add favorably to
visual variety while promoting visual
harmony.

3

1
Adjacent scenery has little or no
influence on overall visual quality.

3
Distinctive, though somewhat similar
to others within the region.

0
Interesting within its setting, but fairly
common within the region.

3
Modifications add little or no variety to
the area, and introduce no discordant
elements.

2

0
Subtle color variations, contrast, or
interest, generally mute tones.

Adjacent scenery moderately
enhances overall visual quality.

*5+
CULTURAL MODIFICATIONS

Absent, or present, but not noticeable.

Some intensity or variety in colors
and contrast of the soil, rock and
vegetation, but not a dominant scenic
element.

5
SCARCITY

1

3

5
INFLUENCE OF ADJACENT SCENERY

Little or no variety or contrast in
vegetation.
3

5
COLOR

1

0

1
Modifications add variety but are
very discordant and promote strong
disharmony.
-4

SCENIC QUALITY: A= 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less
Figure Source: Adapted from BLM Manual H-8410-1, Illustration 2 (BLM 1986a).
* A rating of greater than 5 can be given but must be supported by written justification.

Figure 6: Scenic Quality Inventory and Evaluation Chart
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4.6 Key Factor Analysis
4.6.1

Landform

Ratings for landform are higher in areas that contain high vertical relief,
massive rock outcrops, severe variation, or highly eroded formations, all
of which are prominent throughout the majority of the inventory area.
Landforms in the inventory area are diverse and range from the unique
and iconic Cockscomb and Escalante River Canyons to the less dramatic
expansive, broad flats at the base of the Vermilion Cliffs.
The Upper Escalante Canyons (#040) and The Cockscomb (#008) units
were scored 5.0, the highest rating available for landform. Unit #040 is
characterized by rugged and fractured sandstone benches incised by the
narrow, steep-walled canyons, and Unit #008 contains a prominent geologic
feature that forms two parallel knife-edged ridges with a bisected V-shaped
trough. More than half (26) of the 48 SQRUs received landform scores of
4.0 or higher, accounting for 1,326,071 acres (67 percent) of the inventory
area. Landform ratings were generally lower for the valley bottoms or
broad plains, which mostly consist of flat to slightly rolling terrain with few
interesting topographical features. A score of 1.5 was the lowest rating for
landform and was recorded for two units—the Coal Bench Unit (#022) and
Mud Springs / Canaan Mountain Unit (#025)— that include nondescript
benches with slightly rolling terrain and shallow drainages. Figure 7
graphically depicts the landform factor scores.

LANDFORM
Score

Acres

Percentage of
Inventory Area

1.5

9,844

<1%

2

147,514

8%

2.5

145,410

7%

3

62,757

3%

3.5

279,994

14%

4

519,725

26%

4.5

705,016

36%

5

101,330

5%

Grand Total

1,971,591

100%

Representative images and associated landscape factor scores depicting
the lowest and highest ratings for each scenic quality factor have been
provided for comparison purposes.
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High Score

Location: The Cockscomb (#008)
Score: 5.0

Low Score

Location: Coal Bench (#022)
Score: 1.5

CHAPTER 4

Figure 7: Scenic Quality Rating - Landform
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CHAPTER 4
4.6.2

The lowest score for vegetation was 2.0 and was recorded for seven units:

Vegetation

Vegetation ratings are higher where a variety of vegetation types are
expressed in interesting forms, textures, and patterns. Across the inventory
area, vegetation communities include pinyon-juniper forests, Ponderosa
pine stands, riparian areas with Cottonwood and willow, gambel oak and
aspen patches, and expanses of sagebrush, desert shrubs, and grasslands.
Vegetation types transition throughout the inventory area based primarily
on elevation, soil type, and availability of water. Units with minimal elevation
change, little moisture, and/or clay soils generally contain less vegetative
variety.
The Upper Escalante Canyons (#040) and the Henderson/ Pardner/ Mud
Spring Canyons (#020) units were scored 4.5 for vegetation. Both units have
Ponderosa pine at higher elevations, riparian corridors with cottonwoods
and willows along water courses, and pinyon-juniper, desert shrubs, and
grasses distributed throughout. More than half (29) of the 48 units—
accounting for 1,431,066 acres (73 percent) of the inventory area—scored
3.0 to 3.5, documenting that there is some variety in the vegetation.

High Score

Location: Upper Escalante Canyons (#040)
Score: 4.5
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fivemile/Coyote Valley Unit (#007)
East Clark Bench Unit (#010)
Wahweap/ Rimrocks Unit (#011)
The Blues/ Blue Wash Unit (#016)
Tropic Shale/East Valley Unit (#021)
Little Valley/Rock Creek Unit (#029)
Circle Cliffs Chinle Unit (#045)

Figure 8 graphically depicts the vegetation factor scores.

VEGETATION
Score

Acres

Percentage of
Inventory Area

2

123,936

6%

2.5

175,044

9%

3

748,825

38%

3.5

682,242

35%

4

122,944

6%

4.5

118,602

6%

Grand Total

1,971,591

100%

Low Score

Location: Circle Cliffs Chinle (#045)
Score: 2.0

CHAPTER 4

Figure 8: Scenic Quality Rating - Vegetation
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4.6.3

Water

WATER

Water is rated highest in areas where it plays a dominant role in the
landscape. The presence of water within the inventory area is scarce
and often ephemeral, occurring only during times of heavy rain or winter
runoff. Inventory scoring took into account only those units where water is
consistently present in rivers, creeks, springs, or reservoirs. The Escalante
Canyons region in the eastern part of the inventory area has the Escalante
River and its many tributaries, and the Grand Staircase region to the west
has the Paria River and its tributaries.
Only 19 of the 48 SQRUs received any water score and, of those, only two
units scored 3.0 or higher. A score of 0.0 was given to 29 units, accounting
for 948,057 acres (48 percent) of the inventory area, because water was
neither visible during the field inventory nor known to be present to the
degree of influencing scenery. The highest score of 4.0 was recorded for the
Upper Escalante Canyons Unit (#040), which includes the Escalante River
and numerous creeks with clear flowing water, as well as dramatic waterfalls
along Calf Creek. Figure 9 graphically depicts the water factor scores.

High Score

Location: Upper Escalante Canyons (#040)
Score: 4.0
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Score

Acres

Percentage of
Inventory Area

0

948,057

48%

0.5

502,742

26%

1

56,868

3%

1.5

275,684

14%

2

104,200

5%

3

3,954

<1%

4

80,085

4%

4.5

118,602

6%

Grand Total

1,971,591

100%

Low Score

Location: Fourmile Bench/Horse Flat (#015)
Score: 0.0

CHAPTER 4

Figure 9: Scenic Quality Rating - Water
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4.6.4

Color

Color ratings are highest in units with rich color combinations, vivid colors,
a variety of colors, and/or pleasing contrasts in the soil, rock, vegetation,
or water. Color is a dominant element throughout the inventory area and
is primarily influenced by the colorful landforms that run the gamut from
tans/beiges to reds, grays, and even near-black or white. Vegetative color
varies throughout the year with seasonal changes in many locations and
complements the landform colors. During the majority of summer and
winter, the colors of vegetation are generally muted, but seasonal fall
colors are vibrant golds and yellows along riparian corridors and spring
colors enhance many areas with vivid greens of new grasses and whites,
yellows, oranges, reds, purples, and blues of wildflowers and blooming

shrubs. Combined, the patterns and colors of the landforms and vegetative
variety create interesting contrasts with the surrounding landscapes. In the
inventory area, the highest ratings for color are generally where dramatic
landform colors dominate.
Scores of 4.0 or higher were recorded for 17 of the 48 units, accounting for
667,086 acres (33 percent) of the inventory area. Two SQRUs received the
highest possible score of 5.0: the Vermilion Cliffs/Paria- Hackberry Unit
(#003) and the Upper Escalante Canyons Unit (#040). The striking vermilion
of the cliffs associated with Unit #003 contrasts with the rainbow of purple,
blue, red, white, tan, gray, pink, and rust in the Chinle and Moenkopi hills;
and the array of colors associated with Unit #040—ranging from white
sandstone to dark vermilion red—contrast with the thick ribbons of bright

riparian green or gold depending on the season.
The lower ratings for color were generally associated with flat to rolling
landforms with muted tones due to their consistent forests of pinyonjuniper broken by sagebrush flats. Four units received scores of
2.0, the lowest color rating:

•
•
•
•

Buckskin/ Fivemile Mountains Unit (#005)
Fourmile Bench/ Horse Flat Unit (#015)
Coal Bench Unit (#022)
Mud Springs/Canaan Mountain Unit (#025).

Figure 10 graphically depicts the color factor scores.

COLOR
Score

Acres

Percentage of
Inventory Area

2

130,575

7%

2.5

167,595

9%

3

237,912

12%

3.5

768,423

39%

4

458,752

23%

4.5

63,970

3%

5

144,363

7%

Grand Total

1,971,591

100%

High Score
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Location: Vermilion Cliffs/Paria-Hackberry (#003)
Score: 5.0

Low Score

Location: Mud Springs/Canaan Mountain (#025)
Score: 2.0

CHAPTER 4
2

Figure 10: Scenic Quality Rating - Color
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4.6.5

Influence of Adjacent Scenery

Ratings for adjacent scenery are higher for SQRUs where it greatly
enhances visual quality within the unit. With visibility that oftentimes
stretches for hundreds of miles and being surrounded by millions of acres
of national parks, forests, and recreation and wilderness areas, it comes as
no surprise that the influence of adjacent scenery from within and outside
the inventory boundary is notable. In many units, the adjacent scenery
lays out in layers of colors, landforms, and textures starting at the unit’s
boundary and going out to the horizon, greatly enhancing the scenic quality.
A score of 4.0 to 4.5 was recorded for 42 of the 48 SQRUs, accounting for
1,278,699 acres (65 percent) of the inventory area. Justifications for the
high scores are related to panoramic views of the following: Waterpocket
Fold and Circle Cliffs; Escalante Canyons; Aquarius Plateau; Henry
Mountains; Navajo Mountain; Paria Plateau; Kaiparowits Plateau; Pink,
White, Vermilion Cliffs of the Grand Staircase; and The Cockscomb. These
units received the highest adjacent scenery score of 4.5:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Boulder Valley Unit (#042)
Fivemile/Coyote Valley Unit (#007)
Lampstand/Studhorse Peaks Unit (#046)
Upper Escalante Benches Unit (#041)
Big Spencer Flat Unit (#036)
Telegraph Flat Unit (#004)

High Score

Lower ratings for adjacent scenery were generally recorded for units with
enclosed views since the surrounding scenery has little influence on the
overall visual quality of these SQRUs. A score of 2.0 was the lowest and
was recorded for the Vermilion Cliffs/Paria-Hackberry Unit (#003); the vast
majority of this unit includes canyons below the rims and adjacent scenery is
not seen. Figure 11 graphically depicts the adjacent scenery factor scores.

ADJACENT SCENERY
Score

Acres

Percentage of
Inventory Area

2

64,278

3%

2.5

8,107

<1%

3

86,633

4%

3.5

533,874

27%

4

1,192,884

61%

4.5

85,815

4%

Grand Total

1,971,591

100%
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Location: Lampstand/Studhorse Peaks (#046)
Score: 4.5

Low Score

Location: Vermilion Cliffs/Paria Hackberry (#003)
Score: 2.0
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2

Figure 11: Scenic Quality Rating - Adjacent Scenery
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CHAPTER 4
4.6.6

Scarcity

SCARCITY

Scoring for scarcity is influenced by whether or not a unit is characterized
by features that are one of a kind, unusually memorable, or very rare within
the physiographic province. This can include exceptional opportunities for
wildlife or wildflower viewing. Unit scarcity varied throughout the inventory
area, with ratings for scarcity highest in areas with unique landforms. The
low valleys and more uniform plateaus and benches contain landscapes
more common to the physiographic province and, therefore, generally
received lower scarcity ratings.
The Cockscomb Unit (#008), with a score of 5.0, was the highest-rated
unit due to the unique, rugged, and colorful Cockscomb that runs for more
than 30 miles and separates the Grand Staircase and Kaiparowits Plateau
provinces. The distinctive landforms associated with the Upper Escalante
Canyons Unit (#040), the Circle Cliffs Chinle Unit (#045), and the Vermilion
Cliffs/Paria-Hackberry Unit (#003) resulted in scores of 4.5. Scarcity is
generally lower for the flat to low rolling valley units and is associated
with lack of distinctiveness. A score of 1.5 was the lowest rating, and
was recorded for three units: East Clark Bench Unit (#010), Coal Bench
Unit (#022), and Mud Springs/Canaan Mountain Unit (#025). Figure 12
graphically depicts the scarcity factor scores.

High Score
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Location: The Cockscomb (#008)
Score: 5.0

Score

Acres

Percentage of
Inventory Area

1.5

17,951

1%

2

363,869

18%

2.5

118,526

6%

3

407,489

21%

3.5

485,975

25%

4

398,803

20%

4.5

157,732

8%

5

21,245

1%

Grand Total

1,971,591

100%

Low Score

Location: East Clark Bench (#010)
Score: 1.5
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Figure 12: Scenic Quality Rating - Scarcity
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4.6.7

Cultural Modifications

Ratings for cultural modifications are generally neutral throughout the
inventory area. Neutral ratings reflect either the general lack of noticeable
cultural modifications or modifications that neither add to nor detract
from the visual setting. The average rating for cultural modifications in
the inventory area is approximately -0.1. There are five units that received
a positive cultural modification score of 1.0 because modifications add
favorably to the visual setting and influence visual harmony. Those units
include the Upper Escalante Canyons unit (#040), Vermilion Cliffs/PariaHackberry Unit (#003), Boulder Valley Unit (#042), Escalante Valley Unit
(#038), and Bryce Valley Unit (#023).
A score of 0.0 was recorded for 33 units. Most of these units fall within two
categories: (1) units with cultural modifications that are unnoticeable within
the scale of the unit, or (2) units with a fairly equal number of harmonic
and discordant cultural modifications that offset one another and result in
no visual impact. Negative scores were recorded for areas with primarily
discordant cultural modifications, such as infrastructural components,
vegetation treatments, major roadways, and residential and commercial
development associated with populated areas. A score of -1.0 is the lowest
rating, and was recorded for three units: Buckskin/ Fivemile Mountains
Unit (#005), West Clark Bench Unit (#009), and Round Valley/Horse Valley
Unit (#019). Figure 13 graphically depicts the cultural modification factor
scores within the inventory area.

CULTURAL MODIFICATIONS
Score

Acres

Percentage of
Inventory Area

-1

74,703

4%

-0.5

114,240

6%

0

1,617,842

82%

0.5

80,766

4%

1

84,040

4%

Grand Total

1,971,591

100%
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High Score

Location: Upper Escalante Canyons (#040)
Score: 1.0

Low Score

Location: Buckskin/Five Mile Mountains (#005)
Score: -1.0
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Figure 13: Scenic Quality Rating - Cultural Modifications
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CHAPTER 4
4.7 Scenic Quality Ratings
The scenic quality rating is the result of totaling the scores of the seven
key factors on the 8400-1 form and assigning the rating according to the
following scale:

•
•
•

Class A = 19 points or more
Class B = 12 to 18 points
Class C = 11 points or less

Sixteen SQRUs received a Class A rating and these units account for
47 percent of the acres inventoried. The highest rating given, in this
inventory or across all BLM lands to date, is 28; this rating was recorded
for the Upper Escalante Canyons Unit (#040). The high scenic quality of
this unit is primarily due to the stunning colors that range from whites
and buffs to golds to pinks and reds, as well as its expanse of rolling,
rugged, and fractured sandstone benches incised by the narrow, steepwalled canyons of the Escalante River and its tributaries. The unit’s
range of elevations and microclimates supports a variety of vegetation,
which increases visual variety.
Thirty SQRUs, accounting for approximately 52 percent of the inventory
area, inventoried as Class B by scoring 12 to 18. Many of these units
encompass rugged terrain or include some variety of vegetation types.
Units with Class B ratings are dispersed throughout the inventory area.
Of the 30 SQRUs that ranked as Class B, half of them were “high Bs” with
scores of 17 to 18. The highest possible B rating of 18 was recorded for six
units:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fivemile/Coyote Valley Unit (#007)
Round Valley/Horse Valley Unit (#019)
Grand Bench Unit (#028)
Red Breaks/Egypt Unit (#033)
Buckaroo Flat/ Early Weed Bench Unit (#034)
Escalante Valley Unit (#038)

The remaining two SQRUs—the East Clark Bench (#010) and the Coal Bench
(#022) units—received a Class C rating, with scores of 11 or less. These units
account for the remaining one percent of the acres inventoried and were at the
top end of the scoring for Class C. Figure 14 graphically depicts the final scenic
quality ratings.
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Table 1. Scenic Quality Rating - Listed in Order of Score

003
Vermilion Cliffs/PariaHackberry
043
Lower Gulch/Hot
Canyon
044
Upper Gulch/Wolverine
Bench
002
White Cliffs

020
Henderson/Pardner/
Mud Spring Canyons
042
Boulder Valley
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Butler Valley/Big Dry
Valley
035
Harris Wash / The V

032
Scorpion Flat/Dry Fork
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4

4

4

4

030
Straight Cliffs/Fiftymile
Bench

0

22

SQRU 044 is a landscape of jumbled and jagged landforms, incised by
tributaries of the Escalante River. Vegetation varies from pinyon-juniper
A with intermixed shrubs and grasses to cottonwood galleries. Very few
cultural modifications exist.

045
Circle Cliffs Chinle

0

21.5

SQRU 002 is comprised of the Grand Staircase “step and riser” known
as the White Cliffs, with rolling hills, sand dunes and flats are cut
A through with gorges and canyons. The predominant vegetation is
pinyon-juniper and sagebrush. Few modifications exist.

007
Fivemile/Coyote Valley

0

21.5

SQRU 020 includes benches of Kaiparowits which step down to
benches of Wahweap that give way to golden ridges, cliffs and
A canyons of Straight Cliffs. Vegetation includes ponderosa, scrub oak,
cottonwood, pinyon-juniper, and sage. Few modifications exist.

019
Round Valley/Horse
Valley

0

21.5

SQRU 042 contains the pastoral valley of Boulder Town. Modest
residential and commercial development exists at the core and
A clusters of farm and ranch buildings dot the surrounding landscape.
Includes agricultural, domestic, and native vegetation.

028
Grand Bench

1

20

SQRU 018 is characterized by strongly contrasting landforms of
gentle valley bottoms, rugged hills and dramatic cliffs. Vegetation
A includes sagebrush, saltbush, pinyon-juniper, mixed grasses and forbs.
Landform contrasts in color and form are dominant.

033
Red Breaks/Egypt

0

20

SQRU 035 is characterized by iconic slick rock formations with
intermixed notable landform irregularities that include Zebra and
A Tunnel Slots, Moqui Marbles sand dunes, the Cosmic Ashtray, V Rock
Hill and Harris Wash. Vegetation is limited and dispersed.

034
Buckaroo Flat/Early
Weed Bench

0

19.5

SQRU 032 contains rolling, jumbled sandstone expanses with shallow
A drainages feeding into dramatic hidden canyons and narrow slots.
Vegetation is mostly stippled and includes blackbrush, sand sage, and
pinyon-juniper. Few modifications exist within the unit.

038
Escalante Valley

0

Rating

22

SQRU 043 is a landscape of jumbled landforms, incised by north-south
oriented tributaries of the Escalante River. Vegetation varies from
A pinyon-juniper with intermixed shrubs and grasses to cottonwood
galleries. Few cultural modifications exist.

Score

026
Upper Kaiparowits
Plateau

Cultural Modification

22

SQRU 003 is comprised of the Grand Staircase “step” known as the
Vermilion Cliffs with dramatic cliff bands, rainbow Chinle badlands,
A and branching canyons. Pinyon-juniper and sagebrush are the primary
vegetation. Historic modifications enhance, if visible.

Scarcity

017
Willis Creek

Adjacent Scenery

SQRU 008 is characterized by The Cockscomb, a prominent geologic
feature that forms two parallel knife-edged ridges with a bisection
A V-shaped trough. Pinyon-juniper, shrubs, grasses and riparian add
interest. Transmission lines detract from scenic quality.

Color

Cultural Modification

28

-0.5 23
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011
Wahweap/Rimrocks

Unit Number &
Name

Vegetation

4

Scarcity

Adjacent Scenery
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Water
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4.5 3.5 1.5
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3.5 1.5 4.5

4.5 3.5

4.5

4

SQRU 040 is an expanse of rolling, rugged and fractured sandstone
benches incised by the narrow, steep-walled canyons of the Escalante
A River and its tributaries. The range of elevations and microclimates
supports a variety of vegetation.

Explanation

Landform

4.5

Rating

008
The Cockscomb

5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING UNIT SUMMARY

Score

040
Upper Escalante
Canyons

Vegetation

Unit Number &
Name

Landform

SCENIC QUALITY RATING UNIT SUMMARY

4.5

2

0.5

4

4

4

0

19

SQRU 011 contains badlands transitioning to a broad bench that
A breaks away into colorful sandstone cliffs above branching canyons
littered with hoodoos. Vegetation has a moderate impact on scenic
quality. Cultural modifications are generally unnoticeable.

4

3

1.5 3.5

4

3

4.5 3.5 0.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

Explanation

0

19

SQRU 017 is a series of jagged-edged benches surrounded by incised
A canyons and steep cliffs of exposed sandstone and rolling mounds.
Vegetation is predominately sagebrush and pinyon-juniper. Impact of
vegetation treatments and other modifications is minor.

0

19

SQRU 026 is a grandiose, multi-terraced plateau with rugged canyons
A and drainages branching in all directions. Vegetation is primarily
juniper, sage, oak, and other shrubs, grasses and forbs. Cultural
modifications are generally unnoticeable within the unit.

4.5

3

0

3.5

4

4

0

19

SQRU 030 is a long, narrow, band including a bold, vertical, banded
A cliff face above rugged, drainage-braided benches. Pinyon-juniper,
sage and blackbrush are the dominant vegetation. Very few cultural
modifications exist.

4

2

0

4.5

4

4.5

0

19

A side of the Circle Cliffs, with dominant rainbow-colored talus cones of

18

SQRU 007 is a long narrow valley containing drainages, fins and
B outcrops. Landform color is dominant with vivid reds and a rainbow
of other colors. Vegetation includes sagebrush, fourwing saltbush and
pinyon-juniper. Modifications are unnoticeable.

SQRU 045 contains the lower slopes and buttes abutting the east

4

2

0

4

4.5 3.5

0

Chinle topped by sandstone. Vegetation is minimal which enhances
the striking landform colors. Few modifications exist.

4

3.5

1

3.5

4

3

-1

18

SQRU 019 is a sweeping unit of narrow valleys surrounded by rugged
B cliff exposures, badlands and jagged edged benches. Vegetation is
mostly pinyon-juniper and mixed sage, grasses and other shrubs.
Modifications slightly detract from scenic integrity.

4

2.5

0

4

4

3.5

0

18

SQRU 028 contains sheer, rugged bands of cliffs above pyramidal talus
B slopes that scallop around the valleys' jumbled benches and fingers
of exposed Morrison Formation. Vegetation varies with elevation and
steepness of terrain. Few modifications exist.

3.5

3

0

4.5

4

3

0

18

SQRU 033 is a highly varied landscape of inconsistent rolling hills and
B drainages, incised washes, and irregular uplifted landforms. Vegetation
is spotty and includes pinyon-juniper, a variety of shrubs, grasses, and
forbs. Very few modifications exist.

4

3

0

4

4

3

0

18

SQRU 034 is a complex and colorful landscape of flats, valleys and
B benches separated by areas of delicately eroded fins, sand dunes, and
meandering washes and canyons. Vegetation includes blankets of
shrubs with smatterings on pinyon-juniper.

18

SQRU 038 is characterized by the pastoral community of Escalante,
B with residential and commercial development at the core and clusters
of farm and ranch buildings dotting the surrounding landscape.
Includes agricultural, domestic, and native vegetation.
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0.5
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Table 1. Scenic Quality Rating - Listed in Order of Score (Continued)

023
Bryce Valley

029
Little Valley/Rock Creek

046
Lampstand/Stud Horse
Peaks
048
Wagon Box-Colt Mesa

001
Skutumpah Terrace

027
Fiftymile Mountain

031
Escalante Desert
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West Clark Bench
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The Blues/Blue Wash
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SQRU 029 is a pair of lobe-shaped valleys separated by a thin neck of
B sandstone surrounded by a series of pyramidal talus slopes topped by
rugged cliffs. Vegetation is thinly blanketed blackbrush or sand sage.
Very few cultural modifications exist.

014
Upper Wahweap/
Paradise Canyon
006
Fivemile/Buckskin
Backside
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3
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3.5 4.5

3
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SQRU 046 is a ring of flat-topped benches and mesas with sloughed
B side slopes and rugged rock escarpments along the tops. Though
pinyon-juniper forest is predominant, sagebrush flats and other
vegetation is present. Few cultural modifications exist.

4

3
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3
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17.5

B and canyons, rugged mesas, and softly eroded side slopes. Pinyon-

SQRU 048 is a varied landscape of rolling hills, numerous drainages

3.5 3.5

0

3

4

4

3

0

juniper is stippled across the unit and is intermixed with other
vegetation. Very few cultural modifications exist.

17

SQRU 001 is a broad series of terraces that make the “riser” between
B the base of the Pink Cliffs and the top of the White Cliffs of the Grand
Staircase. Vegetation is mostly pinyon-juniper forests and sagebrush/
mixed shrub flats. Few modifications exist.
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Big Flat
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Bulldog Bench/Sheep
Creek

3
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17

SQRU 027 is a long, sloping plateau to the east and twisted with
B canyons careening off to the west. On top, wildfire influenced
meadows break up pinyon-juniper forests; fingers and pockets of oak
and aspen are tucked about. Very few modifications exist.
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4
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17

SQRU 031 is a linear unit stretching through the Escalante Desert with
B flat to gently rolling hills with incised washes, shallow drainages, and
extruding sandstone features. Vegetation types include shrubs and
pinyon-juniper. Few modifications exist.
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036
Big Spencer Flat

-1 16.5

SQRU 009 is an elevated, flat to rolling bench with an expanse of
B rippled landforms incised by drainages. Vegetation is primarily
fourwing saltbush, shadscale, grasses and scattered pinyon-juniper.
Cultural modifications degrade scenic integrity.

0

SQRU 016 includes three subunits of Kaiparowits badlands containing
B complex pyramidal forms with steep eroded side slopes; blue-gray
color of the landform is dominant. Vegetation has minimal impact
visually. Few modifications exist within the unit.

16.5

039
Black Hills

004
Telegraph Flat

021
Tropic Shale/East Valley

Cultural Modification

Score

Rating

047
Wolverine Loop

SQRU 023 is characterized by the pastoral communities of Tropic,
B Cannonville, and Henrieville surrounded by Bryce Canyon and Powell
Point. Farms, ranches, and agricultural vegetation spread across the
areas outside the town cores.

Scarcity

041
Upper Escalante Benches

Adjacent Scenery

SQRU 012 is an expansive, coarse unit of buttes and terraced benches
B cut throughout with branching, narrowly-pinched canyons. Vegetation
is not visually dominant, though wildflower blooms can be impressive.
Very few cultural modifications exist.
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SQRU 041 is a series of narrow benches above the tributary canyons
B of the Upper Escalante. The benches are covered with sand deposits
supporting dense pine/juniper forests with pockets of low stature
sagebrush and grasses. Few modifications exist.
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Explanation

SQRU 047 contains low, rolling dark red hills with subtle drainages
B branching throughout. Pinyon-juniper blanket most of the hills but is
intermixed with other vegetation. Contrast against adjacent units is
striking. Few cultural modifications exist.
SQRU 014 is an expansive unit of prolifically-branching, rugged
B canyons with narrow ridges, points and buttes littered throughout.
Vegetation is mostly pinyon-juniper, shadscale, and sage. Very few
cultural modifications exist within the unit.
SQRU 006 is a long narrow unit of slanted mountainside terrain
B riddled with repetitive, coarsely broken drainages of exposed Kaibab
limestone. Vegetation varies upon ridgetops and within drainages.
Transmission lines negatively impact visual quality.
SQRU 036 is an enclosed broad plain of low rolling sand dunes

3
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B surrounded by sandstone mesas, with rounded sandstone outcrops

15

SQRU 037 is a broad north to south tilted landscape with terraced
B drainages eroded to a variety of depths. Vegetation varies from
blankets of pinyon-juniper to broad grasslands. Cultural modifications
are generally unnoticeable within the unit.

scattered throughout unit. A consistent blanket of desert shrubs and
grasses is interrupted by randomly stippled sparse trees.
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SQRU 004 includes expansive flats, rolling hills, washes, and outcrops
B along the Vermilion Cliffs to both sides of HWY 89. Vegetation is
primarily sagebrush flats with some pinyon-juniper, Mormon tea, and
riparian. Some negative influence of modifications.
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SQRU 021 is sweeping unit of flats surrounded by sloping, rounded
B hills mix with rugged buttes that rise in some locations. Vegetation
is mostly scattered patches of low shrubs and grasses. Cultural
modifications slightly detract from scenic quality.
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SQRU 024 includes a series of flat-topped benches that fall away from
B the base of Bryce Canyon and are separated by creek drainages, naked
exposures of shale, and narrow valleys. Vegetation is mostly shrubs,
grasses, and pinyon-juniper. Modifications slightly detract.
SQRU 039 is a colorful, semi-coarse landscape of benches, rocky
B escarpments, rugged buttes, shallow drainages, and incised canyons.
Pinyon-juniper forests predominate, though shrubs, grasses, and forbs
are present. Modifications are mostly unnoticeable.
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SQRU 005 is comprised of broad, low, slanting landforms of Fivemile
Mountain and part of Buckskin Mountain with sinkholes occurring
B throughout unit. Vegetation is predominately cliffrose and pinyonjuniper. Some negative influence of cultural modifications.

13

SQRU 013 consists of the lower benches of the Kaiparowits Plateau
that create a necklace of flat areas covered in pinyon-juniper, sage,
B shadscale or spiny hopsage sitting below dominant Wahweap
Formation cliffs. Few cultural modifications exist.

13

SQRU 015 is an expansive unit of flat to undulating benches with
rolling hills, subtle drainages and convoluted twisting edges. Dense
B forests of pinyon-juniper broken by sagebrush flats reinforce
landscape's rhythmic nature. Few modifications exist.
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Explanation

SQRU 025 includes benches, flat to rolling hills, low ridges and shallow
meandering drainages. Unnatural-appearing vegetation treatments
B result in a large patch of shrubs and grasses. Modifications slightly
detract from scenic quality.
SQRU 010 is a flat to rolling plain with numerous drainages that feed
into Little White Rock Canyon. Sparse vegetation of mostly fourwing
C saltbush, sand sage and grasses contributes only modestly to scenic
quality. Few cultural modifications exist.
SQRU 022 is a fan-shaped, flat-topped bench with slightly rolling
terrain near edges and a central shallow drainage. Vegetation is mostly
C stands of sage, mixed shrubs and grasses. Cultural modifications are
slightly discordant and obvious.
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Table 2. Scenic Quality Rating - Listed in Order of Unit
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015
Fourmile Bench/Horse
Flat

SQRU 005 is comprised of broad, low, slanting landforms of Fivemile
Mountain and part of Buckskin Mountain with sinkholes occurring
B throughout unit. Vegetation is predominately cliffrose and pinyonjuniper. Some negative influence of cultural modifications.

016
The Blues/Blue Wash

SQRU 006 is a long narrow unit of slanted mountainside terrain
riddled with repetitive, coarsely broken drainages of exposed Kaibab
B limestone. Vegetation varies upon ridgetops and within drainages.
Transmission lines negatively impact visual quality.

017
Willis Creek

SQRU 007 is a long narrow valley containing drainages, fins and
outcrops. Landform color is dominant with vivid reds and a rainbow
B of other colors. Vegetation includes sagebrush, fourwing saltbush and
pinyon-juniper. Modifications are unnoticeable.

018
Butler Valley/Big Dry
Valley

SQRU 008 is characterized by The Cockscomb, a prominent geologic
feature that forms two parallel knife-edged ridges with a bisection
A V-shaped trough. Pinyon-juniper, shrubs, grasses and riparian add
interest. Transmission lines detract from scenic quality.

019
Round Valley/Horse
Valley

-1 16.5

SQRU 009 is an elevated, flat to rolling bench with an expanse of
rippled landforms incised by drainages. Vegetation is primarily
B fourwing saltbush, shadscale, grasses and scattered pinyon-juniper.
Cultural modifications degrade scenic integrity.

020
Henderson/Pardner/Mud
4.5 4.5
Spring Canyons

0

11

SQRU 010 is a flat to rolling plain with numerous drainages that feed
into Little White Rock Canyon. Sparse vegetation of mostly fourwing
C saltbush, sand sage and grasses contributes only modestly to scenic
quality. Few cultural modifications exist.

021
Tropic Shale/East Valley

19

SQRU 011 contains badlands transitioning to a broad bench that
A breaks away into colorful sandstone cliffs above branching canyons
littered with hoodoos. Vegetation has a moderate impact on scenic
quality. Cultural modifications are generally unnoticeable.

022
Coal Bench

-0.5 13.5

-1

13

0

18

-0.5 23

0

2.5 0.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

0

17.5

Rating

SQRU 004 includes expansive flats, rolling hills, washes, and outcrops
along the Vermilion Cliffs to both sides of HWY 89. Vegetation is
B primarily sagebrush flats with some pinyon-juniper, Mormon tea, and
riparian. Some negative influence of modifications.

Scarcity

014
Upper Wahweap/
Paradise Canyon

Adjacent Scenery

22

SQRU 003 is comprised of the Grand Staircase “step” known as the
Vermilion Cliffs with dramatic cliff bands, rainbow Chinle badlands,
A and branching canyons. Pinyon-juniper and sagebrush are the primary
vegetation. Historic modifications enhance, if visible.

0

Color

013
Lower Kaiparowits
Benches

4

Water

Vegetation

Landform

21.5

SQRU 002 is comprised of the Grand Staircase “step and riser” known
as the White Cliffs, with rolling hills, sand dunes and flats are cut
A through with gorges and canyons. The predominant vegetation is
pinyon-juniper and sagebrush. Few modifications exist.

2.5 -0.5 15

2.5 1.5

4

17

0

4.5 0.5

4.5 3.5

4

Cultural Modification

Scarcity
3

012
Burning Hills/Tibbet
Canyon

Unit Number &
Name

Score

4

SQRU 001 is a broad series of terraces that make the “riser” between
the base of the Pink Cliffs and the top of the White Cliffs of the Grand
B Staircase. Vegetation is mostly pinyon-juniper forests and sagebrush/
mixed shrub flats. Few modifications exist.

Explanation

Cultural Modification

3

Adjacent Scenery

Color

Water
0

Rating

002
White Cliffs

3.5 3.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING UNIT SUMMARY

Score

001
Skutumpah Terrace

Vegetation

Unit Number &
Name

Landform

SCENIC QUALITY RATING UNIT SUMMARY

Explanation

SQRU 012 is an expansive, coarse unit of buttes and terraced benches
B cut throughout with branching, narrowly-pinched canyons. Vegetation
is not visually dominant, though wildflower blooms can be impressive.
Very few cultural modifications exist.
SQRU 013 consists of the lower benches of the Kaiparowits Plateau
B that create a necklace of flat areas covered in pinyon-juniper, sage,
shadscale or spiny hopsage sitting below dominant Wahweap
Formation cliffs. Few cultural modifications exist.

2

3

0

2.5 3.5

2

0

13

4

3

0

3.5

2

0

15.5

SQRU 014 is an expansive unit of prolifically-branching, rugged
B canyons with narrow ridges, points and buttes littered throughout.
Vegetation is mostly pinyon-juniper, shadscale, and sage. Very few
cultural modifications exist within the unit.

3

2.5

3

0

2

3.5

2

0

13

SQRU 015 is an expansive unit of flat to undulating benches with
B rolling hills, subtle drainages and convoluted twisting edges. Dense
forests of pinyon-juniper broken by sagebrush flats reinforce
landscape's rhythmic nature. Few modifications exist.

4

2

0

3.5

4

3

0

16.5

B complex pyramidal forms with steep eroded side slopes; blue-gray

SQRU 016 includes three subunits of Kaiparowits badlands containing

4

4

4

3.5

3

1.5 3.5

3.5 0.5

3.5

2

4

4

4

3

4

0

0

color of the landform is dominant. Vegetation has minimal impact
visually. Few modifications exist within the unit.

19

SQRU 017 is a series of jagged-edged benches surrounded by incised
A canyons and steep cliffs of exposed sandstone and rolling mounds.
Vegetation is predominately sagebrush and pinyon-juniper. Impact of
vegetation treatments and other modifications is minor.

20

SQRU 018 is characterized by strongly contrasting landforms of
A gentle valley bottoms, rugged hills and dramatic cliffs. Vegetation
includes sagebrush, saltbush, pinyon-juniper, mixed grasses and forbs.
Landform contrasts in color and form are dominant.

1

3.5

4

3

-1

18

SQRU 019 is a sweeping unit of narrow valleys surrounded by rugged
B cliff exposures, badlands and jagged edged benches. Vegetation is
mostly pinyon-juniper and mixed sage, grasses and other shrubs.
Modifications slightly detract from scenic integrity.

1

4

4

3.5

0

21.5

SQRU 020 includes benches of Kaiparowits which step down to
A benches of Wahweap that give way to golden ridges, cliffs and
canyons of Straight Cliffs. Vegetation includes ponderosa, scrub oak,
cottonwood, pinyon-juniper, and sage. Few modifications exist.

0

2.5

4

0

2

4

2

-0.5 13.5

SQRU 021 is sweeping unit of flats surrounded by sloping, rounded
B hills mix with rugged buttes that rise in some locations. Vegetation
is mostly scattered patches of low shrubs and grasses. Cultural
modifications slightly detract from scenic quality.
SQRU 022 is a fan-shaped, flat-topped bench with slightly rolling

1.5 2.5

1.5 -0.5 11

C terrain near edges and a central shallow drainage. Vegetation is mostly
stands of sage, mixed shrubs and grasses. Cultural modifications are
slightly discordant and obvious.
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CHAPTER 4
Table 2. Scenic Quality Rating - Listed in Order of Unit (Continued)

024
Bulldog Bench/Sheep
Creek
025
Mud Springs/Canaan
Mountain
026
Upper Kaiparowits
Plateau
027
Fiftymile Mountain

028
Grand Bench

029
Little Valley/Rock Creek

030
Straight Cliffs/Fiftymile
Bench
031
Escalante Desert

032
Scorpion Flat/Dry Fork

2.5 3.5 0.5 2.5

4

1.5 3.5

4

0

2

2

-0.5 14.5

1.5 -0.5 12

4.5 3.5 0.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

035
Harris Wash / The V

36
Big Spencer Flat

0

19

SQRU 026 is a grandiose, multi-terraced plateau with rugged canyons
A and drainages branching in all directions. Vegetation is primarily
juniper, sage, oak, and other shrubs, grasses and forbs. Cultural
modifications are generally unnoticeable within the unit.

0

17

B canyons careening off to the west. On top, wildfire influenced

18

SQRU 028 contains sheer, rugged bands of cliffs above pyramidal talus
B slopes that scallop around the valleys' jumbled benches and fingers
of exposed Morrison Formation. Vegetation varies with elevation and
steepness of terrain. Few modifications exist.

038
Escalante Valley

SQRU 029 is a pair of lobe-shaped valleys separated by a thin neck of
B sandstone surrounded by a series of pyramidal talus slopes topped by
rugged cliffs. Vegetation is thinly blanketed blackbrush or sand sage.
Very few cultural modifications exist.

039
Black Hills

SQRU 027 is a long, sloping plateau to the east and twisted with

3

4

4

2.5

0

0

3

4

4

4

3

3.5

0

meadows break up pinyon-juniper forests; fingers and pockets of oak
and aspen are tucked about. Very few modifications exist.

037
Big Flat

4

2

0

4

4

3.5

0

17.5

4.5

3

0

3.5

4

4

0

19

SQRU 030 is a long, narrow, band including a bold, vertical, banded
A cliff face above rugged, drainage-braided benches. Pinyon-juniper,
sage and blackbrush are the dominant vegetation. Very few cultural
modifications exist.

040
Upper Escalante Canyons

041
Upper Escalante Benches

042
Boulder Valley

3.5

3

0

3.5

4

3

0

17

SQRU 031 is a linear unit stretching through the Escalante Desert with
B flat to gently rolling hills with incised washes, shallow drainages, and
extruding sandstone features. Vegetation types include shrubs and
pinyon-juniper. Few modifications exist.

4

3

0.5

4

4

4

0

19.5

SQRU 032 contains rolling, jumbled sandstone expanses with shallow
A drainages feeding into dramatic hidden canyons and narrow slots.
Vegetation is mostly stippled and includes blackbrush, sand sage, and
pinyon-juniper. Few modifications exist within the unit.

38 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

Rating

SQRU 025 includes benches, flat to rolling hills, low ridges and shallow
B meandering drainages. Unnatural-appearing vegetation treatments
result in a large patch of shrubs and grasses. Modifications slightly
detract from scenic quality.

Score

034
Buckaroo Flat/Early
Weed Bench

Cultural Modification

SQRU 024 includes a series of flat-topped benches that fall away from
B the base of Bryce Canyon and are separated by creek drainages, naked
exposures of shale, and narrow valleys. Vegetation is mostly shrubs,
grasses, and pinyon-juniper. Modifications slightly detract.

Scarcity

033
Red Breaks/Egypt

Adjacent Scenery

SQRU 023 is characterized by the pastoral communities of Tropic,
B Cannonville, and Henrieville surrounded by Bryce Canyon and Powell
Point. Farms, ranches, and agricultural vegetation spread across the
areas outside the town cores.

Color

2.5 0.5 17.5

Unit Number &
Name

Water

4

Explanation

Vegetation

3

Rating

Adjacent Scenery

1.5

Score

Color

4

Cultural Modification

Water

2

Scarcity

Vegetation

023
Bryce Valley

Landform

Unit Number &
Name

Landform

SCENIC QUALITY RATING UNIT SUMMARY

SCENIC QUALITY RATING UNIT SUMMARY

3.5

3

0

4.5

4

3

0

18

SQRU 033 is a highly varied landscape of inconsistent rolling hills and
B drainages, incised washes, and irregular uplifted landforms. Vegetation
is spotty and includes pinyon-juniper, a variety of shrubs, grasses, and
forbs. Very few modifications exist.

4

3

4.5 3.5

Explanation

0

4

4

3

0

18

SQRU 034 is a complex and colorful landscape of flats, valleys and
B benches separated by areas of delicately eroded fins, sand dunes, and
meandering washes and canyons. Vegetation includes blankets of
shrubs with smatterings on pinyon-juniper.

0

4

4

4

0

20

Unit 035 is characterized by iconic slick rock formations with
A intermixed notable landform irregularities that include Zebra and
Tunnel Slots, Moqui Marbles sand dunes, the Cosmic Ashtray, V Rock
Hill and Harris Wash. Vegetation is limited and dispersed.

2.5

3

0

3

4.5

2

0

15

SQRU 036 is an enclosed broad plain of low rolling sand dunes
B surrounded by sandstone mesas, with rounded sandstone outcrops
scattered throughout unit. A consistent blanket of desert shrubs and
grasses is interrupted by randomly stippled sparse trees.

3

3

0

3

4

2

0

15

B drainages eroded to a variety of depths. Vegetation varies from

18

SQRU 038 is characterized by the pastoral community of Escalante,
B with residential and commercial development at the core and clusters
of farm and ranch buildings dotting the surrounding landscape.
Includes agricultural, domestic, and native vegetation.

SQRU 037 is a broad north to south tilted landscape with terraced

2

4

2

2.5

4

3

0.5

blankets of pinyon-juniper to broad grasslands. Cultural modifications
are generally unnoticeable within the unit.

2.5

3

0

3

4

2

0

14.5

SQRU 039 is a colorful, semi-coarse landscape of benches, rocky
B escarpments, rugged buttes, shallow drainages, and incised canyons.
Pinyon-juniper forests predominate, though shrubs, grasses, and forbs
are present. Modifications are mostly unnoticeable.

5

4.5

4

5

4

4.5

1

28

SQRU 040 is an expanse of rolling, rugged and fractured sandstone
A benches incised by the narrow, steep-walled canyons of the Escalante
River and its tributaries. The range of elevations and microclimates
supports a variety of vegetation.

3

3.5

0

3

4.5

2

0

16

SQRU 041 is a series of narrow benches above the tributary canyons
B of the Upper Escalante. The benches are covered with sand deposits
supporting dense pine/juniper forests with pockets of low stature
sagebrush and grasses. Few modifications exist.

2

4

3

3

4.5

4

1

21.5

SQRU 042 contains the pastoral valley of Boulder Town. Modest
A residential and commercial development exists at the core and
clusters of farm and ranch buildings dot the surrounding landscape.
Includes agricultural, domestic, and native vegetation.

CHAPTER 4
Table 2. Scenic Quality Rating - Listed in Order of Unit (Continued)

044
Upper Gulch/Wolverine
Bench
045
Circle Cliffs Chinle

046
Lampstand/Stud Horse
Peaks
047
Wolverine Loop

048
Wagon Box-Colt Mesa

Water

Color

Adjacent Scenery

Scarcity

Cultural Modification

Score

Rating

043
Lower Gulch/Hot Canyon

Vegetation

Unit Number &
Name

Landform

SCENIC QUALITY RATING UNIT SUMMARY

4.5

4

2

4

4

3.5

0

22

SQRU 043 is a landscape of jumbled landforms, incised by north-south
A oriented tributaries of the Escalante River. Vegetation varies from
pinyon-juniper with intermixed shrubs and grasses to cottonwood
galleries. Few cultural modifications exist.

Explanation

4.5

4

1.5

4

4

4

0

22

SQRU 044 is a landscape of jumbled and jagged landforms, incised by
A tributaries of the Escalante River. Vegetation varies from pinyon-juniper
with intermixed shrubs and grasses to cottonwood galleries. Very few
cultural modifications exist.

4

2
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4.5

4

4.5

0

19

SQRU 045 contains the lower slopes and buttes abutting the east
A side of the Circle Cliffs, with dominant rainbow-colored talus cones of
Chinle topped by sandstone. Vegetation is minimal which enhances
the striking landform colors. Few modifications exist.

3.5

3

0

3.5

3

0

3.5 4.5

3

0

17.5

SQRU 046 is a ring of flat-topped benches and mesas with sloughed
B side slopes and rugged rock escarpments along the tops. Though
pinyon-juniper forest is predominant, sagebrush flats and other
vegetation is present. Few cultural modifications exist.

2.5

0

16

B branching throughout. Pinyon-juniper blanket most of the hills but is

17.5

SQRU 048 is a varied landscape of rolling hills, numerous drainages
B and canyons, rugged mesas, and softly eroded side slopes. Pinyonjuniper is stippled across the unit and is intermixed with other
vegetation. Very few cultural modifications exist.

SQRU 047 contains low, rolling dark red hills with subtle drainages

4

3

0

3

4

3.5

4

3

0

intermixed with other vegetation. Contrast against adjacent units is
striking. Few cultural modifications exist.

“Sculptors say they don’t create a statue, they free what is already in the rock.
So, too, the monument’s rivers are revealing these hidden folds, wrinkles,
troughs, and mountains as the region’s most notable features: the Grand
Staircase, Henry Mountains, Circle Cliffs, Cockscomb, and Kaiparowits Plateau.”
Heart of the Desert Wild, Greer K Chesher
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #001 | Skutumpah Terrace
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 001

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

Broad series of terraces with rolling
hills, mounds, outcrops and cliffs
of exposed geology, flat plains and
meandering drainages

0001

LINE
0003
0002

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

3.5

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Thick to spotty forests of pinyonjuniper broken by natural and unnatural
openings of predominantly sagebrush;
isolated stands of scrub oak and a
few patches of riparian vegetation at
springs and along drainages

Minor to inconsequential
contribution of swath-like (roads),
geometric-shaped (ponds/
guzzlers/ buildings), bermed
(ponds) and thin (fences/corrals)
structures

An undulating horizontality is
reinforced by broad flat terraces and
plains as well as by banding in cliffs
and outcrops; vertical and diagonal
lines are present in exposed geologic
features; meandering bands occur
along drainages

Distinct, undulating lines between
forests and rock outcrop edges and
artificial openings of shrub/grasslands; Minor to inconsequential when
feathered transitions between forests
considering entirety of unit
and natural opening of shrubs/
grassland

Intermixed variety of dark brown,
khaki, clay red and chalky white soils
and exposed escarpments

Predominantly dark green of pinyon/
juniper and gray-green of sagebrush
and mixed shrubs enhanced by
seasonal change in oaks, grasses and
forbs that can range from bright green
to gold to brown

Elements either blend with
natural colors, are hidden
from regular view, or are
inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Broken and irregular, with
inconsistent transitions between
smooth and rough

Moderate to smooth texture: clearings
of shrubs and grasses appear smooth;
consistent thick to patchy pinyonjuniper stands along with isolated
growths of oak and riparian vegetation
contribute moderate texture

Clustered and isolated structures
contribute so little texturally
to entirety of the unit as to be
inconsequential

7

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

3.5

Broad series of terraces fill the transition space between the Pink and White Cliffs of
the Grand Staircase; area filled with flat plains, rolling hills, mounds, outcrops and cliffs
of exposed geology and meandering drainages.

VEGETATION

3.5

Forests of pinyon-juniper broken by natural and artificial openings of shrub/grasslands;
riparian vegetation grows by isolate springs and along some drainages; Gambel oak,
other shrubs, grasses and forbs contribute to vegetation variety.

WATER

0

Though water is present at some isolated springs, ponds and intermittently in some
drainages, it is mostly unnoticeable within unit.

COLOR

3

Landform and soil colors range from pink and white to tan and gray. Vegetation colors
range from dark green to gray green and gold. The contrast between and amongst
these invoke interest

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the Pink Cliffs of Bryce Canyon and lower steps of the Grand
Staircase as well as views down across the Paria Canyons significantly enhance the
visual quality.

SCARCITY

3

The colorful exposed geology and contrasting vegetation and No Man’s Mesa, an
isolated relict plant community area, make this unit distinctive within the Colorado
Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

A few modifications exist: roads/signs, trailheads, residential development, guzzlers,
ponds, fences/corrals and vegetation treatments. These modifications are mostly
hidden from view, blend with the landscape character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

40 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 1 comprised of a broad series of terraces that make the ‘riser’
between the base of the Pink Cliffs and the top of the White Cliffs
of the Grand Staircase. Rolling hills, mounds, canyons, cliffs and
outcrops of shale, limestone and sandstones occur throughout.

Vegetation is mostly pinyon-juniper forests and sagebrush/mixed
shrub flats though oak and riparian vegetation grow in some
locations. Unit boasts No Man’s Mesa, Timber and Horse Mountains,
and Deer Spring and Calf Pasture Points.

TOTAL

17

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0002

0003

0001
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #002 | White Cliffs
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 002

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0005

0004

0006

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

4.75

VEGETATION

Pinyon/juniper ranges from thick
Impressive vertical sandstone cliffs rise
stands to spotty scatterings mixed with
above a broad rolling terrace of hills,
openings of sagebrush, other shrubs
outcrops and dunes; canyons, gorges
and grasses. Ribbons and blotches of
and washes run throughout; arches,
riparian vegetation along drainages as
fins, and other geologic oddities are
well as pockets by springs and water
common
collection areas
Array of horizontal, vertical, diagonal,
curving and converging lines; bold
vertical lines on cliff faces. Gorges,
canyons and washes add meandering
slits and bands

Lines of vegetation at base of cliffs
reinforces horizontality; edges between
pinyon-juniper stands and shrub/
grasslands is undulating to broken and
indistinct; meandering but sometimes
broken lines of riparian vegetation

White to buff sandstone cliffs and
outcrops are the predominant
landform color; tan, rust, yellow, red
and gray also occur

Contrasting colors of dark green
pinyon-juniper and gray-green
sagebrush and mixed shrubs enhanced
in some locations by seasonal change
in riparian vegetation, grasses and
forbs that can range from bright green
to gold

Rough, jumbled, and broken with
intermixed patches of smooth flats,
sand dunes and sandstone mounds.

Ranges from moderate to smooth
texture: clearings of shrubs and
grasses appear smooth; thick to
stippled pinyon-juniper stands and
broken ribbons of riparian vegetation
contribute moderate texture

9.5

STRUCTURE
Inconsequential contribution of
ribbon-like (roads), boxy (building),
bermed mounds (erosion control
structures) or thin (fences/corrals)
structures.

Indistinct and inconsequential
when considering entirety of unit

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4.5

Sheer cliffs of the White Cliffs layer of the Grand Staircase along with jumbled
outcrops of Navajo sandstone stand out. These dominant features are further
enhanced by gorges, slot canyons and geologic oddities. Sand dunes and flats add
more interest

VEGETATION

3.5

Pinyon/juniper and sagebrush are primary vegetation types. Riparian vegetation is
present in several canyons, drainages and spring sites. Gambel Oak, Ponderosa, other
desert shrubs, grasses and forbs add to vegetation variety

WATER

1.5

The Paria River, Hackberry Creek and other tributaries and springs contribute water
and its appearance to the unit. These evoke interest when visible.

COLOR

4

The striking white and buff tones of the cliffs contrasted with the mixture of yellow,
reds, rust and gray of the rock outcrops and exposed soils are a dominant scenic
element. The dark and gray green to gold vegetation adds additional interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the Paria Canyons and Cockscomb as well as views toward the Pink
Cliffs of Bryce Canyon and the Kaiparowits Plateau significantly enhance the visual
quality

SCARCITY

4

This unit comprises a step and riser of the Grand Staircase - the length and extent
of the White Cliffs are visible from great distances; this along with the profusion of
narrow canyons, gorges and colorful sandstone outcrops make this unit distinctive

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs, erosion control structures, range
improvements and a trailhead. These modifications are hidden from view, blend with
the landscape character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

Narrative

Location Maps

Yellow Rock

42 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 2 comprised of the Grand Staircase ‘step and riser’ known as
the White Cliffs. This dramatic, steep and expansive band of cliffs is
visible from far distances. On the ‘step’ rolling hills, sand dunes and
flats are cut through with gorges and canyons. The predominant

vegetation is pinyon-juniper and sagebrush that varies from dense
stands to sparse smatterings. Unit boasts Round Valley Draw, Bull
Valley Gorge, Mollie’s Nipple, Lick Wash and Sheep Creek Canyons,
and Yellow and Castle Rocks.

TOTAL

21.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0005

0006

0004
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #003 | Vermilion Cliffs/Paria-Hackberry
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 003

Landscape Character (Feature)

Scenic Quality Rating Score

LANDFORM/WATER

LINE

Horizontality is reinforced by Vermilion
Cliffs that extend for miles and by
banding in Chinle badlands; broken
vertical lines are present in cliff faces;
diagonals occur along the edges
of Chinle hills; canyons contribute
branching and meandering bands

Generally indistinct along geologic
outcrop edges and at natural vegetation
transitions but noticeable unnatural
Indistinguishable in entirety of unit
edges around vegetation treatments;
meandering bands of riparian vegetation
along river and creeks

COLOR

Vibrant, complementary combinations
of reds, purples, pinks, grays, whites,
and khaki. Red (vermilion) of cliffs and
soils is most dominant throughout
entirety of unit; rainbow striping of
Chinle steals the show in locations
where it occurs

Contrasting colors of dark green
pinyon-juniper and gray-green
sagebrush and mixed shrubs enhanced
in some locations by seasonal change
in riparian vegetation, oaks, grasses
and forbs that can range from bright
green to gold to brown

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Ranges from coarse to smooth: cliffs,
rock outcrops, canyons and side
slopes are coarse; rolling, soft hills are
moderate; flats and valley floors are
smooth

Ranges from moderate to smooth
texture: openings of shrubs and
grasses appear smooth; thick to
stippled pinyon-juniper stands and
broken ribbons of riparian vegetation
contribute moderate texture

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

0008

VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0009

0

3.5

STRUCTURE

Thick to spotty forests of pinyonjuniper edged on flats at base of cliffs
by natural and unnatural openings of
predominantly sagebrush; isolated
stands of scrub oak and a numerous
meandering ribbons of riparian
vegetation along river and creeks

FORM

0007

VEGETATION

Impressive band of vertical sandstone
cliffs sequentially give way to soft,
pyramidal Chinle talus cones then flats;
finger-like, narrowly incised to broad
canyons branch extensively throughout
unit; the Paria River and several
tributaries meander through

7

Inconsequential contribution of
ribbon-like (roads), boxy (toilet,
historic buildings), rounded (lakes/
ponds) or thin (fences/corral)
structures

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4.5

Sheer cliffs of the Vermilion Cliffs layer of the Grand Staircase along with rainbowstriped badlands of Chinle stand out. These dominant features are further enhanced
by exposed Moenkopi rolling hills, numerous rugged canyons and arches.

VEGETATION

3.5

Thick to scattered forests of pinyon-juniper are intermixed with stands of scrub oak
and flats of sage, Mormon tea, other shrubs, grasses, and forbs; riparian vegetation
grows along Paria River and its numerous tributaries.

WATER

2

Flowing water in the Paria River, Hackberry, Snake and Deer Creeks, Starlight Canyon,
Flood Canyon Lake and other creeks and springs add visual interest to this unit.

COLOR

5

Striking vermilion of the cliffs contrasts with the rainbow of purple, blue, red, white,
tan, gray, pink and rust in the Chinle and Moenkopi hills - a dominant scenic element.
Vegetation colors run the spectrum of greens and golds and add more interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

2

Though most views are contained within the unit, views of The Cockscomb, Yellow
Rock, Mollie’s Nipple and Buckskin and Fivemile Mountains enhance visual quality.

SCARCITY

4.5

This unit comprises a step of the Grand Staircase - the Vermilion Cliffs are visible from
great distances; below the cliffs are Chinle badlands in a rainbow of colors; a profusion
of creeks in narrow canyons occur; these make unit highly unique.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0.5

A few isolated modifications exist: roads/signs, Paria Town Site, Watson Cabin,
vegetation treatments, ponds and fences. The historic sites enhance the scenes where
they are located; the other modifications are mostly unnoticeable.

TOTAL

22

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Paria Townsite

44 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 3 comprised of the Grand Staircase ‘step’ known as the
Vermilion Cliffs. This dramatic and expansive band of cliffs is visible
from far distances. Rainbow-colored Chinle badlands sit at the base
of the cliffs. Numerous canyons branch throughout the unit. Pinyon-

juniper and sagebrush are the primary vegetation but ribbons of
Cottonwood and willow grow in canyon bottoms. Unit boasts Watson
Cabin, Old Paria Town and Movie Set sites, Sam Pollock and Starlight
Arches and the Paria-Hackberry Canyons.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0008

0009

0007
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #004 | Telegraph Flat
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 004

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0012

FORM

0011

LINE
0010

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

2.25

Expansive flats dissected by several
washes; rolling hills, rises and low
outcrops occur throughout

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Randomly stippled pinyon-juniper on
rises, hills and low outcrops; broad flats
of sagebrush, other shrubs and grasses;
broken meandering band of riparian
vegetation in Park Was

Modest contribution of thin (utility
lines, fences), ribbon-like (highway/
roads) and bermed (erosion control
dams/ponds) structures

Stands of pinyon-juniper along hills and
rises reinforce horizontality; indistinct
An undulating broad horizontality
natural transitions between trees
is reinforced by broad flat plains;
and shrub/grasslands but noticeable
meandering bands occur along washes unnatural edges around vegetation
treatments; broken meandering band of
vegetation along Park Wash

Predominately red and tan tones
mixed with exposures of white, gray
and rust

Predominantly gray-green sagebrush
and mixed shrubs contrasts with
dark green pinyon-juniper, enhanced
by bright green and golden tones of
seasonal change in riparian vegetation,
grasses and forbs

Most elements either blend with
natural colors, are small scale or
are hidden from regular view

Predominantly smooth as most of
unit is flat to undulating plains; hills,
rises and outcrops contribute slightly
moderate texture to the unit

Broad carpet-like flats of sagebrush
and shrubs are smooth; stippled
and clustered pinyon-juniper and
meandering band of riparian vegetation
contributes medium texture

Though substation and
transmission lines are visible
along HWY 89, other structures
are small scale and mostly hidden
from regular view. Collectively
they contribute little to overall
texture of unit

4.5

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Transmission lines and substation
contribute repetitive thin horizontal,
vertical, diagonal and swooping
lines; roads and HWY 89 contribute
straight to curving bands; erosion
control dams/ponds add rounded
edges, circles and irregular shapes

Narrative

Location Maps

46 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 4 comprised of expansive flats that extend about 20 miles
on the flanks of the Vermilion Cliffs to both sides of HWY 89; unit
is dissected by washes; rolling hills and low outcrops of Moenkopi
occur throughout. Vegetation is primarily sagebrush flats; pinyon-

juniper stands on elevated locations; Mormon tea on gypsum areas;
and riparian along washes. Vermilion Cliffs to the north provide stark
contrast of color and scale. Unit boasts Seaman, Telegraph and Park
Washes and a segment of The Great Western Trail.

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

2

Expansive flats that extend northeast to southwest for almost 20 miles on the flanks
below the Vermilion Cliffs are dissected by several washes; rolling hills, rises and low
outcrops of Moenkopi occur throughout

VEGETATION

3

Splotchy stands of pinyon-juniper are separated by natural and artificial openings of
sage/grasslands; riparian vegetation grows along Park Wash and Mormon tea occurs
on gypsum exposures; other shrubs, grasses and forbs contribute to vegetation variety

WATER

0

With the exception of several small ponds, water is not consistently present in the unit.

COLOR

2.5

Contrast is more noticeable between the dark green pinyon-juniper and gray to golden
green sage/grasslands than in soil colors which are mostly red and tan tones. The
contrast these elements collectively create invokes interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4.5

The adjacent Vermilion Cliffs are dominant on the northern horizon and significantly
enhance scenery of unit. Additionally, views of the Chinle badlands exposures, The
Cockscomb and Buckskin and Fivemile Mountains contribute to the setting.

SCARCITY

2

The vegetation, expansiveness and adjacent scenery make it somewhat distinctive
within the Colorado Plateau.

-0.5

Modifications include HWY 89/roads, power lines/substation, trailheads, erosion
control dams/ponds, vegetation treatments and corrals/fences. Power lines and
substation are visible along HWY 89; vegetation treatments create unnatural lines in
landscape.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION
TOTAL

13.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0011

0012

0010
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #005 | Buckskin/Fivemile Mountains
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 005

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0015

FORM

LINE
0013

VRI Boundary

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1.5

3

COLOR

Miles

Two broad, slanted, low mountains
separated by a deep gulch;
numerous drainages and hollows
create rolling to jagged terrain;
several limestone sinkholes occur

Thick to scattered stands of pinyonjuniper and cliffrose are interrupted
by amorphously shaped vegetation
treatments throughout much of the
unit; the vegetation treatments provide
splotchy blankets of sage, grasses and
forbs

Broadly horizontal with undulations
associated with drainages; Buckskin
Gulch provides a broad, meandering
line, jumbled vertical cliff banding
and diagonal side slopes

Broad stands of pinyon-juniper and
cliffrose reinforce horizontality; indistinct
natural transitions between trees
and shrub/grasslands but noticeable
unnatural edges around vegetation
treatments

Transmission towers contribute
repetitive clusters of crossing
diagonal lines connected by
swooping thin wires; roads
contribute curving bands; cellular
towers contribute thin vertical lines;
catchments contribute angular and
geometric lines

Predominantly dark green of pinyonjuniper and cliffrose with gray-green
to gold of sagebrush, saltbush, other
shrubs, and grasses/forbs; seasonal
change provides brighter shades of
green in grasses/forbs as well as white
and yellow when cliffrose bloom

Transmission lines and cell towers
contribute sometimes reflective
gray; catchments and troughs
contribute shiny silver, blue, white
and black

Bristly and moderately coarse
in pinyon-juniper/cliffrose areas;
moderate to smooth in vegetation
treatment and wildfire areas

Cell towers and power lines are
distantly visible from HWY 89 but
quite visible within some areas
of unit; some catchments are
visible along roads; these elements
contribute localized moderate to
coarse texture. Other structures
contribute little texture

Colors are predominantly khaki,
gray, reddish tan and chalky white
but some subtle gold and brown
hues occur

15

TEXTURE

STRUCTURE
Repetitive lattice (power line and
cellular towers), thin (power line
wires, fences), boxy, square or
angular (buildings, catchments),
rounded berms (ponds, erosional
control dams), cylindrical (tanks,
troughs), and ribbon-like (roads)
structures

0014

Detail SQRU

VEGETATION

Smooth to moderate in rolling
mountain low mountainsides but
coarse in deep drainages, hollows,
and gulches

Narrative
Location Maps

Eagle Sink

48 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 5 comprised of Fivemile Mountain and part of Buckskin
Mountain (northernmost reach of Kaibab Plateau) – both broad, low,
slanting landforms are riddled with limestone sinkholes, drainages,
hollows and gulches including upper Buckskin Gulch. Vegetation

is predominately cliffrose and pinyon-juniper; many vegetation
treatments have sought to provide shrubs and grasses instead of
pinyon-juniper. Highly visible high-voltage transmission lines run
length of unit and detract from scenic integrity.

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

2.5

Low, broad, slanted mountainsides associated with Fivemile and Buckskin Mountains
(Kaibab Plateau’s northernmost reach); separated by upper reaches of broadly
meandering Buckskin Gulch; Moenkopi limestone throughout dotted with sinkholes.

VEGETATION

3

Cliffrose and pinyon-juniper are primary vegetation types; sagebrush and four wing
saltbush along with other mixed shrubs, grasses and forbs contribute to vegetation
variety. Flowering cliffrose are noticeable in spring.

WATER

0

Other than artificial water sources, it is not present in unit.

COLOR

2

Lighter colored soils, exposed rock and vegetation contrasts with the dark green
pinyon-juniper and cliffrose, but colors overall are not a dominant scenic element.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the Vermilion Cliffs, The Cockscomb, and the Paria Plateau and
Canyons as well as distant views up the Grand Staircase and across the Kaibab
Plateau significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

2.5

The gulches and hollows, limestone sinkholes, stands of cliffrose, and adjacent
scenery make this unit somewhat distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

-1

Modifications include power lines, cell towers, water catchments, vegetation
treatments, ponds and fences. Power lines and treatments are visible throughout
much of unit and from adjacent units. Modifications collectively detract from scenic
integrity.

TOTAL

13

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0014
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0015
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #006 | Fivemile/Buckskin Backside
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 006

FORM

0017

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Slanted back side of two broad low
mountains that is riddled with repetitive,
slightly meandering drainages of
exposed Kaibab limestone; narrow,
flat-topped ridges sit between the
drainages

Randomly stippled pinyon-juniper grows
within thin to splotchy blankets of low
sagebrush, mixed shrubs and grasses;
pinyon-juniper stands are more dense
on ridgetops and north facing sides of
drainages

Thin (transmission lines, fences),
boxy or geometric (buildings, signs,
guzzlers) or ribbon-like (HWY 89/
roads) structures

Overall indistinct, inconsistent and
randomly stippled across unit

Transmission towers contribute
repetitive clusters of crossing
diagonal or vertical and horizontal
lines connected by swooping thin
wires; highway/roads contribute
straight to curving bands; guzzlers
and signs contribute angular and
geometric lines

0016

LINE

0018

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

1.75

Broadly slanting and diagonal;
drainages and gulches contribute
slightly meandering, finger-like bands

Colors are predominantly chalky white,
light salmon, khaki, gray, reddish tan
and rust but some subtle gold and
brown hues occur

Predominately gray green to gray
associated black sagebrush and dark
green associated with pinyon-juniper

Transmission lines contribute
brown sometimes reflective gray;
other elements either blend with
natural colors, are small scale or
are hidden from regular view

Moderate to smooth splotchy texture
in low sagebrush; moderate, consistent
stippling of pinyon-juniper throughout

Transmission lines cut through
the northern and central portions
of the unit and contribute
localized moderate to coarse
texture; other elements
collectively contribute little to
overall texture

3.5

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Course and broken with repetitive
breaks of drainages

Narrative

Location Maps

50 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 6 comprised of a long narrow unit of slanted mountain side
terrain heavily riddled with repetitive, coarsely broken drainages of
exposed Kaibab limestone that runs from HWY 89 to the Arizona
boundary. These rugged landforms are the dominant in this unit.

Vegetation on upper ridges is mostly black sagebrush and pinyonjuniper but more variety is present in drainages. Very few cultural
modifications exist but the transmission lines are visible from several
locations and detract from the scenic integrity.

RATING
LANDFORM

4

VEGETATION

2.5

WATER

0

COLOR

2.5

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE
Long, narrow slanted backside to Fivemile and Buckskin Mountains dissected by
numerous repetitive, rugged drainages and gulches of exposed Kaibab limestone.

Black sagebrush and pinyon-juniper are primary vegetation types; other mixed shrubs,
grasses and forbs contribute to vegetation variety.

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

Landform and soil colors range from chalky white to light salmon to khaki to gray.
Vegetation colors range from gray green to dark green. The contrast between and
amongst these invoke interest

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

SCARCITY

2.5

The narrow flat ridges rising above rugged gulches and hollows of exposed Kaibab
limestone and the adjacent scenery make this unit somewhat distinctive within the
Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

-0.5

Modifications include HWY 89, roads, transmission lines, guzzlers and fences. Most
elements aren’t particularly noticeable but the transmission lines in the northern and
central portions of the unit are quite visible and detract from the scenic integrity.

TOTAL

15

Adjacent views of The Cockscomb and Paria Plateau and Canyons as well as views of
the Vermilion Cliffs and Kaibab Plateau significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0017

0018

0016
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #007 | Fivemile/Coyote Valley
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 007

0020

FORM

LINE
0019
0021

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

2

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

Long, narrow valley pinched between
the Cockscomb and the eastern flanks
Fivemile and Buckskin Mountains.
Rolling hills, sand dunes, outcrops and
numerous washes occur throughout

Thick to patchy stands of sage and
mixed shrubs/grasses occur along valley
floors and on flats; random scatterings
of pinyon-juniper grow on hills and
slopes with a few dotting the valleys

An undulating horizontality is reinforced
by valley floor and flats; diagonal,
Generally indistinct, though if lines are
vertical, and jagged to rounded lines
visible, they are broken, subtle, and
exist in talus slopes, hills and outcrops;
discontinuous
meandering bands occur along
drainages

Vibrant reds complemented by khaki,
rust, purple, gray, white and gold

STRUCTURE
Ribbon-like (highway/roads), boxy
and angular (buildings) and thin
(utility lines/substation, fences)
structures
Roads and HWY 89 contribute
straight to curving bands;
transmission lines, substation
and fences contribute repetitive
thin horizontal, vertical, diagonal
and swooping lines; buildings
geometric lines

Predominantly gray-green sagebrush
contrasts with dark green pinyonjuniper; enhanced by seasonal change
in grasses and forbs that can range
from bright green to gold

An array of colors though most
elements either blend with natural
colors, are small scale or are
hidden from regular view

Carpet-like flats of sagebrush, other
shrubs and grasses are smooth;
randomly stippled to clustered pinyonjuniper contributes medium texture

Though substation, transmission
lines, recreation sites and other
structures are visible collectively
they contribute little to the overall
texture of unit

4

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Long, narrow valley pinched between The Cockscomb and the eastern flanks of
Fivemile and Buckskin Mountains. Exposures of Moenkopi and Chinle hills and
Moenave cliffs occur throughout and unit is riddled with meandering drainages.

VEGETATION

2

Sagebrush and fourwing saltbush are primary vegetation types. Patches of thick to
stippled pinyon-juniper grow on hills and side slopes; other shrubs, grasses and forbs
are present.

WATER

0

Water is not consistently present in the unit.

COLOR

4

The striking red tones of the exposed cliffs, hills and soil contrasts with the geologic
exposures and outcrops of gray, white, purple, gold, rust and tan. These are
complemented by the dark green, gray green and at times golden vegetation.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4.5

Being surrounded on either side by The Cockscomb and the eastern flanks of Fivemile
and Buckskin Mountains along with views to the Vermilion Cliffs in the northern
portion of the unit significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

3.5

The vivid red to rainbow-colored geologic features and soils, the variety of landforms
from a narrow valley to rugged cliffs, and the adjacent scenery make this unit unique
and memorable within the Colorado Plateau.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Ranges from rough to smooth.
Jumbled outcrops and side slopes are
rough; Chinle hills and mounds are
medium; undulating valley floor and
flats are smooth

Narrative

Location Maps

52 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 7 extends from north of HWY 89 to the Utah-Arizona border
along House Rock Valley Road between The Cockscomb to the east
and the flanks of Fivemile and Buckskin Mountains to the west. It is a
long narrow valley containing drainages, fins and outcrops. Landform

color is a dominant element as vivid reds are combined with a
rainbow of other colors. Vegetation includes sagebrush, fourwing
saltbush and pinyon-juniper. Unit boasts Buckskin Gulch and Wire
Pass Trailheads and Stateline Campground.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION
TOTAL

0

18

Cultural modifications include highway/roads/signs, buildings, power lines/substation,
trailheads and fences. These modifications are mostly hidden from view, blend with
the landscape character, and/or are unnoticeable within entirety of unit.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0020

0021

0019
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #008 | The Cockscomb
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 008

FORM

0023

LINE

0022

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

Wide variety of dynamic and complex
formations; jagged saw-tooth
cockscomb features run for more than
30 miles north to south; a narrow valley
runs between long, bold, rugged uplifted
formations with razor thin ridges

Stippled smatterings of pinyon-juniper
and shrubs across exposed rock and
talus slopes; thick meandering bands of
riparian vegetation along Paria River and
creeks; sparse blankets of shrubs and
grasses in valley floor

Widely varied; repetitive diagonal,
jagged line of Cockscomb; broken,
Generally indistinct except for slightly
inconsistent lines of uplifted forms;
sinuous ribbon of cottonwoods and
horizontal banding at top of uplifts;
riparian vegetation along waterways
concave valleys; meandering drainages

STRUCTURE
Minor contribution of swathlike (roads) and thin (utility
infrastructure/fences/corrals)
structures

Transmission lines contribute
repetitive thin horizontal, vertical
and diagonal lines; roads and HWY
89 contribute curving bands

0024

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

4.5

Complementary to vibrant to arresting
combinations of red, white, gray, gold,
pink, yellow and khaki

Dark green pinyon-juniper; gray green
sage, greasewood, fourwing saltbush
and shadscale; bright green to gold of
Cottonwoods depending on season

Most elements either blend
with natural colors or are
inconsequential when considering
entirety of unit

Overall rough and inconsistent;
triangular landforms within unit are
repetitive as they gradually emerge
from the valley floor; rugged and
coarse areas in northern portion

Vegetative texture is overshadowed
by landform texture. Where it occurs
pinyon-juniper and shrubs contribute
moderate to coarse texture due to their
random and sparse spacing; riparian
vegetation adds moderate texture in
valley floor

Though transmission lines are
noticeable in many locations,
structures contribute very little to
the overall texture of unit

9

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Cottonwood Narrows

54 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 8 is characterized by The Cockscomb - a prominent geologic
feature that forms two parallel knife-edged ridges with a bisection
V-shaped trough. Riparian vegetation along the Paria River and
Cottonwood Creek and smatterings of pinyon-juniper, shrubs and

grasses add interest. The wide array of complementary, vivid, even
arresting colors of the geology are enhanced by the colors of the
vegetation. Though colors are memorable, landforms rule the unit.
Transmission lines detract from the scenic quality.

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE
Dynamic and unique landforms are found in the Cockscomb and within the
surrounding rugged uplifts and side slopes. Unit exposes more than ten geologic
formations

LANDFORM

5

VEGETATION

3.5

Pinyon-juniper, greasewood, shadscale, sagebrush and saltbush are predominate.
Riparian vegetation grows along Paria River and tributaries. Other shrubs, grasses
and forbs are mixed about though areas of exposed geology devoid of vegetation are
common.

WATER

1.5

The Paria River and Cottonwood and Hackberry Creeks contribute water and its
appearance to the unit. These evoke interest when visible.

COLOR

4.5

Colors of landforms range from muted and complementary golds, tans and grays to
shocking outbreaks of red and white. Bright green to gold riparian vegetation further
enhances colors within unit.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the surrounding plateaus and canyons, including features such as
Yellow Rock, the Paria Canyons, and Mollie’s Nipple significantly enhance the visual
quality.

SCARCITY

5

Though a couple other jagged uplifted features occur on the Colorado Plateau, they are
rare. The rugged and colorful Cockscomb runs for more than 30 miles separating the
Grand Staircase and Kaiparowits Plateau is unusually memorable.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

-0.5

Though there is little cultural modification in the unit, the transmission lines that run up
Cottonwood Canyon are quite visible and detract from the scenic quality.

TOTAL

23

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #009 | West Clark Bench
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 009

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)

FORM

LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Southern part of unit is a flat to rolling
bench broken by rock outcrops,
drainages and sand dunes; northern
portion of unit is a series of rippled
outcrops and sand dunes with canyons
running through; the Paria River
meanders through the east side

Flats are blanketed with grasses and
smatterings of low shrubs and sparsely
dotted with pinyon-juniper; canyon sides
are dotted with random shrubs and the
occasional pinyon-juniper; broken band
of riparian along river

Boxy and angular (buildings, water
catchment), thin (utility lines,
corrals, fences), bermed (gravel
pits), rounded (ponds/reservoirs)
and ribbon-like (highway, roads)
structures

Horizontality is reinforced by top
of bench and banding in exposed
outcrops and canyon sides; diagonal
Overall randomly stippled and indistinct;
lines exist on slopes leading into
broken meandering band along river
drainages; meandering lines and bands
occur along river and drainages

Utility infrastructure contributes
repetitive clusters of crossing
vertical and diagonal lines
connected by swooping thin
wires; highway/roads add curving
or straight bands; buildings/
catchments add geometric lines;
gravel pits/ponds add rounded
lines

0027

0026

LINE

0025

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1

2

Colors are predominately salmon,
white and gray. Rust, pink, and tan
also occurs

Ranges of greens from dark to gray
to golden mixed across unit in trees,
shrubs, and grasses

Full variety of colors running the
spectrum but most are red, gray,
brown, white, or tan

Generally coarse in canyons and
where outcrops occur but smooth on
bench areas

Shrub and grasslands on flats are
smooth; mixed shrubs and pinyonjuniper contribute slightly moderate
texture throughout unit

The somewhat clustered
residential and commercial
development along HWY 89
and transmission lines add
coarseness; the other structures
contribute little texture

RATING
LANDFORM

4

Rippled terrain of outcrops and sand dunes around edge of flat to rolling bench;
numerous rugged canyons including the incised Paria River Canyon.

VEGETATION

3

Predominant vegetation is fourwing saltbush; Cottonwoods and willows grow
randomly along the Paria River; mixed shrubs, grasses, forbs and the occasional
pinyon-juniper also contribute to vegetation variety.

WATER

0.5

The Paria River modestly contributes water in eastern portion of unit, otherwise it is
not noticeable within the unit.

COLOR

3.5

Landform and soil colors range from salmon to gray to white to rust. The range of
complementary colors of the geology invoke more interest but this is supplemented by
the dark green, gray and gold vegetation.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Broad panoramic views of the surrounding plateaus and canyons in the distance
are visible from West Clark Bench; adjacent views are of The Cockscomb, Paria
Plateau and Canyons and The Rimrocks; these collectively enhance the visual quality
significantly.

SCARCITY

2.5

The colorful exposed geology of the Carmel Formation, sand dunes, rugged canyons
and Paria River Canyon make this unit somewhat distinctive within the Colorado
Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

-1

Modifications include the HWY 89 and roads, residential and commercial development,
a campground/trailhead, power lines, a water catchment, reservoirs/ponds, gravel pits,
fences/corrals. Collectively these modifications detract from scenic integrity.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Paria River Canyon

56 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 9 includes an elevated, flat to rolling bench that sits above
Buckskin Gulch and the Paria River Canyon as well as an expanse
of rippled landforms incised by drainages that flow to the Paria.
Vegetation is primarily fourwing saltbush, shadscale, grasses and

scattered pinyon-juniper. The development along HWY 89 and the
transmission lines that cross unit detract from its scenic integrity.
Units boasts the Paria River, White House Campground and Trailhead
and The Nautilus.

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

TOTAL

16.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0026

0027

0025
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #010 | East Clark Bench
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 010

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM
0030

0028

LINE

0029

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

1.5

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Splotchy, thin blankets of mostly
Edge of a large flat to slightly rolling
fourwing saltbush, sand sage,
bench bounded on the north by a
snakeweed and mixed grasses. A skiff
meandering, rugged sandstone canyon;
of riparian vegetation in canyon bottom.
several branching drainages collect
Sparse stippling of pinyon-juniper on
then feed into the canyon; sand dunes
west side of unit and other isolated
occur throughout
locations

Thin (utility lines, corrals, fences),
round (ponds) and ribbon-like
(highway/roads) structures

Horizontality is reinforced by flat to
rolling bench and banding on canyon
walls; canyon adds meandering band
in floor and diagonals on side slopes;
drainages contribute curved and
branching lines

HWY 89 and roads contribute
straight to curving bands;
transmission lines and fences
contribute repetitive thin horizontal,
vertical, diagonal and swooping
lines; ponds contribute small round
edges

Generally indistinct but somewhat
reinforces horizontality of landform

Colors are predominately salmon, tan
and gray. White, khaki, pink, red, and
buff also occur

Ranges of greens from golden to gray
to dark mixes across unit. Gold most
pronounced when snakeweed is in
bloom

Transmission lines contribute
brown sometimes reflective gray;
other elements either blend with
natural colors, are small scale or
are hidden from regular view

Predominantly smooth as most of unit
is a flat to undulating bench; canyons,
drainages, hills and cliffs contribute
moderate to coarse texture to the unit

Thin blankets of low shrubs and
grasses on flats contribute smooth
texture; isolated occurrences of
pinyon-juniper contribute a slight bit of
moderate texture

Transmission lines contribute
localized moderate to coarse
texture; other elements
collectively contribute little to
overall texture

3

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

2

North edge of East Clark Bench bounded by Little White Rock Canyon; predominately
flat to gently rolling terrain of exposed Carmel Formation; several branching drainages
collect and flow toward the moderately rugged canyon.

VEGETATION

2

Fourwing saltbush, sand sage, snakeweed and grasses are primary vegetation types.
Vegetation is not dominant scenically though when snakeweed blooms yellow it is
noticeable.

WATER

0

With the exception of several small ponds, water is not consistently present in the unit.

COLOR

3

Landform and soil colors range from salmon to buff to tan to gray with white, pink and
khaki blended in. Drainages and canyon express highest variety of color. Vegetation
colors aren’t dominant though yellow blooming snakeweed is noticeable.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

2.5

Adjacent views of the Straight Cliffs on the east side and white sandstone cliffs to the
north along with panoramic and distant views of the Paria and Kaiparowits Plateaus
enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

1.5

Some landscape characteristics of this unit are interesting but not distinctive within
the Colorado Plateau.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Pronghorn

58 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 10 comprised of the northern end of East Clark Bench, a flat
to rolling plain with numerous drainages that feed into Little White
Rock Canyon on the north boundary. Exposed soils of salmon, buff
and tan are most common but additional red, gray and white tones

are noticeable in the drainages and canyon. Sparse vegetation of
mostly fourwing saltbush, sand sage and grasses contributes only
modestly to scenic quality. Few cultural modifications exist though a
transmission line passes diagonally through center.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION
TOTAL

0

11

Few cultural modifications exist but include a HWY 89, roads, signs, transmission lines,
ponds, fences and corrals. These modifications are mostly hidden from view, blend
with the landscape character, and/or are unnoticeable within entirety of unit.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

C

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0029

0030

0028
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #011 | Wahweap/Rimrocks
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 011

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM
0033
0031
0032

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

2.5

Horizontality of unit is reinforced by
banding in exposed geology, benches
and tops of cliffs; diagonal lines are
prevalent in shale badlands; vertical
lines and lace-like edges are present
in cliffs; meandering lines and bands
occur are in drainages

Overall instinct; broken meandering
bands along river, creek, and some
canyon bottoms

Striking combinations of rich grays,
tans, golds, rusts, whites and reds
occur throughout unit

Modest contributions of gray and graygreen from mat saltbush, sages and
shadscale; minimal amounts of dark
green pinyon-juniper and bright green
riparian. Seasonal change creates
dustings of yellow on shale badlands

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Texture ranges from velvety smooth
in badlands to rough and coarse along
cliffs and where hoodoos, sandstone
outcrops and rock fall areas occur

Vegetation is so low, sparse and
scattered throughout most of unit
that it contributes little to overall
texture; however, in isolated locations
along river, creek and canyon floors
vegetation contributes moderate to
smooth texture

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

Miles

TEXTURE

STRUCTURE

Minor to inconsequential
At the base of rugged cliffs, expansive Steep slopes and outcrops have no
contribution of ribbon-like
shale badlands transition to a broad,
vegetation; splotchy, thin cover of low
(highway/roads), boxy (historic
rolling bench that breaks away with
shrubs, grasses and forbs occurs across
cabin), rounded and bermed
jumbled, jagged sandstone cliffs above much of unit; a few stippled pinyon(ponds, erosion control dams) or
numerous branching canyons littered
juniper occur on west side; broken
thin (transmission lines, fences)
with hoodoos
ribbons of riparian vegetation
structures

5

15

VEGETATION

Indistinct and inconsequential
when considering entirety of unit

Narrative

Location Maps

Wahweap Hoodoos

60 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

In SQRU 11, just below the prominent Straight Cliffs, the fossil-rich
Tropic Shale badlands transition to a broad Dakota Formation
bench that breaks away into colorful Entrada and Carmel sandstone
cliffs above branching canyons littered with hoodoos. Colors range

from blue-gray to gold to white to red. Vegetation contributes only
modestly to scenic quality except in spring when yellow wildflowers
are dusted across badlands. Unit boasts Wahweap Hoodoos and
Creek, White Rocks, Toadstools and the Paria River.

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4.5

At the base of rugged cliffs, velvety blue-gray Tropic Shale badlands transition to a
broad Dakota Formation bench that breaks away into colorful jumbled and jagged
Entrada and Carmel sandstone cliffs above branching canyons littered with hoodoos.

VEGETATION

2

Mat saltbush, shadscale and bud and sand sage are primary vegetation types.
Vegetation is not dominant scenically except in spring when yellow wildflowers blanket
the shale badlands.
The Paria River modestly contributes water in western portion of unit, otherwise it is
not noticeable within the unit.

WATER

0.5

COLOR

4

Striking blue-gray shale badlands blend with gold, gray and tan benches which are
offset by white, rust and red cliffs and hoodoos. Yellow-green wildflowers blanket shale
badlands in spring.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the Straight Cliffs and The Cockscomb along with views across the
Paria Plateau significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

4

The expansive shale badlands, rugged gold, white and red-striped cliffs, numerous
canyons and proliferation of hoodoos and toadstools make this unit distinctive.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Modifications include HWY 89, roads, an old cabin, power lines, ponds, erosion control
dams, fences and other range improvements. These modifications are mostly hidden
from view, blend with the landscape, and/or are unnoticeable within entirely of unit.

TOTAL

19

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0032

0033

0031
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #012 | Burning Hills/Tibbet Canyon
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 012

Landscape Character (Feature)

Scenic Quality Rating Score

LANDFORM/WATER

Inconsequential contribution of
ribbon-like (roads) and thin (fences)
structures

LINE

Horizontality is reinforced by bench
and ridge tops as well as banding in
exposed cliff faces; diagonal lines
repeat at bases of cliff in spill slopes;
meandering lines follow canyons and
jumbled broken lines occur throughout

Vegetation lines are generally indistinct
as vegetative transitions are subtle;
broken lines of pinyon-juniper clusters
and riparian ribbons visible in some
areas

Indistinguishable in entirety of unit

COLOR

Golden, salmon, and khaki hues are
predominant in Straight Cliffs faces
that give way in many locations
to gray Tropic Shale talus slopes;
browns, blacks and whites are
exposed in some locations

Modest contributions of gray and graygreen from blackbrush and shadscale;
minimal amounts of dark green pinyonjuniper and bright green of riparian
vegetation. Seasonal change creates
dustings of yellow

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Coarse throughout due to jagged
ridges rising above prolifically
branching canyons with rugged,
terraced and jumbled stone cliff faces

In most areas vegetation contributes
little to texture of unit. Where pockets
of shrubs or trees exist they create
moderate texture in those locations

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

0035

0034

VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

5

STRUCTURE

Fairly consistent stippling of shadscale
and blackbrush on less steep areas
throughout much of unit; scattered
patches of pinyon-juniper; swath of
riparian vegetation along Cottonwood
Creek on far western edge of unit

FORM

0036

VEGETATION

10

Expansive unit of prolifically branching
canyons cut through ruggedly terraced
benches atop exposed sandstone cliffs;
benches and thin ridges rise above
pinched valley floors

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE
Expansive unit of prolifically branching canyons cut through ruggedly terraced
benches atop exposed sandstone cliffs; benches and thin ridges rise above pinched
valley floors.

LANDFORM

4

VEGETATION

2.5

Blackbrush, shadscale and pinyon-juniper are primary types of vegetation in unit
depending on location. Sparse stippling of other shrubs and grasses are present as is
an isolated amount of riparian vegetation along the Paria River and other drainages.

WATER

0.5

Segments of the Paria River, Nipple Creek, Coyote Creek, Wahweap and Warm Creek,
other tributaries of these and isolated springs modestly contribute water or its
appearance to unit.

COLOR

3.5

Contrast of landform colors is dominant and interesting. Vegetation colors introduce
additional contrast in some areas.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

3.5

Views of the Glen Canyon/Lake Powell, the Paria Plateau, parts of the Grand Staircase,
the Cockscomb, Navajo Mountain and other adjacent areas of the Kaiparowits Plateau
enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

3.5

The gold- gray- and khaki-colored cliffs, slopes, benches, and rock outcrops, the
meandering rugged drainages, and the undeveloped and mostly inaccessible nature of
this unit make unique and memorable within the Colorado Plateau.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Kelly Grade

62 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 12 comprised of an expansive, coarse unit of buttes and
terraced benches cut throughout with prolifically-branching,
narrowly-pinched canyons that fall away from the mid-benches of the
Kaiparowits Plateau and drain toward Glen Canyon or the Paria River.

Vegetation is not dominant but the primary types include blackbrush,
shadscale and pinyon-juniper depending on elevation and soil type;
wildflower blooms can be impressive certain years. Unit boasts Kelly
Grade, Tibbet and Reese canyons, and Burning Hills.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION
TOTAL

0

17.5

Very few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs, fences and other range
improvements. These modifications are hidden from view, blend with the landscape
character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0034

0036

0035
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #013 | Lower Kaiparowits Benches
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 013

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0038

LINE
0039

A expansive series finger-like benches
with convoluted edges and interspersed
with drainages; tops of benches are
mostly flat to rolling

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Minor to inconsequential
Moderately consistent stands of pinyoncontribution of swath-like
juniper cover much of the unit but are
(roads), thin (fences/corrals), and
broken by large openings of shrubs,
geometric (water troughs and
grasses and forbs
guzzler sheeting) structures

Generally soft, undulating lines between
Tops of benches strongly reinforce
pinyon-juniper and openings of other
horizontality though subtle undulations vegetation; vegetation edges reinforce
occur throughout
horizontality along breaks with exposed
rock or soil

Indistinguishable in entirety of unit

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

2

Unit is a long necklace of convolutely edged benches with fingers that jut southward;
tops of benches appear broad and mostly flat; drainages feed canyons below the
edges, especially in the eastern section.

VEGETATION

3

Vegetation variety is predominately pinyon-juniper, big sage, shadscale and spiny
hopsage depending on elevation and soil; mixes of other desert shrubs, grasses, and
forbs are scattered throughout.

WATER

0

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

COLOR

2.5

Contrasts between lighter colored soils and exposed rock and dark vegetation as well
as between lighter and darker vegetation invokes interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

3.5

Dramatic cliffs frame the upper edge of the unit; the lower edges provide viewpoints
toward Glen Canyon/Lake Powell, the Paria and Kaibab Plateaus, the Grand Staircase,
the Cockscomb, and/or Navajo Mountain.

SCARCITY

2

The variety of contrasting vegetation, expansiveness, adjacent scenery and
undeveloped nature of unit make it somewhat distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs, fences, corrals, stock ponds, spring
developments, and guzzlers. These modifications are hidden from view, blend with the
landscape character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

0037

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

4

Predominantly light tan, khaki and rust
tones

8

Predominantly dark green of pinyonjuniper and gray-green of sagebrush
and shadscale, enhanced by seasonal
change in other shrubs, grasses and
forbs that can range from bright green
to gold

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Smooth to moderation due to blankets
of shrubs-grasslands that transition
to stands of pinyon-juniper of various
density

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Overall smooth with soft undulations

Narrative

Location Maps

Burning Coal Seams

64 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 13 consists of the lower benches of the Kaiparowits Plateau
that create a necklace of flat areas covered in pinyon-juniper, sage,
shadscale or spiny hopsage sitting below dominant Wahweap
Formation cliffs. The bench edges twist and curve creating narrow

fingers of land that provide stunning viewpoints. Soil and rock
colors of light tan and khaki contrast against the dark to gray-green
vegetation tones. Unit boasts Smoky Mountain, Brigham Plains and
Tibbet, Nipple, Sitdown, and Jack Riggs Benches.

TOTAL

13

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0038

0039

0037
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #014 | Upper Wahweap/Paradise Canyon
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 014

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0041

LINE

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Expansive unit of mostly dry pinched
canyons branching out in all directions
like gnarled fingers; unit is entrapped by
ruggedly terraced benches; razor thin
ridges, points, and buttes are common;
pyramidal talus slopes sit at base of
cliffs

Scattered stands of pinyon-juniper litter
the upper canyon areas with steeper
terrain; splotchy to consistent blankets
of shadscale cover the lower, flatter
areas; ribbons of sagebrush or riparian
vegetation occupy some of the canyon
bottoms

Tapered, horizontal lines of flat-topped
buttes layer the majority of the unit;
jagged horizontal and vertical lines of
rock banding

Overall indistinct and stippled, though
if lines are visible, they are broken,
subtle, and discontinuous; a few narrow Indistinguishable in entirety of unit
meandering bands of riparian in isolated
canyons

Inconsequential contribution of
ribbon-like (roads) and thin (fences)
structures

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Expansive unit of prolifically branching canyons with broken, steep cliffs walls that cut
through the upper Kaiparowits Plateau benches; thin ridges, narrow points, and buttes
rise in lower reaches of unit.

VEGETATION

3

Vegetation variety is predominately pinyon-juniper in canyons and steeper areas and
shadscale in lower, flatter areas; these are mixed with indistinct shrubs, grasses, and
forbs; riparian vegetation, though uncommon, is found along some of drainages.

WATER

0

Though Tommy Canyon Creek, Fourmile and Paradise Canyons with isolated springs
contribute modest amounts of water, it is mostly not noticeable within the unit.

COLOR

3.5

0042
0040

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

3

Primarily tans, gold, beige, gray and
khaki with reds, burnt orange, and
white occasionally interspersed

Predominantly gray-green of shadscale
and sagebrush and dark green of
pinyon-juniper

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Very coarse due to prolifically
branching canyons with rugged,
terraced and jumbled stone cliff faces
mixed with jagged ridges, points and
buttes

Coarse, stippled and patchy along
upper drainages with pinyon-juniper;
generally smooth from the evenly
stippled shrub cover across flatter
areas

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

6

Landform and soil colors range from gold to khaki to tan to gray. Contrast between
these and the predominantly gray, gray-green, and dark green vegetation invoke
interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

3

Though most view are contained within the unit, views of Glen Canyon/Lake Powell,
the Paria and Kaibab Plateaus, the Grand Staircase, the Cockscomb, Navajo Mountain
and other features of the Kaiparowits Plateau enhance visual quality.

SCARCITY

2

The variety of contrasting vegetation, expansiveness, adjacent scenery and
undeveloped nature of unit make it somewhat distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs, fences and other range
improvements. These modifications are hidden from view, blend with the landscape
character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

66 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 14 is comprised of an expansive unit of prolifically-branching,
rugged canyons spreading like gnarled fingers below the upper
Kaiparowits Plateau benches. Narrow ridges, points and buttes litter
unit. The Wahweap Formation’s gold, tan, and gray tones are exposed

throughout and contrast with the dark green pinyon-juniper and gray
green shadscale and sage. Unit is contained 75+% within Wahweap
WSA and boasts Paradise, John Henry, Tommy and Fourmile
Canyons, Pilot Rock, Ship Mountain and Coyote Points.

TOTAL

15.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0041

0042

0040
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #015 | Fourmile Bench/Horse Flat
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 015

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0044

VEGETATION

Thick to moderate stands of pinyonPredominately broad mostly flat
juniper are broken in valleys by
benches with twisted edges, low rolling
undulating flats of sagebrush; other
hills, subtle drainages and the uplift
mixed shrubs, grasses and forbs are
ridge of Horse Mountain in the north
scattered throughout

STRUCTURE
Inconsequential contribution of
ribbon-like (roads) and thin (fences)
structures

0043
0045

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

2.75

Broadly horizontal with undulating
diagonal lines associated with hills and
ridges, and meandering lines along
drainages

Generally indistinct, though vegetation
reinforces horizontality of landforms,
but with subtle undulating lines
distinguishable at vegetation transitions
between pinyon-juniper forests and
sagebrush flats

Indistinguishable in entirety of unit

Generally lighter tones; light beige,
light khaki, light reddish-brown, with
some light grays in washes

Predominately dark green associated
with pinyon-juniper dotted with patches
of gray green sagebrush

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Subtly rhythmic, smooth and
consistently flowing with occasional
uplifted hills and mounds, and shallow
drainages

Overall moderate in areas of dense
and consistent pinyon-juniper and
moderately smooth on sagebrush flats,
with minor stippling as vegetation types
transition into each other

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

5.5

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

2.5

Upper Kaiparowits benches that are broad to rolling with twisted edge and convoluted
edges and low hills and subtle drainages across the tops; Horse Mountain is in
northern corner of unit.

VEGETATION

3

Vegetation variety is predominately pinyon-juniper and sagebrush mixed with indistinct
shrubs and grasses.

WATER

0

Though Headwaters Springs contributes a bit of water, it is mostly not noticeable
within unit.

COLOR

2

Lighter colored soils, bits of exposed rock and vegetation contrast with the dark green
pinyon-juniper, but colors overall are muted and are not a dominant scenic element.
Views of the adjacent Cockscomb, Grand Staircase and lower benches of the
Kaiparowits Plateau along with more sweeping views across the Paria and Kaibab
Plateaus enhance the visual quality.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

3.5

SCARCITY

2

The contrasting vegetation, expansiveness, adjacent scenery and undeveloped nature
of unit make it somewhat distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs, fences and other range
improvements. These modifications are hidden from view, blend with the landscape
character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

68 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 15 is comprised of an expansive unit of flat to undulating
upper Kaiparowits Benches with rolling hills, subtle drainages and
convoluted twisting edges. The landform texture is rhythmic and
flowing. Dense forests of pinyon-juniper broken by sagebrush flats

that roll over the landscape reinforce its rhythmic nature. Adjacent
views of The Cockscomb, Grand Staircase and lower Kaiparowits
Benches enhance scenic quality. Unit boasts Headwaters Spring,
Horse Mountain, Horse Flat, Long Flat and Fourmile Bench.

TOTAL

13

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0044

0045

0043
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #016 | The Blues/Blue Wash
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 016

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)

0048

FORM

LINE

LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Complex series of exposed Kaiparowits
Formation badlands with sand and
mudstone ridges, steep eroded slopes
and meandering drainages; soft slopes
fall away from tops in pyramidal forms
layered with horizontal banding

Splotchy patches of pinyon-juniper and
other mixed shrubs grow on tops of
fins, in drainage bottoms and on less
steep slopes. Random stippling of trees,
shrubs, grasses and forbs are scattered
throughout

Minor to inconsequential
contribution of ribbon-like (roads),
boxy (buildings), cylindrical (oil
tanks) and thin (fences/utility lines)
structures

Predominant lines are horizontal and
Primarily instinct and broken but stands
diagonal; convergence is common as
of pinyon-juniper growing on ridge tops
are meandering thin bands in drainages reinforces horizontality

Indistinct and inconsequential
when considering entirety of unit

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Three subunits of Kaiparowits badlands of repetitive narrow ridges above steeply
eroded slopes of blue-gray sand and mudstone; meandering drainages run at the base
of soft pyramidal forms layered with rocky horizontal banding.

VEGETATION

2

About 90% of unit is exposed rock and soil but pinyon-juniper stands grow on ridge
tops and along drainages as do smatterings of shadscale and other shrubs, grasses,
and forbs.

WATER

0

Though Henrieville Creek contributes some water, it is mostly not noticeable within the
unit.

COLOR

3.5

The blue-gray of exposed soil and rock are complimented by shades of khaki and
contrast with dark green pinyon-juniper and gray green shrubs; the vivid yellow-green
of the buckwheat draws attention in late summer.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

The Blues is nestled under Powell Point, a dominant pink cliff landmark; it along with
views of adjacent canyons and Grand Staircase expanses including the Pink Cliffs of
Bryce Canyon significantly enhance visual quality.

SCARCITY

3

The expanses of blue-gray badlands falling away from forested plateaus, mountain
sides and exposed layers of pink rock provide a stark contrast in landform, color and
vegetation, this along with the unit being littered with dinosaur bones makes it unique.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Few modifications exist: a segment of SB12, roads, utility infrastructure and range
improvements. These modifications are mostly hidden from view, blend with the
landscape character, and/or are unnoticeable.

0046
0047

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

2.5

Predominately rich blue-gray mixed
with tones of khaki

5

Predominantly dark green of pinyonjuniper and gray-green of shadscale
and sagebrush, enhanced by seasonal
change in grasses and forbs buckwheat contribute neon yellow
green in late summer

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, or are inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Clustered and dense along landform
tops with scattered stippling along
slopes and drainages

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Coarse due to repetitively rippled
sand- and mudstone ridges separated
by meandering drainages and
exposures of jumbled rock tumbling
down side slopes

Narrative

Location Maps

Dinosaur Fossil

70 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 16 is comprised of three subunits of Kaiparowits badlands
containing complex pyramidal forms with steep eroded side slopes.
Though monotone, the continuous blue-gray color of the landform
is dominant and striking. Vegetation has minimal impact visually

but includes pinyon-juniper, shadscale, grasses and forbs and is
concentrated along tops of landforms and stippled throughout
slopes and drainages. As seen from SB12, Powell Point rises above
The Blues subunit and provides dramatic adjacent scenery.

TOTAL

16.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0047

0048

0046
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #017 | Willis Creek
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 017

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0051

Series of flat to rolling, jagged-edged
benches separated by incised
drainages; rock outcrops, cliffs and
alluvial hills occur around edges

0050

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Irregularly-shaped vegetation treatments
blanketed mostly with sage occur
on many bench tops. Thick stands
of pinyon-juniper surround edges of
treatments and grow on steeper terrain.
Broken ribbons of cottonwood and
willow follow creeks and washes

Minor to inconsequential
contribution of swath-like (roads),
geometric-shaped (fields and
buildings), bermed (ponds/dams)
and thin (fences/corrals) structures

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Rolling, broad, jagged-edged benches above the northernmost reaches of the White
Cliffs layer of the Grand Staircase are separated by incised drainages; outcrops, cliffs,
hills and mounds of Carmel Formation and sandstones are exposed in many locations.

VEGETATION

3

Vegetation variety is predominately big sage and pinyon-juniper; mixes of other
desert shrubs, grasses, and forbs are scattered throughout; riparian vegetation like
Cottonwoods and willows grow along several creeks and the Paria River.

0049

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

2.5

Primarily horizontal across benches;
jagged and broken around edges and
rounded, diagonal on hills, mounds and
side slopes; meandering bands along
washes and creeks

Generally indistinct at natural vegetation
transitions but noticeable unnatural
Minor to inconsequential when
edges around vegetation treatments and
considering entirety of unit
fields; broken meandering ribbons of
riparian vegetation in some drainages

Colors are somewhat monotone while
consisting of light tan, gold, brown and
chalky white with subtle reddish hues

Predominately gray green of sage and
dark green associated with pinyonjuniper. Seasonal change can range
from bright green to gold

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Flat to rolling benches are smooth;
canyons, drainages, hills, and side
slopes contribute moderate to coarse
texture

Generally moderate to smooth texture
due to clearings of shrubs and grasses
that range from mat-like to spotty that
are edged by swaths of pinyon-juniper;
some gradational and some hard
transitions between vegetation types

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

5

WATER

1.5

The Paria River and Sheep, Willis, and Rock Springs Creeks and numerous other
washes, springs, and ponds contribute perennial and intermittent water and its
appearance to unit. These evoke interest when visible.

COLOR

3.5

Landform and soil colors range from tan to brown to gold to white and reddish.
Contrast between these and the predominantly gray green and dark green vegetation
invoke interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent view of the Paria River and tributary canyons along with surrounding views of
the Pink Cliffs of Bryce Canyon and Powell Point and down across the lower steps of
the Grand Staircase significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

3

Much of the unit is rolling to flat benches covered with sage and pinyon-juniper but
the geology of the peripheral areas like Willis Creek Slot Canyon combined with the
adjacent scenery make this unit distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

A few modifications exist: roads/signs, dam/reservoirs/ponds, buildings, fields, fences
and vegetation treatments. These modifications are mostly hidden from view, blend
with the landscape character, and/or are unnoticeable within entirety of unit.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Willis Creek Slot Canyon

72 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 17 is comprised of a series of jagged-edged benches that
rise above the northernmost reaches of the Grand Staircase’s White
Cliffs layer. These are surrounded by incised canyons and steep
cliffs of exposed sandstone and rolling mounds of Carmel Formation

materials. Vegetation is predominately sagebrush and pinyonjuniper; several vegetation treatments occur. Unit boasts Willis Creek
Slot Canyon, a stretch of the Paria River, Rock Springs Bench and
stunning views across the Paria Canyons from Between the Creeks.

TOTAL

19

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0050

0051

0049
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #018 | Butler Valley/Big Dry Valley
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 018

FORM

0053

LINE

0052
0054

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

2.25

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Flat to slightly rolling valley floors
surrounded by conical or round-topped
talus hills and dramatic, uplifted cliff
faces of surrounding benches and
buttes; some hoodoo, pinnacle and
arch features

Sweeping mats of dense shrubs on
valley floors; dotted and irregular pinyonjuniper clusters mostly at base of talus
slopes, broken ribbons of meandering
riparian vegetation, a few rectangular
boxes of irrigated fields

Highly varied; sweeping horizontal
valley floor and buttes, diagonal and
irregular foothill and cliff faces, and
strong horizontal and vertical in rock
banding

Generally indistinct, though broken,
irregular lines are present at vegetation
Minor to inconsequential when
transitions and patchy ribbons of riparian
considering entirety of unit
vegetation exist along creeks/washes;
hard edges bounding agricultural fields

Minor contributions of boxy and
angular (buildings), thin (utility
lines, fences) and ribbon-like
(roads) structures

Rich pink and salmon tones layered
with gray, beige and white then
intermixed with khaki, tan, rust and
orange-brown

Full range of greens from dark to bright
to light gray in trees, shrubs, forbs
and grasses complemented by some
years by seasonal wildflower blooms of
orange, white or yellow

Structures either blend with
natural colors, are hidden
from regular view, or are
inconsequential when considering
entirety of unit

Smooth and consistent on valley floor
dramatically contrasts with adjacent
rugged, occasionally sharp, talus hills
and striking, rugged cliffs

Overall dense and carpet-like shrubs;
pinyon-juniper stipple gradually into
dense clusters

Structures are scattered and
isolated and contribute very little
to overall texture of unit

4.5

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Sweeping valley floors that transition to colorful rounded talus hills in front of dramatic
sandstone cliffs. Unit includes outcrops, pinnacles, arches and hoodoos of Entrada
sandstone including features at Kodachrome State Park and Grosvenor Arch.

VEGETATION

3.5

Vegetation includes sagebrush, fourwing saltbush, Mormon tea, greasewood, pinyonjuniper and mixed desert shrubs, grasses, and forbs that are scattered throughout;
some riparian vegetation along Paria River and Yellow Creek and a few irrigated hay
fields.

WATER

0.5

The Paria River, Yellow Creek and other tributaries modestly contribute water or its
appearance to unit.

COLOR

4

Striking color contrasts of pink, gray, white and gold in exposed geology and soils is
enhanced by the color and textural contrasts in the vegetation. Contrasts in landform,
especially in their forms and colors, are dominant and memorable.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Surrounding views of the Pink Cliffs of Bryce Canyon along with views toward Powell
Point and down across the lower steps of the Grand Staircase significantly enhance
the visual quality.

SCARCITY

4

Outcrops of colorful Entrada sandstone that include pinnacles, arches, hoodoos and
other geologic oddities like those at Kodachrome State Park and Grosvenor Arch,
make this unit unique and memorable within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Cultural modifications include roads, utilities, buildings, recreation sites, farm fields and
range improvements like ponds and fences. These mostly blend with the landscape
character and do not detract from visual quality within the scale of the unit.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Butler Valley Globemallow

74 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 18 is characterized by strongly contrasting landforms of
gentle valley bottoms, rugged hills and dramatic cliffs. Vegetation
includes sagebrush, saltbush, pinyon-juniper, mixed grasses and
forbs. Landform contrasts in color and form are dominant and

enhanced by vegetation colors and texture. Units boasts Grosvenor
Arch, Kodachrome State Park, Cottonwood Road and a Paria River
segment. The exposed geology, especially the array of pinnacles,
arches and hoodoos in the Entrada sandstone, is unique.

TOTAL

20

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0053

0054

0052
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #019 | Round Valley/Horse Valley
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 019

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0057

Ribbon-like (roads), round and
bermed mounds (erosion control
structures/reservoirs/ponds), thin
(transmission lines/substation/
fences/corrals) features

LINE

Horizontality is reinforced along bench
tops, in valley floors and in jagged cliff
banding; rounded diagonals occur on
eroded sideslopes and verticals appear
in outcrops and cliffs; branching and
meandering lines occur in drainages

Thick pinyon-juniper stippling on
benches transitions to sparse and
scattered on side slopes; transitions
between vegetation types or at rock
outcrops are defined or feathered
depending on location; meandering or
broken bands along creeks

Transmission lines and substation
contribute repetitive thin horizontal,
vertical, diagonal and swooping
lines; roads and HWY 12 contribute
straight to curving bands; earthen
dams/ponds/reservoirs add
rounded edges and circles

COLOR

Golden and gray hues are
predominant in exposed Tropic Shale
and Entrada, Dakota and Henrieville
sandstones; beige, khaki, tan, orange,
brown and white round out the range
of landform colors in this unit

Predominantly dark green of pinyonjuniper and gray-green of sagebrush,
greasewood, saltbush and shadscale,
enhanced by seasonal change in
riparian vegetation, grasses and forbs
that can range from bright green to
gold

Most elements either blend with
natural colors or are hidden from
regular view

Rock outcrops, cliffs, canyons,
drainages, hills and side slopes
contribute coarse to moderate texture;
flat to rolling benches and valley floors
are predominantly smooth

Moderate from pinyon-juniper to
smooth from shrub/grasslands:
overall dense and gradually transitions
to stippled on exposed rock faces;
vegetation transitions are typically
gradational

Though substation and
transmission lines are obvious
along HWY 12 in northern reach
of unit, structures are mostly
hidden from regular view.
Collectively they contribute little
to overall texture of unit

0055

VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1.5

STRUCTURE

Splotchy moderate to thin blankets of
low shrubs and grasses across valley
floors and in flatter areas; patches of
pinyon-juniper on benches and side
slopes; broken ribbons of riparian
vegetation along creeks

FORM

0056

VEGETATION

Series of narrow valleys surrounded
by benches, slanting to steeplyeroded side slopes and rugged cliffs;
meandering creeks and drainages
dissect unit; shale badlands are
scattered throughout; isolated
sandstone fins and pinnacles exist

3

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

76 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 19 is comprised of a sweeping unit of narrow valleys
surrounded by rugged Straight Cliffs exposures, Tropic Shale
badlands and jagged edged benches. Much of the Gray Cliffs layer
of Grand Staircase is in unit as are colorful fins, pinnacles and

outcrops. Vegetation is mostly pinyon-juniper and mixed sage,
grasses and salt tolerant shrubs. Unit boasts a segment of SB12
and several creeks. Two transmission lines, a substation and other
modifications slightly detract from the scenic integrity.

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Series of narrow valleys dissected by several creeks and surrounded by jagged edged
benches, sandstone cliffs and Tropic Shale badlands. Unit comprises much of the Gray
Cliffs layer of the Grand Staircase and sits immediately below the Straight Cliffs.

VEGETATION

3.5

Pinyon-juniper, greasewood, shadscale, sagebrush and saltbush are predominate.
Riparian vegetation grows along several creeks and draws. Other shrubs, grasses
and forbs are mixed about though areas of exposed geology devoid of vegetation are
common.

WATER

1

Henrieville, Little Valley, and Dry Valley Creeks, Round Valley Draw, springs and ponds
contribute water and its appearance to unit. These evoke interest when visible.

COLOR

3.5

Landform and soil colors are predominantly gold and blue gray mixed with khaki, tan,
white, orange and red. Contrast between these and the predominantly dark and gray
green vegetation invoke interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the Straight Cliffs and Kodachrome Basin along with surrounding
views of the Pink Cliffs of Bryce Canyon and Powell Point and down across the Paria
Canyons and lower steps of the Grand Staircase significantly enhance the visual
quality.

SCARCITY

3

The landform variety including the exposures of Tropic Shale badlands and cliffs, fins
and pinnacles of colorful sandstones; several meandering creeks; and the adjacent
scenery make this unit distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

-1

Modifications include SB12/roads, dams/ponds, powerlines/substation, fences and
vegetation treatments. Two powerlines run through much of the unit but mostly out of
view; substation is visible along SB12.

TOTAL

18

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0056

0055

0057
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #020 | Henderson/Pardner/Mud Spring Canyons
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 020

FORM

0060

0059 0058

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

2.5

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

Series of bulky narrow benches, ridges
and flats below the Aquarius Plateau
and Canaan Mountain that break away
into numerous rugged canyons some
with sheer sandstone walls

Thick stands of pinyon-juniper on upper
benches broken by openings of shrubs;
patches of scrub oak and Ponderosa
pine; broken ribbons of riparian
vegetation along creeks and canyon
floors; moderate to sparse spills of trees
and shrubs down steep slopes

STRUCTURE
Minor to inconsequential
contribution of ribbon-like
(highway), bermed (stock ponds)
and thin (utility lines/fences)
structures

Some reinforcement of horizontal
Strong horizontal, vertical and diagonal
and diagonal nature of landscape but
lines in cliffs faces and uplifts; broadly
mostly broken and inconsistent edge at Minor to inconsequential when
horizontal to irregular and jagged
vegetation transitions; meandering but
considering entirety of unit
ridgelines; converging lines in canyons;
splotchy ribbons of riparian vegetation in
meandering drainages
drainages

Golden hues are predominant in
exposed Straight Cliffs canyon walls
and eroded slopes; gray, rust, khaki
and white occurs occasionally

Full range of greens from dark to bright
to light gray in trees, shrubs, forbs and
grasses complemented by seasonal
changes of gold, burgundy and tan

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Very coarse, rough and broken
throughout due to narrow benches
and jagged ridges rising above
numerous rugged canyons with
broken, jumbly side slopes and sheer
walls

Generally coarse due to diversity of
vegetation and variety of densities in
which it occurs: clustered Ponderosa
pine stands to broad, dense swaths
of pinyon-juniper to broken ribbons of
riparian vegetation to pockets of mixed
shrubs and grasses

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

5

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Pardner Canyon

78 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 20 sits below the Pink Cliffs of the Paunsaugunt and Aquarius
Plateaus and Canaan Mountain. Benches of Kaiparowits step down
to benches of Wahweap that give way to golden ridges, cliffs and
canyons of Straight Cliffs. Landforms are rugged and imposing;

vegetation includes Ponderosa, scrub oak, Cottonwood and
willow with lots of pinyon-juniper and sage throughout. Very few
developments exist; 95+% of unit is contained within The Blues and
Mud Springs WSAs separated by SB12 along Henrieville Creek.

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4.5

Sheer cliffs and steep, jumbled slopes of Straight Cliffs sit below Kaiparowits and
Wahweap layers; a series of narrow benches and ridges break away into numerous
rugged canyons; landforms are the dominant feature of this grandiose landscape.

VEGETATION

4.5

Variety of vegetation ranges from Ponderosa and Gambel oak to a lush riparian
corridor with Cottonwood and willow along Henrieville Creek; pinyon-juniper, sage,
shadscale, and a mix of other shrubs, grasses, and forbs are unevenly distributed
throughout.

WATER

1

Henrieville Creek, Little and Dry Valley Creeks, and numerous canyon springs
contribute water to unit. These evoke interest when visible.

COLOR

4

The gold tones of the cliffs contrasted with the mixture of grays, khakis, browns and
whites of the rock outcrops and exposed soils are a dominant scenic element. The
dark green, gray green, gold green and burgundy vegetation adds additional interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Though views are often contained within unit the immediately adjacent views of
Powell Point, The Blues and Bryce Canyon in the north and The Cockscomb in the
south significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

3.5

The golden-colored, rugged exposed geology, deep canyons, diversity of vegetation,
and undeveloped and mostly inaccessible nature make this unit unique and
memorable within the Colorado Plateau.

0

A few modifications exist: SB12, roads/signs, a trailhead, utility lines, an abandoned
mine and range improvements. These modifications are mostly hidden from view,
blend with the landscape character, and/or are unnoticeable within entirety of unit.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION
TOTAL

21.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0058

0060

0059
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #021 | Tropic Shale/East Valley
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 021

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1.5

STRUCTURE
Minor contribution of thin (utility
lines, substation, fences, corrals,
old mine chutes), rounded and
bermed (reservoirs, ponds) and
ribbon-like (roads) structures

Flat to undulating horizontality is
reinforced by broad flat valley floors,
low rolling hills and banding in cliff
faces; diagonal and vertical lines
are seen in talus slopes and cliffs;
meandering bands along drainages

Generally indistinct but with very subtle
broken lines at vegetation transitions,
curving ribbons in some drainages and
noticeable edges along private property
boundaries where vegetation has been
manipulated

Generally indistinct, though
thin repetitive horizontal and
vertical lines are present where
transmission lines and substation
exist

Predominately gray and khaki
intermixed with brown, tan, beige,
white, salmon and black

Predominantly light to gray green
associated with sage, saltbush,
shadscale and other shrubs; dark
green pinyon-juniper; seasonal change
in shrubs, grasses and forbs that can
range from bright green to gold

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Smooth and flowing into

Generally smooth in shrub and
grassland areas to moderate where
clusters of randomly space trees exist

Structures are scattered and
isolated and contribute very little
to overall texture of unit

Transitions from low and flowing
flats to rolling hills to talus slopes and
cliffs to rugged butte and backboneline features; meandering ribbons of
drainages

0062

0063
0061

VEGETATION
Moderate to thin blankets and pockets
of low shrubs and grasses across valley
floors and in flatter areas; spotty patches
of pinyon-juniper on buttes, ridges, hills
and spill slopes below cliffs and along
drainages; broken ribbons of riparian
vegetation

3

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

3.5

Narrow ridges, buttes, cliffs, talus slopes, hills and flats that wrap around Bryce Valley
towns to the north. Gray Tropic Shale talus slopes and mounds run throughout unit.
Outcrops of Entrada and Dakota sandstone provide additional color and texture.

VEGETATION

2

Vegetation is sparse through much of the unit; saltbush and sagebrush are primary
types mixed in some areas with pinyon-juniper and isolated strands of riparian
vegetation. Other shrubs, grasses and forbs are scattered throughout.

WATER

0

Though North Creek and a few other washes and springs contribute some water, it is
mostly not noticeable within the unit.

COLOR

2.5

Though landform and soil colors are mostly gray, gold and tan, traces of salmon and
white also occur. The contrast in landform colors as well as with the variety of greens
in the vegetation invokes interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the Pink Cliffs of Bryce Canyon and Powell Point as well as views
toward the surrounding cliffs and canyons significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

2

The variety of landforms, range of colors and adjacent scenery make this unit
somewhat distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

Narrative

Location Maps

80 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 21 is sweeping unit that wraps around the northern sides
of Tropic, Cannonville and Henrieville below the Straight Cliffs and
Coal Bench. Flats surrounded by sloping, rounded hills mix with
rugged buttes that rise in some locations. Tropic Shale outcrops

occur around edges and gently eroded features abound. Vegetation
is mostly scattered patches of low shrubs and grasses. Colors are
muted. Cultural modifications include transmission lines and a
substation which detract from visual integrity.

TOTAL

-0.5

13.5

Cultural modifications include roads/signs, power lines/a substation, reservoirs/stock
ponds, and fences/corrals. Though most modifications are hidden from view or blend
with the landscape character, the transmission lines and substation are discordant.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0062

0063

0061
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #022 | Coal Bench
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 022

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0066

Fan shaped, mostly flat bench with
shallow drainages

0065

LINE

VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

0.5

STRUCTURE

Horizontal with slight undulations

Vegetation reinforces horizontal nature
of unit; distinct straight and unnatural
lines exist between pinyon-juniper and
shrub/grass openings; random stippling
occurs within shrub/grass area

Soil varies to include light tan, beige,
and khaki with an orange-brown tint in
some areas

Dark green pinyon-juniper, pale yellowgreen of snakeweed and shrubs, graygreen sagebrush and low shrubs, light
grays and yellows of low shrubs, dark
gray of woody material

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

The landform is overall simple and
smooth with subtle undulations and
slight, shallow drainages

Generally moderate to smooth texture
due to clearings of shrubs and grasses
that range from mat-like to spotty that
are edged by swaths of pinyon-juniper;
some gradational and some hard
transitions between vegetation types

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

0064

COLOR

VEGETATION

Clearings of splotchy to dense stands
of sage and mixed shrubs/grasses with
unnatural edges; narrow swathes of
Ribbon-like (roads) and thin,
pinyon-juniper along shallow drainages repetitive (fences/transmission
and near edges; scattered bits of
lines) structures
downed trees and/or stippling of pinyonjuniper across shrublands

Minor to inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

1

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

1.5

Flat to gently rolling, fan-shaped bench below Powell Point and The Blues.

VEGETATION

2.5

Vegetation is primarily sagebrush and mixed shrubs and grasses occurring in
clearings where pinyon-juniper has been removed.

WATER

0

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

COLOR

2

Lighter colored soils and vegetation contrasts with the dark green pinyon-juniper, but
colors overall are muted and are not a dominant scenic element.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of Powell Point and The Blues as well as views across the surrounding
valleys and canyons toward the Pink Cliffs of Bryce Canyon significantly enhance the
visual quality.

SCARCITY

1.5

Some landscape characteristics of this unit are interesting but it is not distinctive
within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

-0.5

Cultural modifications roads, transmission lines, vegetation treatments and fences.
Though most modifications are blend with the landscape character, the vegetation
treatments are discordant and obvious.

TOTAL

11

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

82 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 22 a fan-shaped, flat-topped bench with slightly rolling terrain
near edges and a central shallow drainage. Pinyon-juniper has been
removed from most of unit to encourage stands of sage, mixed
shrubs and grasses which are thick in some locations and thin and

splotchy in others. Cultural modifications including a transmission
line and vegetation treatments that are noticeable and discordant.
Views of Powell Point, The Blues and the Pink Cliffs of Bryce Canyon
enhance the scenic quality.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

C

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0065

0066

0064
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #023 | Bryce Valley
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 023

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0068

Narrow connected valleys with
occasional low rolling hills and
sandstone outcrops surrounded by
cliffs and mesas

0069

LINE

Undulating horizontal with curving
and rounded lines associated with
drainages sandstone outcrops

0067

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1

Gray, khaki, gold, red and beige, though
color of landform is mostly covered
with native and cultivated vegetation

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

The agricultural fields and pastures
create geometric shapes (rectangles and
circles) on the ground. Domestic trees in
yards and farms are randomly clustered.
Ribbons of vegetation along waterways
and fence rows reinforce horizontal
nature of landform

Boxy and angular (buildings), thin
(utility lines, fences), rounded
berms (reservoirs and ponds) and
ribbon-like (roads) structures

Strong geometric (rectangles and
circles) lines in shapes created by
irrigated fields and pastures; ribbons
of vegetation along waterways are
meandering then are straight along
fence rows; irregular, broken lines in
scattered patches of native vegetation

Buildings and utility infrastructure
add clusters of horizontal,
vertical and diagonal lines; roads
add mostly straight bands and
reinforce grid pattern within towns;
and earthen dams add rounded
berms

Vibrant green crops contrast against
muted gray-green, dark green, and
straw yellow tones of native vegetation.
Domestic and riparian vegetation add
interest

Full variety of colors running the
spectrum but most are red, gray,
brown, white, or tan

Smooth quilts of agricultural fields
and pastures counter-balanced with
moderate texture provided by domestic
trees and patches of native vegetation

In core of towns the clustered
buildings add an ordered
coarseness, whereas the
smattering of buildings and
structures away from the core
contribute random and spotty
texture

2

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Overall uniform and smooth with
occasional rock outcrops and small
hills increasing texture to a degree

Narrative

Location Maps

84 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 23 is characterized by the pastoral communities of Tropic,
Cannonville, and Henrieville nestled below the Pink Cliffs of Bryce
Canyon and Powell Point. During the growing season vibrant green
agricultural fields contrast against exposed Tropic Shale benches

and sandstone cliffs. Residential and/or commercial development
lines SB12 as it passes through each community. Farms and ranches
spread across the areas outside the town cores. The Paria River and
Henrieville Creek meander through the unit.

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

2

Long, narrow valleys connected along SB12 that are flat to gently rolling with
occasional rolling hills and rock outcrops surrounded by soft-sided, sandstone-capped
benches.

VEGETATION

4

A variety of agricultural, domestic, and native vegetation. Hay fields and pastures are
agriculturally predominant; lawns with shade trees are commonly seen; pockets of
native pinyon-juniper and sage round out the mix.

WATER

1.5

The Paria River and Henrieville Creek meander through the unit; small reservoirs and
ponds exist. These evoke interest when visible.

COLOR

3

Landform and soil colors range from gray to tan to red. Vegetation colors range from
dark green to bright green to gold. The contrast between and amongst these invoke
interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Bryce Canyons’ Pink Cliffs by Tropic, Bulldog Bench’s white and red cliffs by
Cannonville, and Coal Bench’s gray and gold faces by Henrieville greatly enhance the
visual quality. Powell Point in the background additionally contributes to the setting.

SCARCITY

2.5

This small chain of rural, agricultural valleys tucked below the Pinks Cliffs and
surrounding benches is somewhat distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0.5

The pastoral setting of Bryce Valley enhances the visual quality of the unit.

TOTAL

17.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0068

0069

0067
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #024 | Bulldog Bench/Sheep Creek
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 024

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0072

FORM

0071

LINE

0070

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1

Landforms vary from flat to slightly
rolling benches and valleys to soft
talus slopes and mounds to shallow
drainages

Predominantly horizontal across
benches and in valleys but rounded,
diagonal, and broken on hills, mounds
and side slopes; meandering along
washes and creeks

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Thickish stands of pinyon-juniper around
bench edges transition to scattered trees
down side slopes; irregularly shaped
areas of shrubs/grasses/forbs on bench
tops; ribbons of riparian vegetation
along creeks; isolated thick patches of
Ponderosa and oak

Minor to inconsequential
contribution of swath-like (roads),
bermed mounds (erosion control
structures/reservoirs), boxy
(buildings), thin (fences/corrals)
and sunken (gravel pits) features

Generally indistinct at natural vegetation
transitions but noticeable unnatural
edges around vegetation treatments;
curving ribbons of riparian vegetation in
some drainages

Generally indistinct, though
rounded, diagonal and horizontal
lines occur with erosional control
structures and gravel pits

Predominantly khaki and gray with
brown, tan, pink, red, purple, gold and
white occurring in some locations

Full range of greens from dark to bright
to light gray in trees, shrubs, forbs and
grasses complemented by golden and
brown tones with seasonal change

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, or are inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Flat to rounded benches and valleys
are smooth; ridges, mounds, side
slopes and drainages contribute
moderate texture

Ranges from coarse to smooth texture:
clearings of shrubs and grasses appear
smooth; thick to stippled pinyon-juniper
stands contribute moderate texture;
and areas of Ponderosa and oak lend
coarseness where present

Clustered and isolated structures
contribute so little texturally
to entirety of the unit as to be
inconsequential

2

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

86 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 24 is comprised of a series of flat-topped benches that fall
away from the base of Bryce Canyon and are separated by creek
drainages, naked exposures of Tropic Shale, and narrow valleys. Large
manipulated openings of mixed shrubs and grasses occupy the bench

tops; pinyon-juniper stands around the bench edges and scatters
down the side slopes; grasses and patches of shrubs fill the valley
floors; pockets of Ponderosa and oak are tucked below Pink Cliffs.
Unit boasts Yellow and Sheep Creeks, Merrill and Death Hollows.

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

2.5

Flat to gently rolling benches south of Tropic and below Bryce Canyon separated by
flowing valleys, drainages and outcrops of Tropic Shale

VEGETATION

3.5

Pinyon-juniper and sagebrush are primary vegetation types. Riparian vegetation grows
along creeks and drainages and Ponderosa and oak pockets occur at base of Bryce
Canyon. Other desert shrubs, grasses and forbs are distributed throughout.

WATER

0.5

Yellow Creek, Sheep Creek other tributaries and isolated springs modestly contribute
water or its appearance to unit.

COLOR

2.5

Though landform and soil colors are mostly khaki and gray, traces of pink, red, gold
and white also occur. The contrast in landform colors as well as with the variety of
greens in the vegetation invokes interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the Pink Cliffs of Bryce Canyon along with views of Powell Point and
down across the lower steps of the Grand Staircase significantly enhance the visual
quality.

SCARCITY

2

The variety of landforms and vegetation, range of colors and adjacent scenery make
this unit somewhat distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION
TOTAL

-0.5

14.5

Cultural modifications include roads, erosion control dams/reservoirs, fields, buildings,
gravel pits, vegetation treatments and fences. Though most of these are mostly
unnoticeable, the vegetation treatments are discordant and obvious.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0071

0072

0070
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #025 | Mud Springs/Canaan Mountain
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 025

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

Sloping to flat benches broken by
shallow drainages and low ridges; low
rolling hills throughout

VEGETATION
Thick forests of pinyon-juniper broken
by unnaturally shaped openings of
sage and grass; scattered stands of
ponderosa pine and oak grow at higher
elevations

STRUCTURE
Minor to inconsequential
contribution of ribbon-like (roads),
boxy (houses), cylindrical (oil
tanks) and thin (fences/utility lines)
structures

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

1.5

Flat to rolling benches and hills below Powell Point, The Blues and Canaan Mountain.

VEGETATION

3.5

Pinyon-juniper, sage and ricegrass are primary vegetation types. Ponderosa and scrub
oak grow at higher elevations. Edges of pinyon-juniper removal projects are unnatural.

0074
0073
0075

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1.25

Undulating horizontal lines that
following the flat to rolling terrain

Harsh, unnaturally straight lines between
sagebrush/grassy areas and pinyonIndistinct and inconsequential
pine; otherwise generally indistinct and
when considering entirety of unit
broken

Light tan, gray and beige with subtle
red undertones

Predominantly dark green of pinyonjunipers with areas of gray-green
sagebrush, enhanced by seasonal
change in grasses and forbs that can
range from bright green to gold

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Evergreen coverage appears moderate
to coarse in texture depending on
density; opening of shrubs and grasses
appear mostly smooth from a distance

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

2.5

WATER

0

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

COLOR

2

Generally muted tans and monotone greens provide minimal contrast.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of Powell Point and The Blues as well as views across the surrounding
canyons toward the Pink Cliffs of Bryce Canyon significantly enhance the visual
quality.

SCARCITY

1.5

Though the variety of vegetation and adjacent scenery associated with this unit are
interesting, it is not distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

-0.5

Cultural modifications include SB12, roads, cabins, utility lines, oil tanks, vegetation
treatments and fences. Though most modifications are hidden from view or blend with
the landscape character, the vegetation treatments are discordant and obvious.

TOTAL

12

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Generally smooth and consistent as
flats subtly transition to low hills

Narrative

Location Maps

88 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 25 includes benches flanking Powell Point, The Blues and
Canaan Mountain. Flat to rolling hills, low ridges and shallow
meandering drainages are present throughout. A dense pinyonjuniper forest is broken by unnatural-appearing vegetation treatments

on Mud Springs Bench that result in a large patch of shrubs and
grasses; Gambel oak and Ponderosa pine grow at higher elevations.
Adjacent views of Powell Point and The Blues significantly enhances
visual quality.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0074

0075

0073
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #026 | Upper Kaiparowits Plateau
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 025

FORM

0074
0073
0075

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1.25

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

Complex landforms of seemingly
endless branching canyons in all
directions cutting through a massive
slanting plateau with terraced benches;
rugged, jumbled cliffs and canyons;
several irregularly shaped meadows
and meandering drainages

Stands of pinyon-juniper intermixed with
patches of desert shrubs and grasses
cover unit. A few irregularly-shaped
vegetation treatments occur along roads
in flatter locations. Ribbons of riparian
vegetation follow creeks and washes
with perennial water

STRUCTURE
Minor contribution of boxy
(buildings), thin (utility lines,
fences), or ribbon-like (roads)
structures

Broadly horizontal but with significant
irregular, jagged, diagonal and vertical
lines in benches, cliff faces and
canyons; meandering creeks and
drainages

Vegetation reinforces horizontality
of unit along plateau and cliff edges;
irregular edges around vegetation
treatments exist; riparian vegetation
meandering along water course

Minor to inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Golden hues are predominant in
Straight Cliffs banding; grays, browns
reds, and whites occur intermixed
throughout

Full range of greens from dark to bright
to light gray in trees, shrubs, forbs and
grasses complemented by seasonal
changes of gold and tan

Most elements either blend
with natural colors or are
inconsequential when considering
entirety of unit

Rugged, incised, and inconsistent
landforms of all shapes, sizes, and
orientation

Medium to coarse due to moderately
dense pinyon-juniper forests with
openings of shrub and grasslands
randomly distributed throughout
unit combined with patches of oak
and ribbons of riparian vegetation in
isolated locations

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

2.5

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Upper Kaiparowits Plateau Granary

90 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 26 is a grandiose, multi-terraced plateau with rugged canyons
and drainages branching in all directions as is emblematic of the
golden-hued Straight Cliffs Formation. The landscape texture is
rough and inconsistent. Vegetation is primarily pinyon- juniper, sage,

oak, and other shrubs, grasses and forbs, though riparian vegetation
in some canyons and drainages adds diversity. Unit boasts Main
Canyon in the north; Rogers Canyon in the south as well as Death
Ridge, Carcass Canyon and the Collets.

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4.5

An emblematic Straight Cliffs Formation massive, terraced plateau serrated with
rugged drainages and canyons branches in all directions and dotted with meadows,
valleys, and littered with geologic irregularities like arches.

VEGETATION

3.5

Forests of pinyon-juniper intermixed with scrub oak, sage, other shrubs, grasses, and
forbs; riparian vegetation grows along Upper Valley and Birch Creeks, Alvey Wash and
a few other drainages.

WATER

0.5

Upper Valley and Birch Creeks and Alvey Wash flow year-round and contribute
nominally to the visual quality of the unit.

COLOR

3.5

Landform and soil colors are predominantly gold with highlights of khaki, light tan,
white, gray and red. Contrast between these and the predominantly dark and gray
green vegetation invoke interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

3.5

Panoramic views of Escalante Canyons, the Aquarius Plateau, Grand Staircase,
Henry Mountains, Navajo Mountain and other parts of the Kaiparowits Plateau region
enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

3.5

The golden-colored, rugged exposed geology, deep canyons, arches, diversity of
vegetation, undeveloped and primarily inaccessible nature make this unit unique and
memorable within the Colorado Plateau.

0

Modifications include SB12, roads, utilities, gravel pit, couple oil pads, irrigated fields,
houses, and fences. These modifications are isolated to a small area, are hidden from
view, blend with the landscape character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION
TOTAL

19

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0077

0078

0076
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #027 | Fiftymile Mountain
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 027

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM
0080

0079

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

2

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Long, sloping and expansive plateau
where the east edge is higher and
straight and the west edge is lower,
scalloped and twisted. Flat meadows
on top are broken by low rolling hills
and interspersed depressions leading
to canyons that drain to the west

Much of unit is blanketed with thick to
moderate stands of pinyon-juniper which
are broken by openings of sage, mixed
Inconsequential contribution of
shrubs and grasses; fingers of oak grow boxy (line shacks), thin (fences), or
along north-facing slopes of canyons;
rounded (water troughs) structures
and pockets of aspen grow in isolated
locations

Broadly horizontal across top of plateau
with subtle undulations that transition
on west side to steep canyons with
vertical and diagonal sides marked
through with horizontal banding

Fairly defined undulating lines mark the
edges between the pinyon-juniper and
shrub/grass meadows due to fires in the
Indistinct and inconsequential
last ~20 years; some vague feathering
when considering entirety of unit
occurs at these transitions; a modest
amount of pinyon-juniper stippling
occurs in meadows

Predominantly light tan, khaki and
gray tones though landform is mostly
covered with vegetation

Dark green of pinyon-juniper contrasts
against the seasonally influenced range
of greens and golds in the shrubs,
grasses and forbs; aspen and oak
contributes a modest amount of fresh
green to gold and brown depending on
season

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Generally smooth with soft
undulations on the top transitioning
to moderate and coarse from the
canyons on the west side

The thick stands of trees interspersed
with openings of shrubs and grasses
contributes a moderate texture to the
unit

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

4

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

3

The end of Fiftymile Mountain: a long, sloping plateau where the east edge is higher
and sits above the Straights Cliffs and the west edge is lower with twisted canyons
draining to the Colorado River. Flat to rolling meadows are scattered across the top.

VEGETATION

4

Forests of pinyon-juniper are intermixed with stands of scrub oak and aspen which are
separated by meadows of sage, other shrubs, grasses, and forbs.

WATER

0

Though a few isolate springs exist, water is not noticeable within unit.

COLOR

3

Vegetation provides most color contrast: dark green pinyon-juniper; seasonallyinfluenced meadows of green to gold shrubs and grasses; stands of oak/aspen that
turn bright gold and brown; but exposed beige rock bands in cliffs also contrasts with
trees.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

From atop this isolated plateau top are expansive panoramic views in all directions:
of Escalante Canyons, Kaiparowits and Aquarius Plateaus, Grand Staircase, Henry
Mountains - and Navajo Mountain rises majestically just beyond the southern flank.

SCARCITY

3

This isolated and inaccessible high plateau with its variety of vegetation and rugged
canyons is distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: fences, corrals, line shacks, and developed
springs. There are no road in this unit. These modifications are hidden from view, blend
with the landscape character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Griffin Cabin

92 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 27 is an inaccessible southern end of Fiftymile Mountain - a
long, sloping plateau where the higher east edge sits above the
Straights Cliffs and the lower west edge is twisted with canyons
careening off toward the Colorado River. On top, wildfire influenced

meadows break up pinyon-juniper forests; fingers and pockets of
oak and aspen are tucked about. Unit is completely in the Fiftymile
Mt. WSA. Lack of development and views of surrounding canyons,
plateaus and mountains contribute to visual quality.

TOTAL

17

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0080

0079
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #028 | Grand Bench
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 028

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0083

VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

2.25

STRUCTURE

Pinyon-juniper are randomly and
sparsely stippled across bench tops,
gentle side slopes, and flat areas; desert
shrubs, grasses and forbs are sparsely
scattered throughout unit; thin band of
riparian vegetation in Croton Canyon

LINE

Tops of benches and repetitive banding
in cliffs reinforces horizontality whereas
talus slopes, drainages, hills, and
rock outcrops are a mix of diagonal,
vertical, meandering, and undulating
lines creating complex and irregular
inconsistencies

Generally indistinct, though subtle
horizontal lines are present at vegetation
transitions and at edges of landforms;
Indistinguishable in entirety of unit
thin meandering band of riparian
vegetation along Croton Canyon

COLOR

Golden hues are predominant due
to exposed Straight Cliffs; grays are
prevalent with exposed Tropic Shale
in talus slopes and taupe is dominant
where Morrison Formation is exposed
on bench tops. Browns, reds, tans, and
whites are also present throughout

Predominately gray green to dark gray
associated blackbrush, shadscale, and
mat saltbush; dark green associated
with pinyon-juniper; smattering of
bunches grasses seasonally contribute
green and gold

Coarse, choppy and inconsistent
overall; incised drainages with broken,
random boulders; rolling, rounded
hills; velvet-like talus slopes below and
above jagged cliffs

Smooth to moderate due to varying
densities of scattered and stippled
pinyon-juniper, shrubs, and bunch
grasses throughout unit

FORM

0081
0082

VEGETATION

Rocky benches, narrow fingers, and
steep rugged cliffs rise above pyramidal
talus slopes and deep valleys. Rolling
irregular hills, sandstone outcrops and
incised, layered drainages cut through
bench tops; jumbled rock outcrops and
banding occur in unit

4.5

Inconsequential contribution
of ribbon-like (roads), boxy (line
shack), or thin (fences/corral)
structures

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Rugged benches littered with jagged drainages on south side; steep Straight Cliffs/
Tropic Shale faces on the backside of Fiftymile Mountain scallop around the other
sides of the unit and hold watch over valleys and canyons leading to the Colorado
River.

VEGETATION

2.5

Vegetation is predominately blackbrush, mat saltbush, shadscale and pinyon-juniper
scattered across hills and between rock outcrops; other desert shrubs, grasses, and
forbs are scattered sparsely throughout; a bit of riparian vegetation is present.

WATER

0

Though Croton Canyon and some isolated springs contribute modest amounts of
water, it is mostly not noticeable within the unit.

COLOR

4

The striking gold tones of the cliffs contrasted with the mixture of grays, reds, browns
and whites of the rock outcrops and exposed soils are a dominant scenic element. The
dark and gray green to gray vegetation adds additional interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Views of the adjacent rugged and colorful plateaus, cliffs, and benches along with the
red deep valleys and canyons, Lake Powell, and Navajo Mountain significantly enhance
the visual quality of the unit.

SCARCITY

3.5

The gold- gray- and taupe-colored cliffs, slopes, benches, and rock outcrops, the
meandering rugged drainages, and the undeveloped and mostly inaccessible nature of
this unit make unique and memorable within the Colorado Plateau.

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs, fences, corrals, and a livestock
encampment with storage structures and stone walls. These modifications are hidden
from view, blend with the landscape character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Narrative

Location Maps

94 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 28 is comprised of an isolated unit on the west side of Fiftymile
Mountain and above Lake Powell. Sheer, rugged bands of Straight
Cliffs sit above pyramidal talus slopes and scallop around the valleys
and canyons below. Jumbled benches and fingers of exposed

Morrison Formation spread across bottom of unit. Vegetation varies
with elevation and steepness of terrain; includes blackbrush, pinyonjuniper, shadscale, mat saltbush, bunch grasses. Unit boasts Grand
and Croton Benches, Grand Bench Neck and petrified wood.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION
TOTAL

18

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0082

0083

0081
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #029 | Little Valley/Rock Creek
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 029

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

LINE

0084
0085

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1

Two adjacent deep valleys separated by
a narrow neck of rock and surrounded
by sheer cliffs and steep talus
sideslopes that flow to drainage-riddled
valleys of exposed rolling sandstone
and eroded alluvial deposits

VEGETATION
Blankets of blackbrush in bottom of
valleys; pinyon-juniper stippling on side
slopes; stands of greasewood on alkali
flats above valley floors; broad strips of
sand sage mixed in

Strong horizontal rock banding in cliff
faces around perimeter of unit; diagonal Stippling; irregular curving edges where
and rounded edges on talus slopes;
vegetation stops at rock outcrops; thin
wavy, meandering, broken lines along
bands in drainages
valley floor

Vivid salmon reds on valley floor; dark
reds, golds, tans, chalky whites, and
grays on cliff faces and talus slopes

Predominately gray and gray green
blackbrush and sand sage; smattering
of pinyon-juniper contribute dark
green; other shrubs and bunch grasses
seasonally contribute green and gold

Moderate to coarse texture on rolling
drainage-filled valley floor transitions
into very coarse texture created by
pyramidal talus slopes and steep
bands of rock cliffs and prolific
outcrops around periphery

Smooth due to blankets of blackbrush
and sand sage across flatter areas;
pinyon-juniper are mostly isolated
and scattered and contribute to unit’s
texture on the steep upper slopes
where they are more consistent

STRUCTURE
A few thin strands of cattle fencing
and a corral are only built elements
in this unit

Indistinct and inconsequential
when considering entirety of unit

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

2

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Two valleys riddled with meandering drainages surrounded by pyramidal talus slopes
topped by steep vertical cliffs. Six geologic formations are exposed in unit: Dakota
Sandstone at the top of the cliffs to Navajo Sandstone outcrops in the valley floor.

VEGETATION

2

Blackbrush and sand sage are primary types of vegetation in unit. Sparse stippling of
pinyon-juniper and other shrubs and grasses are present.

WATER

0

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

COLOR

4

The intense salmon, coral, pink, gold, gray and white of the sandstone outcrops,
canyons, cliffs, talus slopes and exposed soils are a dominant scenic element.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Views of the rugged Straights Cliffs that wrap round the top of the unit along with
views of Lake Powell and Navajo Mountain significantly enhance the visual quality of
the unit.

SCARCITY

3.5

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Narrative

Location Maps

96 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 29 is comprised of a pair of lobe-shaped valleys separated by
a thin neck of sandstone and surrounded by a series of pyramidal
talus slopes topped by rugged cliffs. Valley floors are littered with
gently rolling hills thinly blanketed with blackbrush or sand sage and

sandstone outcrops. Six layers of geology are exposed in the unit:
Dakota down to Navajo Sandstone. The colorful exposed geology
and landform variety are the dominant visual characteristics. Unit
boasts Little Valley, Rock Creek, and Woolsey Arch.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION
TOTAL

0

17.5

The vividly and varied colored cliffs, slopes, rock outcrops, arches, and rippled
valley floor along with the meandering drainages and the undeveloped and mostly
inaccessible nature of this unit make it unique and memorable within the Colorado
Plateau.
Very few cultural modifications exist: trails, fencing and a corral. These modifications
blend with the landscape character and/or are unnoticeable.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0084

0085
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #030 | Straight Cliffs/Fiftymile Bench
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 030

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)

FORM
0088

0087

LINE

LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Bold, dominant, long escarpment of
exposed rock that is broken in several
locations by wide but deep canyons.
Escarpment walls rise above prominent
benches and pyramidal forms occur
throughout where landslide deposits
fall away from Fiftymile Mountain

Bands and smatterings of pinyon-juniper
are present on sloping cliff faces and
benches. Sage and blackbrush also
blanket benches and spill slopes. Other
desert shrubs, grasses and forbs are
scattered throughout

Inconsequential contribution of
ribbon-like (roads), tank- and sheetlike (water troughs, guzzlers), or
thin (fences) structures

Top of cliffs is horizontal with subtle
undulations; exposed rock faces run
in stacked horizontal bands. Diagonal
lines are associated with eroded fans
below at base of cliffs and benches

Bold horizontal banding along sloping
breaks between rock outcrops on cliffs
faces; indistinct stippling at lower
elevations on erosional fans; vegetation
along terraces reinforces horizontality
of unit

Indistinct and inconsequential
when considering entirety of unit

0086

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

5

Golden hues are predominant
in Straight Cliffs banding; reds,
grays, and whites occur in exposed
sandstone outcrops and eroded fans

Predominately dark green associated
with pinyon-juniper and gray associated
sage and blackbrush

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, or are inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Bristly, rough and stippled spacing and
patterns

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

10

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4.5

Bold, dominant, banded Straight Cliffs face above rugged Fiftymile Bench with eroded
pyramidal fans and sandstone outcrops at base.

VEGETATION

3

Pinyon-juniper, sage and blackbrush are primary vegetation types. Across the top
of benches thin forests of pinyon-juniper are broken up by openings of shrubs and
grasses. Erosional slope faces are dusted with random shrubs and grasses.

WATER

0

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

COLOR

3.5

Distinctive contrast between exposed gold and red rock and dark green or gray
vegetation.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of Navajo Mountain in southern reaches of unit, expansive, panoramic
views across Escalante Canyons to Henry Mountains and toward Aquarius Plateau
significantly enhance visual quality.

SCARCITY

4

The length and extent of the layered gold banding of this unit is visible from great
distances; the benches of ever varying color become more vivid transitioning
southward - making it distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs, range improvements and ancient
granaries. These modifications are hidden from view, blend with the landscape
character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Rigid and coarse due to steep, rugged
and abrupt cliffs rising above benches
and rhythmic talus fans

Narrative

Location Maps

Fiftymile Mountain Granary

98 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 30 spans an long, narrow, band comprised of the Straight
Cliffs and Fiftymile Bench extending from near the Colorado River
northward to Escalante creating the eastern edge of the Kaiparowits
Plateau. Landforms include a bold, vertical, banded cliff face above

rugged, drainage-braided benches with both pyramidal erosional
features and sandstone outcrops at the base. Pinyon-juniper, sage
and blackbrush are the dominant vegetation. The unit’s most
dominant visual feature is the layered horizontal banding.

TOTAL

19

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0087

0088

0086
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #031 | Escalante Desert
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 031

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0091

FORM
0090

LINE

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Upper end is blanketed with fourwing
saltbush; lower end is dense with
Generally flat to gently rolling sand hills
blackbrush or sand sage; pinyon-juniper
with numerous incised washes, shallow
is randomly stippled across unit with
drainages and uplifted bare, round
dense patches in some locations. Other
sandstone knobs
desert shrubs, grasses and forbs are
intermixed throughout

Minor to inconsequential
contribution of swath-like (roads),
boxy (toilets/line shacks), tank-like
(water troughs) or thin (fences/
corrals) structures

Predominantly horizontal to slightly
curved line where landform edges roll;
occasional broken, rounded lines of
sandstone knobs; serpentine lines of
washes and drainages

Minor to inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Generally indistinct, though if lines are
visible, they are broken, subtle, and
discontinuous

0089

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

4.75

Rich coral and salmon soils and
sandstone with beige, khaki, gray and
tan tones intermixed throughout unit

Predominately gray green to gray
associated four wing, sage and
blackbrush; dark green associated with
pinyon-juniper

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, or are inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Generally simple and smooth but with
extruded, rounded sandstone mounds
randomly scattered throughout unit

Overall the consistent coverage of
shrubby vegetation lends a somewhat
smooth texture; but where it occurs,
the random stippling of pinyon-juniper
increases texture

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

9.5

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

3.5

Primarily a flat to rolling landscape segmented by shallow drainages and incised
washes; also contains several interesting landforms: Devil’s Garden, Dance Hall Rock,
Sooner Rocks, Twentymile Dinosaur Tracksite, and sandstone features below Cave
Point.

VEGETATION

3

Expanses of fourwing saltbush in the north; black brush or sand sage in the south;
random stippling of pinyon-juniper with higher density in drainages; other desert
shrubs, grasses, and forbs are intermixed throughout.

WATER

0

Though a few isolate springs exist, water is not noticeable within unit.

COLOR

3.5

Landform and soil colors range from coral to khaki to light tan. Contrast between these
and the predominantly gray, gray-green, and dark green vegetation invoke interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the Straight Cliffs, Navajo Mountain and the Escalante Canyons
along with broad panoramic distant views of the Aquarius Plateau to the north and the
Circle Cliffs and Henry Mountains to the east significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

3

The colorful exposed geology and soils and contrasting vegetation; geologic
anomalies like Devil’s Garden and Dance Hall Rock; combined with the adjacent
scenery make this unit distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs, range improvements and recreation
sites. These modifications are hidden from view, blend with the landscape character,
and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Devil’s Garden

100 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 31 is a linear unit stretching through the Escalante Desert the
length of Hole in the Rock Road. The landform is flat to gently rolling
hills with incised washes and shallow drainages. Sandstone features
bare of vegetation randomly extrude from the surface. Vegetation

types include fourwing saltbush, blackbrush, sand sage and pinyonjuniper. Adjacent views of Fiftymile Mountain and the Escalante
Canyons enhance scenic quality. Unit boasts Devil’s Garden, Dance
Hall Rock, and Hole in the Rock Trail.

TOTAL

17

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0090

0091

0089
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #032 | Scorpion Flat/Dry Fork
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 032

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM
0094

Rolling sandstone mounds and
outcrops separated by amorphous
sand dunes; shallow drainages and
washes that give way to narrow slot
canyons

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Randomly stippled trees and shrubs on
sand dunes between expanses of mostly
A few thin strands of cattle fencing
bare sandstone; narrow meandering
are only built elements in this unit
band of vegetation in Twentyfive Mile
Wash

0093

LINE
0092

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

2

Undulating and rounded on edges of
sandstone and sand dunes, incised by
narrow, sinuous slot canyons

Though generally indistinct, subtle
organic lines are present where bare
sandstone and vegetated soils meet;
narrow meandering band of riparian
vegetation in Twentyfive Mile Wash

Rich coral and salmon sandstone and
sand with beige, khaki, brown, and tan
tones intermixed throughout unit

Modest contributions of gray-green
fourwing saltbush and sagebrush, dark
green pinyon-juniper, and green to gold
grasses and forbs throughout; band of
riparian vegetation contributes bright
green and yellow in fall

Rumpled and bumpy though generally
consistent and somewhat rhythmic

Generally evenly stippled across
landscape, though non-existent on
some sandstone formations; moderate
and consistent in riparian areas

4

Indistinguishable in entirety of unit

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Rolling and jumbled mounds of Navajo sandstone intermixed with sand dunes;
shallow drainages give way narrow slot canyons; Twentyfive Mile Wash bisects the
upper portion of the unit.

VEGETATION

3

Vegetation variety is predominately blackbrush, sand sage, and pinyon-juniper on sand
dunes and pockets in sandstone; mixes of other desert shrubs, grasses, and forbs are
scattered throughout; Cottonwoods and willows line Twentyfive Mile Wash.

WATER

0.5

Water flows in Twentyfive Mile Wash but is otherwise not present or noticeable in unit.

COLOR

4

Color contrast between exposed soils, rocks, and vegetation is interesting and visually
dominant.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the Escalante Canyons to the east, the Straight Cliffs and Navajo
Mountain to the east and south, and broad panoramic distant views of the Aquarius
Plateau and the Henry Mountains, significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

4

The expanses of colorful, tumbled Navajo Sandstone interrupted by sand dunes and
incised with renowned slot canyons make this unit unique and memorable within the
Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

A few thin strands of cattle fencing are only built elements in this unit and are largely
invisible except when in close proximity to them.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Fencing contributes nothing
texturally to unit

Narrative

Location Maps

Spooky Slot Canyon

102 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 32 covers rolling, jumbled Navajo Sandstone expanses with
shallow drainages feeding into dramatic hidden canyons and narrow
slots. Vegetation is mostly stippled and includes blackbrush, sand
sage, and pinyon-juniper - riparian vegetation threads through

isolated washes. Vibrant geology and soil colors are dominant,
contrasting against each other and vegetation. Entire unit is in
Scorpion or Escalante Canyons Wilderness Study Areas and boasts
Twentyfive Mile Wash, Egypt and Dry Fork Slot Canyons.

TOTAL

19.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0093

0094

0092
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #033 | Red Breaks/Egypt
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 033

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0097

FORM

0096

LINE

0095

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

2.25

Landform varies irregularly from rolling
hills and subtle drainages to incised
washes and slot canyons to slanted
benches and broad flats; complex
intermixed variety of forms

15

TEXTURE

Moderately thick patches to thinly
stippled pinyon-juniper; ribbons of
riparian vegetation in washes; variety
of desert shrubs, grasses and forbs
randomly dotted across most of unit

STRUCTURE
Inconsequential contribution of
ribbon-like (roads), rounded berm
(stock pond), or thin (fences,
corrals) structures

Highly varied; including rhythmic,
undulating and sinuous to jagged,
broken and inconsistent to repetitively
slanting horizontal

Overall indistinct, though subtle
horizontal and slanted lines occur where
Indistinguishable in entirety of unit
dense vegetation meets bare rock or soil;
sinuous ribbons of riparian vegetation

Vibrant, complementary combinations
of dark red, salmon, corral, gold, khaki,
tan, gray, and chalky white; some
bands of contrasting colors exist

Dark green of pinyon-juniper contrasts
against the seasonally influenced range
of greens and golds in the shrubs,
grasses and forbs; dark gray and
burgundy tones of non-native riparian
vegetation

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Overall, texture is moderately
coarse, inconsistent, random, and
discontinuous; on a smaller scale,
sections of sinuous continuity or
rhythmic repetition, directional and
repetitive sloping, and inconsistent
undulations of drainages exist

Generally stippled in moderate density
and random spacing, though dense
stands of trees and shrubs exist in
some locations

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

4.5

Miles

VEGETATION

Narrative

Location Maps

Red Break Slot Canon (image credit: John Fowler)

104 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 33 is a highly varied landscape of inconsistent rolling hills and
drainages, incised washes, and irregular uplifted landforms creating a
discontinuous and random texture. Color contrast between exposed
sandstones, mudstones and soils primarily associated with Carmel

Formation is the dominant visually. Spotty vegetation includes
pinyon-juniper, sagebrush, blackbrush, Mormon tea, and saltbush
mixed with indistinct shrubs, grasses and forbs. The unit boasts the
Red Breaks Slot Canyons.

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

3.5

Irregular landforms with complex variety and sense of disorder create visual interest.
Colorful Carmel Formation sandstones and mudstones occur through and alluvial
deposits abound.

VEGETATION

3

Vegetation variety is predominately blackbrush, sagebrush, Mormon tea, fourwing
saltbush, and pinyon-juniper; mixes of other desert shrubs, grasses, and forbs are
scattered throughout; Cottonwoods and willows grow in Harris and Twentyfive Mile
Washes

WATER

0

Though Twentymile Wash and other washes sometimes have water and a few isolated
springs exist, water is not generally noticeable in unit.

COLOR

4.5

Highly varied and intriguing array of colors ranging from dark red to coral to khaki
to white. Colorful sandstones and exposed soils contrast with vegetation but color
contrast of geology is dominant and memorable.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of the Escalante Canyons to the east, the Straight Cliffs and Navajo
Mountain to the east and south, and broad panoramic distant views of the Aquarius
Plateau and the Henry Mountains, significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

3

The vividly colorful exposed geology and soils and contrasting vegetation; geologic
anomalies like Red Breaks Slot Canyons; combined with the adjacent scenery make
this unit distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs, range improvements and trailheads.
These modifications are hidden from view, blend with the landscape character, and/or
are mostly unnoticeable.

TOTAL

18

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0096

0095

0097
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #034 | Buckaroo Flat/Early Weed Bench
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 034

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0099

FORM

0100
0098

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1.25

Several broad flats and benches
separated by expanses of sand
dunes, incised meandering washes
and canyons, and fields of delicately
eroded sandstone fingers. Variety and
complexity of landforms is high.

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Fairly consistent blanket of low shrubs
and grasses across flats and benches;
random stippled pinyon-juniper
throughout; indistinct grass, shrub and
forb smatterings in drainages and faces
of eroded slopes; swatch of riparian veg
in Twentymile Wash

Inconsequential contribution of
ribbon-like (roads) and thin (fences)
structures

Flats and benches reinforce
horizontality whereas canyons, washes,
and areas with geologic anomalies
Inconsistent, irregular and randomly
are a mix of meandering, undulating,
stippled across unit
diagonal, vertical and angular lines
creating complex and irregular
inconsistencies

Indistinguishable in entirety of unit

Rich combinations of brick-red to
coral and pink mixed with gray and
khaki with striations of chalk-white in
eroded slope faces

Seasonally influenced range of greens,
grays and golds in the shrubs, grasses
and forbs contrasts against dark green
of pinyon-juniper; riparian vegetation;
riparian vegetation contributes a
modest amount of bright green and
gold depending on season

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Inconsistent patterns of jumbled,
rugged and rough with gently
undulating flats and benches

Moderate to smooth texture from
random stippling of trees to blankets of
shrubs and grasses

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

2.5

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Varied and complex landscape of broad flats and benches separated by meandering
deep canyons to shallow washes, areas of geologic anomalies like the eroded fins of
Little Valley, and expanses of sand dunes.

VEGETATION

3

Vegetation variety is predominately fourwing saltbush, blackbrush, sagebrush,
Mormon tea and pinyon-juniper; mixes of other desert shrubs, grasses, and forbs are
scattered throughout; riparian vegetation grows in Twentymile Wash.

WATER

0

Though Twentymile Wash contributes some water, it is mostly not noticeable within
the unit.

COLOR

4

The vivid brick red, coral, pink and white of the geologic features, sandstones, outcrops,
canyons, and sand dunes are a dominant scenic element. These colors contrast
pleasingly with the dark and gray green vegetation.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of Red Breaks, Egypt, and other unnamed dramatic sandstone benches
and cliffs, along with surrounding panoramic views of the Straight Cliffs, Aquarius
Plateau, Henry Mts., and Navajo Mt. significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

3

The colorful exposed geology and soils and contrasting vegetation; geologic
anomalies like slot canyons, hoodoos, and the fins above Little Valley; combined with
the adjacent scenery make this unit distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs and range improvements. These
modifications blend with the landscape character and/or are unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Little Valley

106 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 34 is comprised of a complex and colorful landscape of flats,
valleys and benches separated by areas of delicately eroded fins,
sand dunes, and meandering washes and canyons. Exposed soils
and rocks reveal hues of red intermixed with khaki, gray and strands

of white. Vegetation includes blankets of shrubs like fourwing
saltbush, blackbrush, sage, and Mormon tea mixed with grasses and
forbs and smatterings of pinyon-juniper. A segment of Twentymile
Wash adds a ribbon of riparian vegetation.

TOTAL

18

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0099

0100

0098
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #035 | Harris Wash / The V
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 035

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM
0102
0103

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

IOP Photo Point 0

STRUCTURE

Splotchy patches of vegetation in
sandstone pockets that hold soil;
Inconsequential contribution of
blankets of shrubs and grasses across
ribbon-like (roads) and thin (fences)
sand flats; sparsely dotted pinyon-juniper
structures
across most of unit; ribbon of riparian in
Harris Wash

0101

LINE

Detail Location Map

Two disconnected areas of rounded,
peaked and jumbled sandstone jutting
out of expanses of flat sand patches
and rolling sand dunes; narrow slot
canyons and meandering washes

VEGETATION

1.75

Swirling, undulating, rounded and
rhythmic in sandstone; rounded and
concave in sand dunes; reinforcement
of horizontal plain in flats; serpentine
ribbons of washes and drainages

Inconsistent, irregular and randomly
stippled across unit

Rich salmon and white sandstone
contrasted with bright coral sand
patches and dunes

Dark green of pinyon-juniper and greygreen of shrubs

Rough, jumbled, and lumpy with
intermixed patches of smooth
sand dunes and sand flats; abrupt
transitions at narrow slot canyons

Moderate to smooth texture from
random stippling of trees to blankets of
shrubs and grasses

Indistinguishable in entirety of unit

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

3.5

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4.5

Rock outcrops make up the majority of this unit. Complex Navajo Sandstone
formations are enhanced by slot canyons and geologic oddities. Sand dunes add even
more interest.

VEGETATION

3.5

Pinyon/juniper, sagebrush and fourwing saltbush are primary vegetation types.
Riparian vegetation is present along Harris Wash. Other desert shrubs, grasses and
forbs are distributed throughout exposed sandstone with no vegetation is common.

WATER

0

Though Harris Wash contributes some water, it is mostly not noticeable within the
unit.

COLOR

4

The intense salmon, coral, pink and white of the geologic features, sandstone,
outcrops, canyons, and sand dunes are a dominant scenic element. These colors
contrast pleasingly with the dark and gray green vegetation.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of Escalante River, Red Breaks, and the Escalante Canyons and Desert
along with surrounding panoramic views of the Straight Cliffs, Aquarius Plateau, Henry
Mts., and Navajo Mt. significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

4

The expanses of colorful, jumbled Navajo Sandstone interrupted by sand dunes,
geologic oddities and incised slot canyons then littered with iron concretions make this
unit unique and memorable within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: roads and range improvements. These
modifications are hidden from view, blend with the landscape character, and/or are
mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Narrative

Location Maps

Cosmic Eye

108 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 35 is comprised of a striking, complex and colorful
combination of Navajo Sandstone expanses, incised slot canyons,
sand dunes, and narrow washes. Vegetative is not the dominant
feature of this unit but includes pinyon-juniper, sagebrush, fourwing

saltbush, a bit of riparian vegetation and a mix of other desert shrubs,
grasses and forbs. The contrast created between the vegetation
and the vivid soil and slickrock colors enhances the scene. The unit
boasts Zebra and Tunnel Slots, Harris Wash, and the Cosmic Eye.

TOTAL

20

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0102

0103

0101
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #036 | Big Spencer Flat
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 036

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0106

FORM

0105

COLOR
Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

0.5

Horizontal and continuous with
minimal variations

STRUCTURE

Consistent blankets of mixed fourwing
saltbush, sand and big sage and
grasses; pinyon-juniper are randomly
and sparsely stippled throughout with
thicker stands in depressions and by
edges of outcrops

Inconsequential contribution of
ribbon-like (roads) and thin (fences)
structures

Generally indistinct, broken, and
randomly stippled throughout

Inconsequential contribution of
ribbon-like (roads) and thin (fences)
structures

0104

LINE

VRI Boundary

Broad, expansive and continuous
plain of moderately rolling sand dunes
surrounding by sandstone mesas

VEGETATION

Coral to tan sand dunes with outcrops
of gold, brown, and reddish to white
sandstone

Contrasting colors of dark green of
pinyon-juniper, gray-green of sagebrush,
and bright green to gold of seasonally
influenced grasses and forbs

Indistinguishable in entirety of
unit

Generally smooth with soft
undulations

Generally smooth to moderate due to
stippled and uneven pinyon-juniper
mixed with consistent blanket of evenly
spaced shrubs and grasses

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

1

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE
An enclosed broad plain of low rolling sand dunes surrounded by sandstone mesas;
rounded Navajo sandstone outcrops are scattered around unit especially at edges

LANDFORM

2.5

VEGETATION

3

Vegetation variety is predominately fourwing saltbush, sand and big sage, pinyonjuniper; mixes of other desert shrubs, grasses, and forbs are scattered throughout

WATER

0

Water is not present within unit.

COLOR

3

Complementary coral to tan sand and pink to white sandstone contrasted with gray
green shrubs and dark green trees adds interest throughout unit.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4.5

The surrounding mesas, outcrops and rolling slickrock expanses of Navajo Sandstone
greatly enhance the visual setting of this unit. Panoramic views of the Escalante
Canyons, Aquarius Plateau and Straight Cliffs additionally contribute to the setting.

SCARCITY

2

The unit is littered with iron concretions. The colorful exposed geology and contrasting
vegetation make this unit somewhat distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs and range improvements. These
modifications blend with the landscape character and/or are unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Iron Concretions

110 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 36 is comprised of an enclosed broad plain of low rolling sand
dunes surrounded by sandstone mesas; rounded Navajo sandstone
outcrops are scattered around unit especially at the edges. A
consistent blanket of desert shrubs and grasses is interrupted by

random trees sparsely stippled throughout. The exposed geology
and sandy soils varies from coral to light pink to white and contrasts
with gray green sagebrush and dark green pinyon-juniper. The unit is
littered with iron concretions.

TOTAL

15

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0105

0106

0104
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #037 | Big Flat
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 037

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM
0107

0108

0109

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1

VEGETATION

Moderately thick stands of pinyonA broad north to south tilted landform juniper blanket the flats and hills but are
with low rolling hills, terraced drainages, broken by large openings of shrubs and
and areas of rock outcrops
grasses. Swath of riparian vegetation
along Alvey Wash

STRUCTURE
Minor to inconsequential
contribution of swath-like (roads),
bermed mounds (gravel pit),
geometric shapes (buildings, water
tanks, irrigated fields) or thin (utility
lines/fences/corrals) structures

A slightly tilted horizontal line is the
predominant impression of the unit but
that is complemented with diagonal,
broken, inconsistent, and meandering
lines associated with the hills and
drainages

Edges of pinyon-juniper reinforce
slanted horizontal nature of unit; broken,
inconsistent lines at tree to shrub/
grassland transitions. Curving band
along riparian corridor

Intermixed variety of beige, khaki,
orange-brown, rust reds, golds, and
chalky white

Dark green of pinyon-juniper contrasts
against the seasonally influenced range
of greens and golds in the shrubs,
grasses and forbs; dark gray and
burgundy tones of non-native riparian
vegetation

A variety of colors but most are
black, gray, brown, or tan mostly
clustered along SB12 or along
western edge of unit

Transitions from fine and subtle
grassy flats to coarse, inconsistent,
rugged hills and drainages

Predominantly stippled with pinyonjuniper creating moderate texture
overall but intermixed with smooth
areas of low shrubs and grasses

Structures contribute very little to
overall texture of unit

2

Roads add straight to curving
bands; buildings and utility
infrastructure add clusters
or lengths of lines going in all
directions; gravel pit mounds add
rounded berms

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

3

Core of unit is a north to south tilted broad flat-appearing area that upon closer look is
composed of rolling low hills with terraced drainages of varied depths and scattered
rock outcrops.

VEGETATION

3

Vegetation variety is predominately pinyon-juniper, sagebrush, fourwing saltbush
and galleta grass; mixes of other desert shrubs, grasses, and forbs are scattered
throughout; mostly non-native tamarisk grows in Alvey Wash.

WATER

0

Though Alvey Wash and Tenmile Spring contribute some water, it is mostly not
noticeable within the unit.

COLOR

3

Landform and soil colors range from rust red to khaki to chalky white. Contrast
between these and the predominantly dark green and gray vegetation invoke interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Views of Escalante River to the north, Escalante Canyons and Desert to the east and
south and Straight Cliffs to the west along with surrounding broad panoramic views of
Aquarius Plateau, Henry Mts., and Navajo Mt. significantly enhance visual quality.

SCARCITY

2

The colorful exposed geology and contrasting vegetation make this unit somewhat
distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Cultural modifications include SB12, roads/trails/signs, utility lines, gravel pit, sawmill,
irrigated fields, range improvements and houses. These modifications are hidden from
view, blend with the landscape character, and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Hoodoos

112 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 37 is a broad north to south tilted landscape with terraced
drainages eroded to a variety of depths. Vegetation varies from
blankets of pinyon-juniper to broad grasslands. Landform colors
typical of the Carmel Formation - reds, golds, whites, and tans

contrast with vegetation colors. Scenic Byway 12 cuts through
the center of the unit and though it includes residential, industrial,
and agricultural development tucked around its edges, cultural
modifications have little impact on scenic quality.

TOTAL

15

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0108

0109

0107
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #038 | Escalante Valley
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 038

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0111

FORM

Sloping to flat valley floor with
occasional low rolling hills surrounded
by rugged sandstone cliffs and mesas

0112

LINE
0110

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

1

Broadly horizontal to gently undulating
intersected with meandering lines
associated with waterways

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

The agricultural fields and pastures
create geometric shapes (rectangles and
circles) on the ground. Domestic trees in
yards and farms are randomly clustered.
Ribbons of vegetation along waterways
and fence rows reinforce horizontal
nature of landform

Boxy and angular (buildings), thin
(utility lines, fences), rounded
berms (reservoir dam and ponds)
and ribbon-like (roads) structures

Strong geometric (rectangles and
circles) lines in shapes created by
irrigated fields and pastures; ribbons
of vegetation along waterways are
meandering then are straight along
fence rows; irregular, broken lines in
scattered patches of native vegetation

Buildings and utility infrastructure
add clusters of lines going in all
directions; roads add straight
bands and reinforce grid pattern
within town; and earthen dams add
rounded berms

Khaki, light tan, gold, red and beige,
though color of landform is mostly
covered with native and cultivated
vegetation

Rich, vibrant green crops contrast
against more muted gray-green, dark
green, and straw yellow tones of native
vegetation. Domestic and riparian add
interest

Full variety of colors running the
spectrum but most are red, gray,
brown, white, or tan

Overall uniform and smooth with
occasional low rocky uplifts and small
hills

Smooth quilts of agricultural fields
and pastures counter-balanced with
moderate texture provided by domestic
trees and patches of native vegetation

In core of town the clustered
buildings add an ordered
coarseness, whereas the
smattering of buildings away
from the core contribute random
and spotty texture

2

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

2

Flat to sloping valley tucked below cliffs and mesa edges on three sides.

VEGETATION

4

Variety of agricultural, domestic, and native vegetation. Irrigated hay fields, pastures
and lawns with shade trees are predominant; riparian vegetation lines waterways;
pockets of native pinyon-juniper and desert shrubs round out the mix.

WATER

2

The Escalante River, Pine Creek and Alvey Wash meander through the unit; Wide
Hollow Reservoir and several ponds exist. These evoke interest when visible.

COLOR

2.5

Landform and soil colors range from khaki and tan to gold to red. Vegetation colors
range from dark green to bright green to gold. The contrast between and amongst
these invoke interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

The surrounding Straight Cliffs, Escalante Monocline, and Escalante State Park mesas
significantly enhance the visual setting of this unit. Views of Aquarius Plateau and the
Escalante Desert additionally contribute to the setting.

SCARCITY

3

This small valley of rural, agricultural development tucked against rugged sandstone
cliffs and mesas is distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0.5

The pastoral setting of Escalante is one of the most intact examples of the Mormon
pioneer development pattern and is recognized as a National Historic District.

TOTAL

18

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

People’s Exchange

114 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 38 is characterized by the pastoral community of Escalante
nestled below the Aquarius Plateau. Viewed from elevated positions
during the growing season, vibrant green agricultural fields contrast
against surrounding rugged mesas and cliffs. Residential and

commercial development lines Main Street and includes several
pioneer brick houses. Clusters of farm and ranch buildings dot the
surrounding landscape away from the core. The Escalante River and
Alvey Wash cut through the valley.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0111

0112

0110
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #039 | Black Hills
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 039

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0114

FORM

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Layered, flat-topped benches with
horizontal sandstone banding above
eroded slopes accented with rounded
sandstone outcrops, buttes, and
slumped edges. Unit is run through with
meandering drainages and canyons

Boxy and angular (buildings), thin
Much of unit is blanketed with thick to
(utility lines, fences), rounded
moderate stands of pinyon-juniper which
ponds or ribbon-like (roads)
is intermixed with openings and patches
structures mostly clustered in
of desert shrubs and grasses
southeast corner of unit

Thick banding below rims of flat-topped
landforms reinforce horizontal nature
of unit. Talus slopes add diagonal lines.
Both horizontal and diagonal lines are
repeated throughout unit

Generally indistinct, though occasional
hard lines where dense pinyon-juniper
meets exposed rock and feathered
edges where trees transition to shrub/
grasslands

0113

LINE
0115

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

0.75

Buildings and utility infrastructure
add clusters of lines going in all
directions; roads add straight and
curving bands

Complementary combinations of
beige, red, khaki, tan, salmon, gray, and
golds

Predominantly dark green of pinyonjuniper enhanced by seasonal change
in shrubs, grasses and forbs that can
range from bright green to gold

A variety of colors but most
are red, gray, brown, or tan; all
clustered in southeast corner of
unit

Landform has moderate to coarse
texture; semi-directional north-tosouth orientation is reinforced by
drainages and incised canyons but
is occasionally broken by lumpy, bold
hills and buttes

Dense forests of pinyon-juniper
transition gradually and stipple
up hillsides; shrubs and grasses
scattered throughout the understory, in
occasional large patches, and drainage
bottoms

Isolated and clustered in
southeast corner of unit

1.5

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

2.5

A semi-rugged series of sandstone capped benches broken by washes and drainages
and dotted with a few buttes.

VEGETATION

3

Pinyon-juniper is primary vegetation and thinly blankets most of the unit. Smatterings
of a diversity of other desert shrubs, grasses and forbs also occur.

WATER

0

With the exception of a couple small ponds, water is not present or noticeable within
unit.

COLOR

3

Landform and soil colors range from red to gold to khaki. Contrast between these and
the predominantly dark green vegetation invoke interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

The Escalante Monocline runs on the east edge of this unit; it along with views of the
Aquarius Plateau, Straight Cliffs and Escalante Desert significantly enhance the visual
quality.

SCARCITY

2

The unit contains petrified wood. The colorful exposed geology and contrasting
vegetation make this unit somewhat distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

A segment of Pine Creek Road and associated agricultural/residential development,
roads, pipelines and range improvements are present. These modifications are either
isolated to a small area or blend with the landscape character and/or are unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Petrified Wood

116 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 39 is comprised of a colorful, semi-coarse landscape of
benches stepping down from north to south, rocky escarpments,
rugged buttes, and shallow drainages that feed a couple incised
canyons. Pinyon-juniper forests predominate, though various

shrubs, grasses and forbs are also present. Development is minimal
and contained to lower southeast corner. The adjacent Escalante
Monocline and Straight Cliffs contribute much to the visual quality of
unit. Unit boasts most of Escalante Petrified Forest State Park.

TOTAL

14.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0114

0115

0113
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #040 | Upper Escalante Canyons
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 040

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)

FORM

LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

Expansive collection of rugged,
fractured, and jumbled sandstone
benches and troughs incised with deep,
narrow canyons and washes, many of
which contain clear flowing waterways

Spotty patches of pinyon-juniper and
mixed desert shrubs and bunch grasses.
Swaths of riparian vegetation along
waterways

STRUCTURE
Modest contribution of boxy
(buildings), thin (utility lines,
fences), or swath-like (roads)
structures

0117

0118

LINE

0116

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

2.75

Tangled array of curving, horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal. Riparian
corridors add meandering bands

Inconsistent, broken, and randomly
stippled overall. Meandering band along
river and creeks

Indistinct and inconsequential
when considering entirety of unit

Rich, complementary combinations of
chalky whites, salmon pinks, golden
yellows, and rusty reds

Full range of greens from dark to bright
to light gray in trees, shrubs, forbs and
grasses complemented by seasonal
changes of gold and tan

Most elements either blend
with natural colors or are
inconsequential when considering
entirety of unit

Rough, jumbled, and broken with
intermixed patches of smooth sand
dunes and sandstone mounds

Coarse, stippled and patchy along
benches and troughs; dense and
consistent in drainages

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

5.5

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

5

Rolling expanses of sandstone drop and pitch into steep-walled, narrow canyons and
drainages. The landforms are jumbled, twisted, and mounded. The unit is littered with
arches, natural bridges, pinnacles, and other-worldly formations.

VEGETATION

4.5

Great variety in vegetation ranges from Ponderosa pine at higher elevations to lush
riparian corridors with cottonwoods, willows, and river birch. Pinyon/juniper, desert
shrubs, and grasses are distributed throughout.

WATER

4

Escalante River and numerous creeks with clear flowing water are inside this unit. Two
dramatic waterfalls occur along Calf Creek.

COLOR

5

Striking array of colors ranging from sandstone white to dark vermilion red. Expanses
of white sandstone are particularly noteworthy as are the thick ribbons of bright
riparian green or gold depending on the season.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Broad panoramic views of Aquarius Plateau to the north and west, Straights Cliffs to
west and south, and Circle Cliffs region and Henry Mountains to the east from elevated
positions significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

4.5

Miles

15

TEXTURE

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

Narrative

Location Maps

Lower Calf Creek Falls

118 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 40 is comprised an expanse of rolling, rugged and fractured
sandstone benches incised by the narrow, steep-walled canyons of
the Escalante River and its tributaries. Vibrant hues of reds, whites,
tans, and golds are offset by smatterings of vegetation in all hues

of green depending on the season. The range of elevations and
microclimates supports a variety of vegetation - ponderosa, pinyon,
cottonwood, shrubs, grasses and forbs. The unit boasts Scenic
Byway 12, Lower Calf Creek Falls, and Death Hollow.

TOTAL

1

28

The colorful exposed geology, numerous ribbons of water, and diversity of vegetation
make this unit highly unique and memorable within the Colorado Plateau.
Includes SB12, roads/trails, granaries, recreation sites, utility infrastructure, range
improvements and residential/commercial development. HWY 12, granaries, and
historic trails add elements of interest; the rest are consolidated and do not detract.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0117

0118

0116
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #041 | Upper Escalante Benches
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, C. Bockey
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 041

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0121
0119

Narrow, finger-like, sand-covered
benches accented with rounded
sandstone outcrops and subtle
drainages that fall away toward deep
serpentine canyons

0120

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

2

VEGETATION
Thick to moderate stands of pinyonjuniper and/or Ponderosa are intermixed
with patches of desert shrubs and
grasses across much of unit

STRUCTURE
Minor to inconsequential
contribution of swath-like (roads)
or thin (utility infrastructure/
fences/corrals) structures

Narrow, finger-like, sand-covered
benches accented with rounded
sandstone outcrops and subtle
drainages that fall away toward deep
serpentine canyons

As viewed from the sides, vegetation
lines reinforce horizontal nature of
benches. Otherwise, lines are mostly
inconsistent with some feathering at
transitions between forested areas and
shrub/grasslands

Predominantly light tan and khaki with
intermixed patched of gray

Predominantly dark green of pines/
junipers and gray-green of sagebrush,
enhanced by seasonal change in
grasses and forbs that can range from
bright green to gold

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, or are inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Medium to coarse due to moderately
dense pine/juniper forests with
openings of shrub and grasslands
randomly distributed throughout unit

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

Minor to inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

4

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

3

Series of narrow, sand-covered benches with sandstone outcrops and subtle drainages
that fall away toward deep serpentine canyons of the Upper Escalante.

VEGETATION

3.5

Pinyon-juniper and sagebrush are primary vegetation types. Across the top of benches
are forests of ponderosa and/or pinyon-juniper depending on elevation. Other desert
shrubs, grasses and forbs are distributed throughout.

WATER

0

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

COLOR

3

White to tan sand and sandstone contrasted with dark green pine-juniper trees adds
interest throughout unit.
Colorful and deep Escalante Canyons tributaries (Sand Creek, Death Hollow, Calf Creek,
Boulder Creek) surround unit on all sides but to the north where it reaches toward the
Aquarius Plateau. The Straight Cliffs and Escalante Desert are also in view.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4.5

SCARCITY

2

Landscape characteristics associated with this unit are common within the Colorado
Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few modification across entirety of unit but includes a segment of SB12, roads/
trails, trailheads, signs, utility infrastructure, range improvements and the Boulder
Airstrip. Most elements are consolidated along SB12 and are screened from view.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Smooth across flat expanses and
medium where drainages and
sandstone outcrops occur

Narrative

Location Maps

120 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

Unit 41 is comprised of a series of narrow benches (Durfey Mesa,
New Home Bench, King Bench, McGath Point, Slickrock Saddle
Bench, Anton Flat) above the tributary canyons of the Upper
Escalante (Deer, Boulder, Calf, Sand, Mamie and Pine Creeks). The

benches are covered with light tan to khaki to red sand deposits
supporting dense pine/juniper forests intermixed with pockets of low
stature sagebrush and grasses. Unit boasts Scenic Byway 12 and
trailheads for Upper Calf Creek Falls and Boulder Mail Trail.

TOTAL

16

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0120

0121

0119
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #042 | Boulder Valley
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 042

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

Double-lobed, flat to gently rolling
valley floor with occasional low hills
surrounded by sandstone mesas

0124

0122

LINE

0123

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

0.5

Broadly horizontal

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

The agricultural fields and pastures
create geometric shapes (rectangles and
circles) on the ground. Domestic trees in Boxy and angular (buildings), thin
yards and farms are randomly clustered. (utility lines, fences), or ribbon-like
Ribbons of vegetation along waterways (roads) structures
and fence rows reinforce horizontal
nature of landform
Strong geometric (rectangles and
circles) lines from shapes created by
irrigated fields and pastures; horizontal
ribbons of vegetation along irrigation
canals and fence rows; irregular, broken
lines in scattered patches of native
vegetation

Buildings add clusters of lines
going in all directions, and roads
add straight and curving bands

Primarily khaki, light tan, and beige,
though color of landform is mostly
covered with native and cultivated
vegetation

Vibrant green crops contrast against
muted gray-green, dark green, and
straw yellow tones of native vegetation.
Domestic and riparian vegetation add
interest

Variety of colors mainly include
tans, whites, grays, and reds

Overall uniform, smooth, and
consistent with occasional low small
hills

Smooth quilt of agricultural fields
and pastures counter-balanced with
dense threads and patches of native
vegetation

In core of town the clustered
buildings add coarseness,
whereas the smattering of
buildings away from the core
contribute random and spotty
texture

1

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

2

Double-lobed, flat to gently rolling valley nestled below sandstone mesas.

VEGETATION

4

A variety of agricultural, domestic, and native vegetation. Hay fields and pastures are
agriculturally predominant; Cottonwoods and orchards are commonly seen throughout
unit; pockets and slivers of native pinyon-juniper and sage round out the mix.

WATER

3

Boulder Creek and irrigation ditches braid throughout the valley; irrigation and cattle
ponds and a wetland in the middle of town also contribute to the influence of water in
this unit.

COLOR

3

Landform and soil colors range from chalky white to dark tan. Vegetation colors range
from dark green to bright green to gold. The contrast between and amongst these
invoke interest.
The surrounding white mesas greatly enhance the visual setting of this unit. Views
of Boulder Mountain, the Escalante Canyons and the Straight Cliffs additionally
contribute to the setting.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4.5

SCARCITY

4

This tight pocket of rural, agricultural development surrounded by steep white
sandstone mesas is distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

1

The pastoral setting of Boulder Valley enhances the visual quality of the unit.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Boulder Barn

122 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

SQRU 42 is characterized by the pastoral valley of Boulder Town.
When viewed from elevated positions during the growing season,
the vibrant green agricultural fields contrast against the surrounding
stark white sandstone mesas. A modest smattering of residential

and commercial development lines a couple blocks along SB12 and
clusters of farm and ranch buildings dot the surrounding landscape
away from the core. Boulder Creek and irrigation ditches lined with
Cottonwoods braid throughout the valley.

TOTAL

21.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0123

0124

0122
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #043 | Lower Gulch/Hot Canyon
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 043

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0125

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Expansive irregular, rugged, rolling and
lumpy landforms incised by numerous
narrow canyons and drainages some of
which contain flowing water. Includes
plateaus, dunes, mounds, cones and
slot canyons

Spotty patches of pinyon-juniper and
Inconsequential contribution of
mixed desert shrubs and bunch grasses.
boxy (buildings), thin (fences), or
Swaths of riparian vegetation along
swath-like (roads) structures
waterways

Tangled array of curving, horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal. Riparian
corridors add meandering bands

Inconsistent, broken, and randomly
stippled overall. Meandering band along
river and creeks

RATING

Indistinguishable and
inconsequential when considering
entirety of unit

0127

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

2

Vibrant, complementary combinations
of rusty reds, salmon pinks, chalky
whites, and bright khaki

Full range of greens from dark to bright
to light gray in trees, shrubs, forbs and
grasses complemented by seasonal
changes of gold and tan

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, or are inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Rough, jumbled, and broken with
intermixed patches of smooth sand
dunes and sandstone mounds

Coarse, stippled and patchy with some
dense stands of trees on uplands and
benches; dense and consistent in
drainages

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

4

Rolling expanses of sand dunes and sandstone outcrops incised by steep-walled,
narrow canyons and drainages.

LANDFORM

4.5

VEGETATION

4

Dense stands of cottonwoods and willows in drainages are visually dominant and
interesting; outside of drainages, consistent but random coverage of pinyon-juniper,
shrubs, and grasses invokes interest.

WATER

2

Flowing water in The Lower Gulch, and segments of Deer Creek and the Escalante
River add visual interest to this unit.

COLOR

4

The intense reds and whites of the sandstone outcrops and canyons are a dominant
scenic element. These colors contrast with the vegetation and are particularly
noteworthy where thick ribbons of bright riparian green or gold occur depending on the
season.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Boulder Mountain, the Henry Mountains, and adjacent mesas and canyon country
significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

3.5

The colorful exposed geology, meandering creeks, and diversity of vegetation make
this unit unique and memorable within the Colorado Plateau.

0126

LINE

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Deer Creek Campground
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SQRU 43 is comprised of a landscape of jumbled landforms, incised
by north-south oriented tributaries of the Escalante River. Vegetation
varies from pinyon-juniper with intermixed shrubs and grasses to
cottonwood galleries that wind their way through the unit giving

visual indication of water, providing softness in an otherwise rugged
landscape. Bare sandstone knolls, slot canyons, and sand dunes
along with vivid colors enhance variety. The unit boasts Burr Trail
Road, Deer Creek recreation sites, and The Lower Gulch.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION
TOTAL

0

22

Few cultural modifications exist: a segment of Burr Trail Road, Deer Creek recreation
sites, roads/trails, signs, range improvements and a pocket of residential development.
These modifications blend with the landscape character and/or are unnoticeable.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0126

0127

0125
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #044 | Upper Gulch/Wolverine Bench
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 044

FORM

0128

LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

Expansive irregular, rugged, jagged
and lumpy sandstone benches incised
by numerous narrow canyons and
drainages some of which contain
flowing water. Includes plateaus, dunes,
mounds, cones and slot canyons

Spotty patches of pinyon-juniper and
mixed desert shrubs and bunch grasses.
Swaths of riparian vegetation along
waterways

STRUCTURE
Minor to inconsequential
contribution of swath-like (roads),
boxy (line shack), or thin (fences)
structures

0129

0130

LINE

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

3

Tangled array of curving, horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal. Bold vertical lines Inconsistent, broken, and randomly
and horizontal bands on cliff faces.
stippled overall. Meandering band along
Riparian corridors add meandering
creeks and drainages
bands

Indistinguishable and
inconsequential when considering
entirety of unit

Vibrant, complementary combinations
of rusty reds, salmon pinks, chalky
whites, and bright khaki

Full range of greens from dark to bright
to light gray in trees, shrubs, forbs and
grasses complemented by seasonal
changes of gold and tan

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, or are inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Very coarse, rough, jagged and broken
with intermixed patches of smooth
sand dunes and sandstone mounds

Coarse, stippled and patchy with some
denser stands of trees on uplands
and benches; dense and consistent in
drainages

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

6

RATING
LANDFORM

4.5

VEGETATION

4

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE
Expanses of rugged and jumbled sandstone benches incised by numerous steepwalled, narrow canyons. Slot canyons are prevalent throughout.
Dense stands of cottonwoods and willows in drainages are visually dominant and
interesting; outside of drainages, consistent but random coverage of pinyon-juniper,
shrubs, and grasses invokes interest.
Flowing water in The Upper Gulch, Steep Creek, and Water Canyon add visual interest
to this unit.

WATER

1.5

COLOR

4

The vivid range of reds, golds, and whites of the sandstone and exposed soils are
a dominant scenic element. These colors contrast with the vegetation and are
particularly noteworthy where thick ribbons of bright riparian green or gold occur
seasonally.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Circle Cliffs, Wolverine Loop, Boulder Mountain, Henry Mountains, and adjacent mesas
and canyon country significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

4

The colorful and rugged exposed geology, slot canyons, meandering creeks, and
diversity of vegetation make this unit unique and memorable within the Colorado
Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: Burr Trail Road through Long Canyon, roads/
trails, signs, trailheads, and range improvements. These modifications blend with the
landscape character and/or are unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps

Long Canyon Slot
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SQRU 44 is comprised of a landscape of jumbled and jagged
landforms, incised by tributaries of the Escalante River. Vegetation
varies from pinyon-juniper with intermixed shrubs and grasses to
cottonwood galleries that wind their way through the unit giving

visual indication of water. Bare sandstone knobs, slot canyons,
and sand dunes along with vivid colors enhance variety. The unit
boasts the Long Canyon segment of Burr Trail Road, Horse Canyon,
Wolverine and Little Death Hollow slot canyons, and The Upper Gulch.

TOTAL

22

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0129

0130

0128
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #045 | Circle Cliffs Chinle
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 045

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

0133

FORM

LINE

0132
0131

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point

0

2.5

VEGETATION

Desert shrubs, grasses and forbs are
Conical and pyramidal-shaped talus
sparsely scattered on the soft talus
slopes abutting steep slopes topped by
cones. Trees and shrubs are randomly
jagged horizontal rock bands
stippled across flatter areas

STRUCTURE
Minor to inconsequential
contribution of swath-like (roads)
or thin (fences/corrals) structures

Very few vegetation lines are apparent
Diagonal and sloping lines of talus
due to sparse vegetative coverage; some Indistinguishable and
slopes; dominant horizontal line of rock
subtle, broken lines occur at transitions inconsequential when considering
band, with strong vertical lines within
between pinyon-juniper, low shrubs, and entirety of unit
the width of the rocky band
grasses

Vibrant, complementary combinations
of reds, purples, pinks, grays, whites,
and khaki

Full range of greens from dark to bright
to light gray in trees, shrubs, forbs
and grasses complemented by spring
flower blooms in white, yellow, and pink

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, or are inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Overall coarse due to steepness and
variety of geology. Velvety, rhythmic
talus cones are layered below eroded
slopes of broken rock topped by
a stark, blocky horizontal band of
sandstone

Generally patchy with very subtle
gradational transitions into areas of
sparse vegetation

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

5

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

Velvety, rhythmic, colorful talus cones associated with the Chinle Formation are
topped by a stark, blocky band of Wingate Sandstone throughout most of the unit.

VEGETATION

2

Pinyon-juniper and shadscale are primary types of vegetation in unit. Plants are sparse
on the soft talus cones and randomly stippled and scattered in patches on flatter
areas throughout the unit.

WATER

0

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

COLOR

4.5

Striking rainbow of colors ranging from red to purple to white. Color contrast of
geology is dominant and memorable.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Circle Cliffs, Wolverine Loop, Henry Mountains, and adjacent mesas and canyon
country significantly enhance the visual quality.

SCARCITY

4.5

The rainbow of colors and soft erosional patterns of the exposed Chinle Formation
define this unit. It also contains fields of petrified wood and in spring comes alive with
flowers. These features make it unique and memorable in the Colorado Plateau.

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: a short segment of Burr Trail Road, roads/trails, a
couple trailheads, signs and range improvements. These modifications blend with the
landscape character and/or are unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

Narrative

Location Maps

Wolverine Petrified Wood
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SQRU 45 is comprised of a strip of the lower slopes and buttes
abutting the east side of the Circle Cliffs. Dominant in this unit are
rainbow-colored talus cones of Chinle topped by a thick, broken band
of Wingate Sandstone. Vegetation plays a minor role in the visual

landscape - the lack of vegetation on the colorful slopes makes the
contrast even more striking. The unit boasts a short segment of Burr
Trail Road, Wolverine Petrified Wood Area, Little Death Hollow and
Silver Falls Trailheads, and Upper Horse Canyon.

TOTAL

19

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

A

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0132

0133

0131
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #046 | Lampstand/Stud Horse Peaks
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 046

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0135
0134

LINE

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Moderately thick stands of trees and
A large ring of flat-topped benches and openings of shrubs and grasses blanket Inconsequential contribution of
mesas capped by thick broken bands of the bench and mesa tops. Desert shrubs, ribbon-like (roads) or thin (fences)
sandstone with sloughed side slopes
grasses and forbs are sparsely scattered features
on the eroded side slopes
Overall indistinct though some
Thick banding below rims of flat-topped
amorphous lines can be detected at
landforms reinforce horizontal nature
vegetation transitions and rock outcrop
of unit. Talus slopes add diagonal lines.
edges and some curving edge lines
Both horizontal and diagonal lines are
around vegetation treatments are
repeated throughout unit
obvious

Indistinct and inconsequential
when considering entirety of unit

RATING
LANDFORM

3.5

An almost continuous ring of flat topped benches and mesas sit immediately below
the northern end of the Circle Cliffs creating a rugged and repetitive pattern. Distinct
horizontal banding and eroded slopes define the lower edges.

VEGETATION

3

Pinyon-juniper and sagebrush are primary types of vegetation. Across the top of the
benches thick forests of pinyon-juniper are broken by natural and treated areas of
sagebrush and grasses. Scree slopes sparsely vegetated with random shrubs and
grasses.

WATER

0

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

COLOR

3.5

Landform and soil colors range from red to khaki to light tan. Contrast between these
and the predominantly dark green vegetation invoke moderate interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4.5

Views of immediately adjacent Circle Cliffs significantly enhance scenery of unit.
Additionally, Boulder Mountain and the Wolverine Loop area can be seen from certain
areas within unit.

SCARCITY

3

The colorful exposed geology and contrasting vegetation make this unit distinctive
within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few cultural mods exist: a short segment of Burr Trail Road, vegetation
treatments, roads, signs, range improvements and traces of oil/gas/mineral
exploration. These modifications blend with the landscape character and/or are
mostly unnoticeable.

0136

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

1.5

Complementary combinations of
rusty reds, salmon, chalky white, and
bright khaki

Predominantly dark green of pinyonjuniper and gray-green of sagebrush,
enhanced by seasonal change in
grasses and forbs that can range from
bright green to gold

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, and/or are inconsequential
when considering entirety of unit

Moderately coarse due mainly to
the repetitive flat-topped landforms
faced with eroded talus slopes below
broken, blocky horizontal bands of
sandstone

The thick stands of trees interspersed
with openings of shrubs and
grasses and contrasted with the
sparse stippling of vegetation on the
eroded side slopes contribute to the
coarseness of the unit

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

3

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps
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SQRU 46 is comprised of a ring of flat-topped benches and mesas
that appear to stair-step when viewed from a distance. These
landforms have sloughed side slopes with rugged rock escarpments
along the tops. The exposed rock and soil are a variety of colors that

contrast against themselves and against the vegetation. Though
pinyon-juniper forest is predominant, sagebrush flats and other
smatterings of shrubs, grasses, and forbs are present. The Circle
Cliffs immediately backdrop the unit and provide stark contrast.

TOTAL

17.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0135

0136

0134
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #047 | Wolverine Loop
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 047

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

FORM

0139

Large basin that is appears flat but
consists of numerous low rolling hills
separated by subtle drainages

VEGETATION

STRUCTURE

Trees and shrubs are randomly stippled
across unit with some increased density
in lower less exposed area. Desert
shrubs, grasses and forbs are sparsely
scattered throughout

Minor to inconsequential
contribution of swath-like (roads),
bermed mounds (erosion control
structures) or thin (fences/corrals)
structures

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

3.5

The upper half of a long, large basin full of mostly dark red, low rolling hills of exposed
Moenkopi Formation that are separated by subtle drainages branching and curving in
all directions.

VEGETATION

3

Pinyon-juniper and sagebrush are primary vegetation types intermixed with indistinct
shrubs, grasses, and forbs.

WATER

0

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

COLOR

3

Landform and soil colors range from dark red to gray to light tan. Contrast between
these and the predominantly dark green and gray vegetation invoke interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Views of adjacent and encircling Circle Cliffs, mesa and benches significantly enhance
visual quality of unit. Additionally, Boulder Mountain and Henry Mountains can be seen
from certain areas within unit.

SCARCITY

2.5

0138

LINE

Broadly horizontal with curving lines of
drainages

Generally indistinct, broken, and
randomly stippled throughout

Complementary combinations of dark
red, gray, chalky white, and khaki

Predominantly dark green of pinyonjuniper and gray-green of sagebrush,
enhanced by seasonal change in
grasses and forbs that can range from
bright green to gold. Spring flower
blooms in white, yellow, and pink
enhance the visual quality

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, or are inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Generally moderate due to thick to
sparse stippling across unit with subtle
transitions into areas of little vegetation

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

0137

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

1.75

3.5

Indistinct and inconsequential
when considering entirety of unit

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Moderately coarse with rolling
benches cut throughout with shallow
to incised drainages and canyons

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

Narrative

Location Maps
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SQRU 47 contains low, rolling dark red hills with subtle drainages
branching throughout. Pinyon-juniper blanket most of the hills but
is intermixed with sagebrush, other shrubs, grasses and forbs.
Vivid color contrast occurs between exposed soils and vegetation,

though the most striking visual component of this unit is the contrast
against adjacent landforms. The Circle Cliffs and Chinle badlands
encircle most of this unit; the dramatic cliff faces introduce stunning
color and scale.

TOTAL

0

16

The colorful exposed geology and contrasting vegetation make this unit somewhat
distinctive within the Colorado Plateau.
Few cultural modifications exist: Burr Trail Road, vegetation treatments, sediment
control structures, roads, signs, and range improvements. Modifications blend with the
landscape character and/or are mostly unnoticeable within the scale of the unit.

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0138

0139

0137
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit #048 | Wagon Box-Colt Mesa
Date: 2017 | Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May
Scenic Quality Rating Unit Detail Map

SQRU # 048

FORM
0140

LINE
0141

0142

COLOR
VRI Boundary

Detail SQRU

Detail Location Map

IOP Photo Point 0

2.25

Scenic Quality Rating Score

Landscape Character (Feature)
LANDFORM/WATER

VEGETATION

Large basin of rolling terrain cut
throughout by numerous subtle to
incised drainages and canyons. Rugged
mesas with eroded spill slopes occur in
south and west areas of unit

Pinyon-juniper are randomly stippled
across mesa and bench tops, gentle side
slopes, and flat areas. Desert shrubs,
grasses and forbs are sparsely scattered
throughout unit

STRUCTURE
Inconsequential contribution of
swath-like (roads), thin (fences/
corrals), or tumbled-down (mine
chutes) structures

Continuous horizontal line undulations
and delineated horizontal rock banding;
some diagonal lines of mesa and
drainage side slopes

Overall indistinct and randomly stippled
though some horizontal lines can be
detected along top edges of mesas and
benches

Complementary combinations of dark
red, gold, chalky white, beige, khaki,
and brown

Predominantly dark green of pinyonjuniper and gray-green of sagebrush
and shadscale, enhanced by seasonal
change in grasses and forbs that can
range from bright green to gold. Spring
flower blooms in white, yellow, and pink
enhance the visual quality

Elements either blend with natural
colors, are hidden from regular
view, or are inconsequential when
considering entirety of unit

Choppy and irregular; rolling benches
cut throughout with shallow to incised
drainages and canyons along with
several rugged mesas

Generally moderate due to thick to
sparse stippling across unit with subtle
transitions into areas of little vegetation

Structures contribute so little
texturally to entirety of the unit as
to be inconsequential

4.5

Indistinct and inconsequential
when considering entirety of unit

RATING

EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE

LANDFORM

4

The lower half of a long basin of rolling hills and exposed sandstone that are separated
by subtle to incised drainages and canyons branching and curving in all directions.
Several jagged mesas are located in the south and west portions of the unit.

VEGETATION

3

Pinyon-juniper and sagebrush are primary vegetation types intermixed with indistinct
shrubs, grasses, and forbs.

WATER

0

Water is not present or noticeable within unit.

COLOR

3.5

Landform and soil colors range from red to khaki to light tan. Contrast between these
and the predominantly dark green vegetation invoke interest.

ADJACENT
SCENERY

4

Adjacent views of Escalante River to the north, Escalante Canyons and Desert to the east
and south and Straight Cliffs to the west along with surrounding broad panoramic views
of Aquarius Plateau, Henry Mts., and Navajo Mt. significantly enhance visual quality.

SCARCITY

3

The colorful exposed geology and contrasting vegetation make this unit distinctive
within the Colorado Plateau.

CULTURAL
MODIFICATION

0

Very few cultural modifications exist: roads, signs, range improvements and traces of
oil/gas/mineral exploration. These modifications blend with the landscape character
and/or are mostly unnoticeable.

Miles

15

TEXTURE

Narrative

Location Maps
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SQRU 48 is comprised of a varied landscape of rolling hills,
numerous drainages and canyons, rugged mesas, and softly eroded
side slopes. It has a choppy and irregular texture. Pinyon-juniper
is stippled across the unit and is intermixed with sagebrush, other

shrubs, grasses and forbs. Color contrast occurs between exposed
soils and vegetation, though the most striking visual component
is the contrast against adjacent landforms. Being encircled by the
Circle Cliffs and Chinle badlands provides stunning color and scale.

TOTAL

17.5

SCENIC QUALITY RATING =

B

Scenic Quality Classification: A = 19 or more; B = 12-18; C = 11 or less

0141

0142

0140
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CHAPTER 5:

Inventory Factor 2: Sensitivity Levels
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CHAPTER 5
5.1 Sensitivity Level Overview
The evaluation of sensitivity levels during the VRI process documents the
public’s concern for the visual environment on public lands by assigning
high, moderate, or low sensitivity level ratings to delineated units within
the inventory area. The following factors, as defined in Section III.A of
BLM H-8410-1, are analyzed during this evaluation:

•

•
•

•

•

•

Types of Users—Visual sensitivity will vary with the type of users.
Recreational sightseers may be highly sensitive to any changes in
visual quality, whereas workers who pass through the area on a regular
basis may not be as sensitive to change.
Amount of Use—Areas seen and used by large numbers of people
are potentially more sensitive. Protection of visual values usually
becomes more important as the number of viewers increase.
Public Interest—The visual quality of an area may be of concern to
local, State, or national groups. Indicators of this concern are usually
expressed in public meetings, letters, newspapers or magazine
articles, newsletters, land use plans, etc. Public controversy created
in response to proposed activities that would change the landscape
character should be considered.
Adjacent Land Uses—The interrelationship with land uses on adjacent
lands can affect the visual sensitivity of an area. For example, an
area within the viewshed of a residential area may be very sensitive,
whereas an area surrounded by commercially developed lands may
not be visually sensitive.
Special Areas—Management objectives for special areas such as
Natural Areas, Wilderness Areas or WSAs, WSRs, Scenic Areas, Scenic
Roads or Trails, and areas of critical environmental concern frequently
require special consideration for the protection of the visual values.
This does not necessarily mean that these areas are scenic but rather
that one of the management objectives may be to preserve the natural
landscape setting. The management objectives for these areas may
be used as a basis for assigning sensitivity levels.
Other Factors—Consider any other information such as research or
studies that includes indicators of visual sensitivity.

According to BLM Manual 8400, there are no standard procedures for
delineating sensitivity level rating units (SLRUs). The SLRU boundaries
depend on the factors driving the sensitivity consideration at the time of
the inventory and reflect public sentiment, which requires a qualitative
analytical approach to understand and describe geospatially.
The most important aspect of preparing the SLRUs is a thorough review and
understanding of the sensitivity factors described above. Units can be based
on physical attributes of the land, delineation of viewsheds from primary
travel routes and popular viewpoints, or any other means that prove useful
in capturing changes in sensitivity based on the sensitivity factors. Distance
zones from population centers or popular recreation destinations can also
play an important role in identifying the SLRU boundaries because sensitivity
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to change in the visual landscape can be moderated by the visibility of
potential change from locations that people typically view the landscape.
Determining the overall sensitivity level rating of a SLRU is a qualitative
analysis that is improved by considering input from local land use policies
and ordinances, other agency directives, and public sentiment gleaned from
news articles, social media posts, and past public outreach responses.
Additionally, careful consideration of the sensitivity factors by BLM staff
members who have the detailed knowledge of the use of public lands within
their office is important.
The intent of the sensitivity rating process is to provide three general ranges
of visual sensitivity for planning purposes. Areas of high, moderate, and
low sensitivity are assigned at the macro level, but there are undoubtedly
smaller, site-specific areas of higher and lower sensitivities within each
SLRU. Of note, low sensitivity does not indicate a lack of sensitivity; some
populations within low sensitivity rated areas could hold a considerable
level of concern.

5.2 Inventory and Evaluation Methodology
SLRU data gathering initially began during the summer of 2012. During a
two-day workshop (one day in Escalante and one day in Kanab), BLM staff
and interns and representatives from the U.S. Forest Service, National
Park Service, and Garfield County reviewed a map of the inventory area
and delineated preliminary SLRUs based on their knowledge of place and
the sensitivity of the public with whom they commonly interact. These
preliminary SLRUs were also rated using BLM Form 8400-6 (BLM H-8410‑1)
to document the teams’ initial perceptions of the public’s sensitivity to
potential visual change across the inventory area. To capture the full range
of users that may have concerns, the process considered local residents
and regional, national, and international visitors. Consideration was also
given to those who use the inventory area for outdoor recreation, business,
or residential purposes, as well as those that do not personally use the area
but are nonetheless concerned about its visual integrity (owners of national
tour companies that operate in the area, members of wilderness advocacy
organizations, etc.). This preliminary analysis took into account such things
as monument objects noted in Proclamation 9682, special designations
(scenic byways and backways, WSAs, Special recreation management
areas [SRMAs], etc.), historic and cultural sites, the presence of rivers and
streams, and adjacent land uses. Once the preliminary forms were drafted, a
Garfield County representative and a BLM employee added Garfield County
VRM classes onto the 8400-6 forms for units located within Garfield County.
The preliminary sensitivity data was revisited in 2016 when the VRI effort
was reinitiated. The preliminary SLRU polygon boundaries were adjusted
to a minor degree based on a viewshed/visibility analysis from the primary
roadways and popular viewpoints outside the inventory area (i.e., Bryce
Canyon National Park viewpoints).

CHAPTER 5

A thorough review of current BLM and BLM-acquired data relevant to
sensitivity was conducted. The following datasets were incorporated into
the sensitivity analysis:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BLM WSAs
Adjacent wilderness areas
SRMAs
Special management areas
Cultural and historical sensitive areas
Scenic Byways and Utah Backways
2017 Recreation Management Information System data
Recreation Experience Baseline Study data
Garfield County VRM data

The sensitivity outreach included coordination with local Tribes, which
was initiated and facilitated by the GSENM Archaeologist. Letters were
sent to six tribes (i.e., Hopi, Ute, Cedar Paiute, Kaibab Paiute, Navajo, and
Zuni) in June 2016 to seek their input, and the archaeologist discussed this
inventory effort during regular Tribal consultations. No specific responses
were received from the local Tribes contacted through outreach efforts.
The SLRU ratings were updated based on current data including information
gleaned from additional research of news articles and social media
postings, as well as from the results of an internal BLM WikiMapping survey.

the sensitivity ratings, including editing and populating the SLRU forms. At
the end of the week, the BLM Project Lead performed a comparative review
of each sensitivity factor across the inventory area to ensure consistency of
ratings and associated explanatory language.
The following sections outline the additional research contracted to Logan
Simpson for incorporation into the SLRU update process.

The VRI project team met for a week in March 2018 to review and
finalize the 34 SLRUs that resulted from analysis of the preliminary work
synthesized with the current research results and updated data. The team
conducted a thorough review of all sensitivity-related datasets to finalize
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determining visually important areas within the inventory area. The research
also included review and synthesis of general articles relating to concerns
for scenic resources. Information collected during the literature search was
recorded and assigned a geospatial association which was used to inform
the development of SLRUs.
Approximately 80 individual pieces of information were cataloged during
the literature search associated with online articles, State park and county
RMPs, community transportation plans and general plans which provided
insight into the broader context of users and uses associated with the area.

Social Media Research

WikiMapping: Online BLM Internal Survey
To facilitate updating the data for each SLRU, Logan Simpson developed
an internal BLM online survey through the program “WikiMapping.” GSENM
and KFO staff across all programs were invited to participate in the survey.
The WikiMapping survey was accessible to BLM staff for two weeks in late
summer 2017. Using this platform, 17 BLM staff navigated an interactive
map containing a basemap of aerial imagery or terrain, SLRU polygons,
and the GSENM Ground Transportation Linear Feature (GTLF) data to rate
each SLRU polygon. Using the “Rate an SLRU” tool, participants described
and rated the type of use, amount of use, public interest, and geographic
importance for each SLRU. Using the “Note a Specific Location” tool,
participants were able to indicate areas of special importance, if desired.
Participants also had the option to edit SLRU boundaries, though no edits
were suggested.
The survey documented a total of 154 SLRU ratings and explanations,
and 12 specific sensitive locations were indicated. Results were extracted
from the survey platform in three formats: Comma Separated Values (.csv),
Keyhole Markup Language (.kml), and Shapefile (.shp). Ultimately, these
results were recorded in a .kml file that was utilized as a data overlay in the
final SLRU rating process.

Literature Research and Data Review
To bolster preliminary SLRU data collected in 2012, a literature search
was conducted and outreach emails were distributed to gain a more
extensive understanding of the public sensitivities within the inventory
area. The literature search identified specific policies, guidelines, goals,
and/or strategies that communities and local, regional, State, and Federal
agencies have for protecting scenic views and places. This search included
a review of community and agency websites and plans—identifying visions,
goals, destination locations, tourism information, etc.—that could assist in
140 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

As society has gravitated toward increased online interaction and
expectations for web-based information, the wealth of data worth analyzing
and collecting has grown. To take advantage of the changing technological
environment, a data gathering effort was employed with an aim to capture
more robust data through the use of these online tools. The project team
reviewed popular social media websites—including Twitter, TripAdvisor,
Facebook, and YouTube—to explore public expressions of the inventory
area. Reviewing quotes, photographs, and locations shared online by the
public improved the team’s understanding of place-based visual sensitivity
amongst social media users.
Varying word combinations and phrases implemented as part of this
research component resulted in approximately 26 specific posts on Twitter,
six dedicated groups or pages on Facebook, 276 reviews related to scenery
or the visual landscape on TripAdvisor and over 19,000 results on YouTube
related to the inventory area. Although these social media platforms
provided numerous results, often there were multiple similar results based
on word choice and the algorithm that each platform utilizes as part of its
search function

CHAPTER 5
5.3 Sensitivity Level Rating Results
High visual sensitivity ratings were given to 24 of the 34 SLRUs, accounting
for 59 percent of the inventory area. Eight of the remaining 10 units,
accounting for 39 percent of the inventory area, were rated as having
moderate sensitivity. Only one unit was rated as having low sensitivity.
Many of the units rated as having high sensitivity to visual change are
associated with recreation destinations and the access routes to them,
as well as the level of interest from both local and non-local populations.
Prominent areas are thought to have a high level of public concern from
the local, regional, and, increasingly, national and international public since
these groups are drawn to the inventory area’s scenic qualities. Examples of
these prominent areas include Scenic Byway Highway 12, Upper Escalante
Canyons, Paria-Hackberry Canyons, Hole in the Rock Road, Cottonwood
Canyon Road, and Burr Trail Road.
Moderate concern for visual change encompasses an assortment of
landscape uses (or lack thereof), travel routes, and recreation areas with
moderate levels of use (e.g., Skutumpah/ Lick Wash, Highway 89 corridor,
Kaiparowits, and Bulldog Bench). Although public interest and use within
these areas vary, input for this analysis consistently showed that the
various populations identify these areas as being moderately sensitive to
visual change.
One unit, Buckskin Mountain Unit (#005), was rated as having low
sensitivity to visual change. It includes areas where activities such as utility
infrastructure and vegetation treatments that alter the landscape character
have been more accepted. Compared to other SLRUs in the inventory area
this unit is predominantly used by local populations for livestock grazing,
hunting, and off-highway vehicle (OHV) exploration. The data collected also
supported the perspective that, although populations may be concerned
with some views in the vicinity of this SLRU, they have generally been more
tolerant of visual changes within the unit and less tolerant of visual changes
of the surrounding the units. Additionally, this SLRU represents an overall
lower concern level due to the presence of existing cultural modifications
within the unit.
Figure 15 and Tables 3 and 4 present the sensitivity level rating information
for the inventory area.
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Table 3. Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit

002
Nephi Pasture - Kitchen Corral

003
Skutumpah/Lick Wash

004
Highway 89

005
Buckskin Mountain

006
House Rock Valley Road

007
Buckskin Gulch - West Clark
Bench
008
Paria Hackberry

009
Cottonwood Canyon Road

H

M

M

L

H

H

M

L

H

L

H

M

M

M

M

L

H

M

H

H

M

L

H

H

M

M

H

M

N/A

M

H

Local and regional publics utilize this unit for recreation
livestock grazing; the viewshed from the adjacent Old
H and
Spanish Trail and along the Great Western Trail is valued
by a broader public.

M

Primarily local and regional publics utilize unit for
hunting, and livestock grazing but specific
M recreation,
destinations (Lick Wash, Bull Valley Gorge) are valued by
the broader public.

H

Travelers along this corridor include local to international
M publics with varying degrees of sensitivity to changes
within the visual setting.
This landscape is primarily used by locals for dispersed
recreation, grazing, or practical means. Scenery is not a
primary factor influencing the use of this unit.

M

L

H

Recreation destinations accessed via this unit are an
for visitors throughout the world. The viewshed
H attraction
along House Rock Valley Road contributes to the
recreation experience for these visitors.

H

White House Recreation Site is used by local and non-local
H publics primarily to access Paria Canyon or other nearby
popular attractions.

H

H

H

H

H

H

Numerous destinations within the unit are visited and
by local, regional, national, and international publics.
H valued
Photography of the varied geology is a primary attraction
within the unit.

H

H

H

H

H

H

Unique geologic formations, the remote nature, and access
H to recreational opportunities are valued by local residents
through to international visitors.

011
Bulldog Bench

Adjacent Land Uses

Special Areas

Other Factors

Overall Rating

H

010
Kaiparowits

Public Interest

H

Unit Number & Name

EVALUATORS: A. ANGUS, K. BRADSHAW, D. BACKER, A.BATE,
M.DEWITZ, R.BRINKERHOFF, C. HAND, S. MORGAN,
M. BETENSON, P. GRIMM, P. LEATHERBURY, J. BEAL,
B. AMSTUTZ, S. HENRY, M. ZWEIFEL, A. TITUS, W. MAY

Amount of Use

M

Special Areas

Adjacent Land Uses

Public Interest

M

Local and regional publics utilize this unit for recreation,
commuting, and permitted uses; broader publics frequent
H destinations (Willis Creek, Bull Valley Gorge). Visual quality
is valued but most users are accepting of modest visual
change.

Explanation

SENSITIVITY LEVEL RATING UNIT SUMMARY

Type of Use

H

Overall Rating

H

EVALUATORS: A. ANGUS, K. BRADSHAW, D. BACKER, A.BATE,
M.DEWITZ, R.BRINKERHOFF, C. HAND, S. MORGAN,
M. BETENSON, P. GRIMM, P. LEATHERBURY, J. BEAL,
B. AMSTUTZ, S. HENRY, M. ZWEIFEL, A. TITUS, W. MAY

Other Factors

001
Johnson Canyon - Skutumpah
Roads

Amount of Use

Unit Number & Name

Type of Use

SENSITIVITY LEVEL RATING UNIT SUMMARY

M

L

M

H

H

M

Due to the low amount of use and isolated, undeveloped
M nature and special designations associated with the unit,
sensitivity to visual change is moderate.

L

L

M

H

N/A M

012
HWY 12 Bryce Valley

013
Henderson Canyon - The Blues

015
Smoky Mountain - Left Hand
Collett Roads
016
Burning Hills

017
50 Mile Mountain

Much of the unit is within 3–5 miles of the rim of Bryce
National Park, which increases the sensitivity
M Canyon
beyond what appears to be exhibited by the local
population who predominantly uses the unit.

H

H

H

H

H

M

Unit contains the western-most segment of the Scenic
Byway Highway 12 corridor. Locals accept some level of
H visual modification due to existing levels of development,
but local through international publics are sensitive to
change along this segment.

M

M

M

H

H

M

Most of this unit is visible from Scenic Byway Highway 12
H and Powell Point, that along with special designations
results in a high sensitivity to visual change.

M

M

M

M

H

M

Unit is used by local residents for recreation, hunting, and
M livestock grazing. Routes draw increasing numbers of
motorized recreationists.

M

The special designations and proximity to Glen Canyon
National Recreation Area (GLCA) along about a third of
H the boundary of this unit result in high sensitivity to visual
change.

M

Sensitivity is influenced by special designations, cultural
and isolated, undeveloped nature of unit. While
H resources,
the area is more utilized by local users, changes to scenic
quality would be met with resistance from a broader public.

H

Includes Hole in the Rock State Historic Trail and
associated sites that are culturally significant to Mormon
H pioneer descendants, both local and beyond. It provides
access to Coyote Gulch, the most visited destination in
GLCA-Escalante Canyons District.

H

This unit contains and/or provides access to popular
destinations enjoyed by local to international
H recreational
visitors who appreciate the undeveloped, wild expanses of
jumbled sandstone and dramatic slot canyons.

M

H

L

L

M

H

H

H

H

H

018
Lower Hole in the Rock

H

019
Lower Escalante

Explanation

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H
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Table 3. Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)

L

M

H

H

M

While the area is more utilized by local users, changes to
M scenic quality could be met with resistance from a broader
public.

H

Though having no developed recreation destinations, locals
and recommend it due to its ease of access, geologic
H use
features, and camping and exploration potential, increasing
its sensitivity.

031
Deer Creek/Upper Gulch

Local, regional, national, and international interests within
unit due to All-American Road and world-class recreation
H destinations. Scenic views along and from Scenic
Byway Highway 12 attract visitors from across the State,
country, and world.

032
Wolverine Loop

M

Locals residents, particularly those newer to the area, are
M most sensitive to changes within the visual environment,
while the general public has lower sensitivity.

033
Lampstand

H

M

H

H

H

023
HWY 12 Escalante Canyons

H

024
Escalante Town

025
HWY 12 Upper Valley

026
Varney Griffin

027
Upper Escalante

028
Deer Creek/Lower Gulch

M

H

M

H

M

H

M

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

H

H

Unit contains the middle segment of the Scenic
Highway 12 corridor. Private property owners
H Byway
have high sensitivity to unit, but regional, national, and
international publics frequently travel through unit.

M

M

M

H

N/A

H

Though general public interest is low, adjacency to special
M designations and private property owners on periphery
increase sensitivity.

H

This unit is visited and viewed by hundreds of thousands
visitors from all around the world, who value its colors,
H of
texture, variety, and undeveloped nature of the stunning
landscape.

H

The stunning, undeveloped, inaccessible nature of
of acres of rugged canyons attract local to
H thousands
international visitors who develop a deep connection to the
place. Special designations reinforce high sensitivity.

H

H

H

M

H

H
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H

H

H

H

030
Boulder Town

H

H

034
Moody Canyon

H

M

L

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

Overall Rating

M

H

Special Areas

H

Adjacent Land Uses

H

Public Interest

H

029
Burr Trail

Amount of Use

H

Special Areas

H

Unit Number & Name

Type of Use

Adjacent Land Uses

Public Interest

H

This unit contains and/or provides access to popular
destinations and historic sites enjoyed by local
H recreational
to international visitors who appreciate the undeveloped
and natural-appearing visual character.

Explanation

EVALUATORS: A. ANGUS, K. BRADSHAW, D. BACKER, A.BATE,
M.DEWITZ, R.BRINKERHOFF, C. HAND, S. MORGAN,
M. BETENSON, P. GRIMM, P. LEATHERBURY, J. BEAL,
B. AMSTUTZ, S. HENRY, M. ZWEIFEL, A. TITUS, W. MAY

Other Factors

022
Spencer Flat

SENSITIVITY LEVEL RATING UNIT SUMMARY

Overall Rating

021
Carcass Canyon

EVALUATORS: A. ANGUS, K. BRADSHAW, D. BACKER, A.BATE,
M.DEWITZ, R.BRINKERHOFF, C. HAND, S. MORGAN,
M. BETENSON, P. GRIMM, P. LEATHERBURY, J. BEAL,
B. AMSTUTZ, S. HENRY, M. ZWEIFEL, A. TITUS, W. MAY

Other Factors

020
Upper Hole in the Rock

Type of Use

Unit Number & Name

Amount of Use

SENSITIVITY LEVEL RATING UNIT SUMMARY

H

Local, regional, national, and international publics
select this route to access recreation
H intentionally
opportunities within or adjacent to the Monument. Viewing
scenery is one of the primary opportunities they enjoy.

H

Locals residents are most sensitive to changes within
visual environment, though visitors traveling along
H the
Highway 12 and the Burr Trail appreciate the backdrop
public lands provide.

H

Sensitivity is influenced by special designations, Tribal
concerns and proximity to Boulder and the Burr Trail. While
H the area is more utilized by local/regional users, changes to
scenic quality would be met with resistance from a broader
public.

Explanation

H

M

M

H

N/A M

Unit provides access to destinations sought-out by local,
and national publics. Scenic driving and exploring
H regional,
off of paved routes is a primary activity within unit. Popular
photography destination.

M

L

M

H

N/A

is surrounded by CARE and a scenic backway
H Unit
resulting in high sensitivity to visual change.

H

L

M

H

L

N/A M

Due to the isolated, undeveloped nature of the unit, users
a high sensitivity to visual change even though
H have
amount of use within unit is low. Most use within unit is
associated with local and regional users.
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Table 4. Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Score

008
Paria Hackberry

001
Johnson Canyon - Skutumpah
Roads

H

H

H

L

L

H

H

H

H

M

H

H

H

M

H

H

025
HWY 12 Upper Valley

M

Sensitivity is influenced by special designations, cultural
and isolated, undeveloped nature of unit. While
H resources,
the area is more utilized by local users, changes to scenic
quality would be met with resistance from a broader public.

023
HWY 12 Escalante Canyons

H

Numerous destinations within the unit are visited and
by local, regional, national, and international publics.
H valued
Photography of the varied geology is a primary attraction
within the unit.

012
HWY 12 Bryce Valley

Local and regional publics utilize this unit for recreation,
commuting, and permitted uses; broader publics frequent
H destinations (Willis Creek, Bull Valley Gorge). Visual quality
is valued but most users are accepting of modest visual
change.

002
Nephi Pasture - Kitchen Corral

H

031
Deer Creek/Upper Gulch

H

032
Wolverine Loop

019
Lower Escalante

029
Burr Trail

H

H

H

L

M

H

H

H

M

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

N/A M

H

H

H

H

Sensitivity is influenced by special designations, Tribal
concerns and proximity to Boulder and the Burr Trail. While
H the area is more utilized by local/regional users, changes to
scenic quality would be met with resistance from a broader
public.
Unit provides access to destinations sought-out by local,
and national publics. Scenic driving and exploring
H regional,
off of paved routes is a primary activity within unit. Popular
photography destination.
This unit contains and/or provides access to popular
destinations enjoyed by local to international
H recreational
visitors who appreciate the undeveloped, wild expanses of
jumbled sandstone and dramatic slot canyons.
Local, regional, national, and international publics
select this route to access recreation
H intentionally
opportunities within or adjacent to the Monument. Viewing
scenery is one of the primary opportunities they enjoy.

H

H

H

033
Lampstand
006
House Rock Valley Road

016
Burning Hills

013
Henderson Canyon - The Blues

030
Boulder Town

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

H

H

EVALUATORS: A. ANGUS, K. BRADSHAW, D. BACKER, A.BATE,
M.DEWITZ, R.BRINKERHOFF, C. HAND, S. MORGAN,
M. BETENSON, P. GRIMM, P. LEATHERBURY, J. BEAL,
B. AMSTUTZ, S. HENRY, M. ZWEIFEL, A. TITUS, W. MAY

Special Areas

Adjacent Land Uses

Public Interest

Amount of Use

Type of Use

Unit Number & Name

Due to the isolated, undeveloped nature of the unit, users
a high sensitivity to visual change even though
H have
amount of use within unit is low. Most use within unit is
associated with local and regional users.

N/A M

H

Overall Rating

Other Factors

Special Areas

Adjacent Land Uses

Public Interest

M

Explanation

SENSITIVITY LEVEL RATING UNIT SUMMARY

H

H

H

Overall Rating

017
50 Mile Mountain

H

EVALUATORS: A. ANGUS, K. BRADSHAW, D. BACKER, A.BATE,
M.DEWITZ, R.BRINKERHOFF, C. HAND, S. MORGAN,
M. BETENSON, P. GRIMM, P. LEATHERBURY, J. BEAL,
B. AMSTUTZ, S. HENRY, M. ZWEIFEL, A. TITUS, W. MAY

Other Factors

034
Moody Canyon

Amount of Use

Unit Number & Name

Type of Use

SENSITIVITY LEVEL RATING UNIT SUMMARY

H

Unit contains the middle segment of the Scenic Byway
12 corridor. Private property owners have high
H Highway
sensitivity to unit, but regional, national, and international
publics frequently travel through unit.

H

Local, regional, national, and international interests within
unit due to All-American Road and world-class recreation
H destinations. Scenic views along and from Scenic Byway
Highway 12 attract visitors from across the State, country,
and world.

M

Unit contains the western-most segment of the Scenic
Byway Highway 12 corridor. Locals accept some level of
H visual modification due to existing levels of development,
but local through international publics are sensitive to
change along this segment.

Explanation

H

M

M

H

M

H

Local and regional publics utilize this unit for recreation
livestock grazing; the viewshed from the adjacent Old
H and
Spanish Trail and along the Great Western Trail is valued
by a broader public.

M

L

M

H

N/A

L

Unit is surrounded by CARE and a scenic backway
H resulting in high sensitivity to visual change.

H

H

H

H

N/A

H

Recreation destinations accessed via this unit are an
for visitors throughout the world. The viewshed
H attraction
along House Rock Valley Road contributes to the
recreation experience for these visitors.

M

L

M

H

H

M

The special designations and proximity to GLCA along
H about a third of the boundary of this unit result in high
sensitivity to visual change.

M

M

M

H

H

M

Most of this unit is visible from Scenic Byway Highway 12
H and Powell Point, that along with special designations
results in a high sensitivity to visual change.

H

Locals residents are most sensitive to changes within
visual environment, though visitors traveling along
H the
Highway 12 and the Burr Trail appreciate the backdrop
public lands provide.

H

M

H

H

H
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Table 4. Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Score (Continued)

020
Upper Hole in the Rock

007
Buckskin Gulch - West Clark
Bench
027
Upper Escalante

028
Deer Creek/Lower Gulch

022
Spencer Flat

021
Carcass Canyon

004
Highway 89

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

H

M

H

H

H

M

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

H

H

H

H

H

H

This unit contains and/or provides access to popular
destinations and historic sites enjoyed by local
H recreational
to international visitors who appreciate the undeveloped
and natural-appearing visual character.
White House Recreation Site is used by local and non-local
H publics primarily to access Paria Canyon or other nearby
popular attractions.

024
Escalante Town

026
Varney Griffin

010
Kaiparowits

This unit is visited and viewed by hundreds of thousands
visitors from all around the world, who value its colors,
H of
texture, variety, and undeveloped nature of the stunning
landscape.

011
Bulldog Bench

The stunning, undeveloped, inaccessible nature of
of acres of rugged canyons attract local to
H thousands
international visitors who develop a deep connection to the
place. Special designations reinforce high sensitivity.

005
Buckskin Mountain

H

M

H

H

H

H

Though having no developed recreation destinations, locals
and recommend it due to its ease of access, geologic
H use
features, and camping and exploration potential, increasing
its sensitivity.

M

L

M

H

H

M

While the area is more utilized by local users, changes to
M scenic quality could be met with resistance from a broader
public.

M

H

M

M

H

H

Travelers along this corridor include local to international
M publics with varying degrees of sensitivity to changes
within the visual setting.
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015
Smoky Mountain - Left Hand
Collett Roads

Adjacent Land Uses

Public Interest

M

L

M

H

M

M

Primarily local and regional publics utilize unit for
hunting, and livestock grazing but specific
M recreation,
destinations (Lick Wash, Bull Valley Gorge) are valued by
the broader public.

M

M

M

M

H

M

Unit is used by local residents for recreation, hunting, and
M livestock grazing. Routes draw increasing numbers of
motorized recreationists.

M

M

M

M

H

M

Locals residents, particularly those newer to the area, are
M most sensitive to changes within the visual environment,
while the general public has lower sensitivity.

M

M

M

H

N/A

H

Though general public interest is low, adjacency to special
M designations and private property owners on periphery
increase sensitivity.

M

L

M

H

H

M

Due to the low amount of use and isolated, undeveloped
M nature and special designations associated with the unit,
sensitivity to visual change is moderate.

L

L

M

H

L

L

L

L

Special Areas

H

Unique geologic formations, the remote nature, and access
H to recreational opportunities are valued by local residents
through to international visitors.

Overall Rating

009
Cottonwood Canyon Road

H

003
Skutumpah/Lick Wash

EVALUATORS: A. ANGUS, K. BRADSHAW, D. BACKER, A.BATE,
M.DEWITZ, R.BRINKERHOFF, C. HAND, S. MORGAN,
M. BETENSON, P. GRIMM, P. LEATHERBURY, J. BEAL,
B. AMSTUTZ, S. HENRY, M. ZWEIFEL, A. TITUS, W. MAY

Other Factors

H

Unit Number & Name

Amount of Use

Overall Rating

H

Includes Hole in the Rock State Historic Trail and
associated sites that are culturally significant to Mormon
H pioneer descendants, both local and beyond. It provides
access to Coyote Gulch, the most visited destination in
GLCA-Escalante Canyons District.

018
Lower Hole in the Rock

Explanation

SENSITIVITY LEVEL RATING UNIT SUMMARY

Type of Use

Other Factors

EVALUATORS: A. ANGUS, K. BRADSHAW, D. BACKER, A.BATE,
M.DEWITZ, R.BRINKERHOFF, C. HAND, S. MORGAN,
M. BETENSON, P. GRIMM, P. LEATHERBURY, J. BEAL,
B. AMSTUTZ, S. HENRY, M. ZWEIFEL, A. TITUS, W. MAY

Special Areas

Adjacent Land Uses

Public Interest

Amount of Use

Unit Number & Name

Type of Use

SENSITIVITY LEVEL RATING UNIT SUMMARY

N/A M

M

M

Explanation

Much of the unit is within 3–5 miles of the rim of Bryce
National Park, which increases the sensitivity
M Canyon
beyond what appears to be exhibited by the local
population who predominantly uses the unit.
L

This landscape is primarily used by locals for dispersed
recreation, grazing, or practical means. Scenery is not a
primary factor influencing the use of this unit.

CHAPTER 5
Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
SLRU # 001
Name: Johnson Canyon - Skutumpah Roads
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 001

Unit Narrative: SLRU 001 has
higher sensitivity along Johnson
Canyon and between Lick
Wash and Willis Creek than the
remainder of the unit. Existing
visual modifications (lowdensity residential development,
vegetation treatments) influence
public tolerance to change.

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

SLRU # 003
Name: Skutumpah/Lick Wash

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

Unit Narrative: SLRU 002 includes
the terrain from the top of the
White Cliffs to the base of the
Vermilion Cliffs and provides
motorized and non-motorized
exploration; this, along with the
density of cultural sites within
the unit, contributes to its high
sensitivity.

0
VRI Boundary

20

0

Subject SLRU

VRI Boundary

Scenic driving, primitive camping, hiking, photography, OHV/all-terrain
vehicle (ATV)/utility vehicle (UTV) touring, private (residential), biking,
hunting, local commuting, livestock grazing, outfitting/guiding

Amount Of Use

High

Amount of use is moderate to high associated with local traffic in
Johnson Canyon and access to trailheads along Skutumpah Road,
especially Willis Creek.

Adjacent Land
Uses
Special Areas

Other Factors

Overall Unit

RATING

RATING

High

Type Of Use

High

Scenic touring (including OHV/ATV/UTV), hiking, wilderness therapy,
primitive camping, horseback riding, outfitting/guiding, solitude seeking/
exploration, photography, hunting, livestock grazing, science, visiting
dinosaur tracks, cultural sites and arches.

Public Interest

Moderate

Public interest is moderate due to types of recreational uses; significant
portions of the unit are remote and challenging to access. Vegetation
treatments below Vermilion Cliffs have generated public interest.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Special Areas

Moderate

Small portions of Paria-Hackberry WSA in northern portion of unit;
Johnson Canyon/Alton Amphitheater State Scenic Backway in lower half
of unit

Other Factors

High

High

Within viewshed of Bryce Canyon National Park and Dixie National
Forest; Paria-Hackberry SRMA; Nephi Pasture, Lick Wash, Willis Creek
and Bull Valley Trailheads, and segment of Great Western Trail.

Overall Unit

High

Local and regional publics utilize this unit for recreation, commuting, and
permitted uses; broader publics frequent destinations (Willis Creek, Bull
Valley Gorge). Visual quality is valued but most users are accepting of
modest visual change.

Moderate
High

High

Old Spanish Trail; Paria River Valley State Scenic Backway; Private
(including inholdings); No Man’s Mesa Research Natural Area; SITLA

Type Of Use

Local and regional publics utilize this unit for recreation and livestock
grazing; the viewshed from the adjacent Old Spanish Trail and along the
Great Western Trail is valued by a broader public.

EXPLANATION

Moderate

OHV/ATV/UTV touring, hunting, hiking (especially in slot canyons),
canyoneering, photography, wilderness therapy, camping, outfitting/
guiding, livestock grazing, science, private (residential)

Amount Of Use

Low

Amount of recreational use is low though hunting and hiking in Lick
Wash occur regularly

Public Interest

Moderate

Moderate public interest influenced by destinations like Lick Wash and
Bull Valley Gorge. Vegetation treatments in vicinity has generated public
interest.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Majority of unit is visible from Bryce Canyon National Park; BLM KFO
along northern edge; Johnson Canyon/Alton Amphitheater State Scenic
Backway along western portion of unit; private (inholdings including
Deer Springs Ranch)

Special Areas

Moderate

No Man’s Mesa Research Natural Area; portions of the Paria-Hackberry
WSA

Other Factors

Moderate

Great Western Trail; portions of the Paria-Hackberry SRMA; greater sagegrouse and elk habitat, Paunsaugunt mule deer migration corridor.

Overall Unit

Moderate

Primarily local and regional publics utilize unit for recreation, hunting,
and livestock grazing but specific destinations (Lick Wash, Bull Valley
Gorge) are valued by the broader public.

Paria-Hackberry WSA in northern third of the unit
Tribal sensitivity associated with density of cultural sites (Vermilion
Cliffs and associated canyons); Great Western Trail; Paria-Hackberry
SRMA; Paunsaugunt mule deer migration corridor.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

EXPLANATION

Moderate

Private: residential, air strip, agriculture (Deer Springs Ranch, Johnson
Canyon); BLM KFO; Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands
Administration (SITLA); gravel pits; vegetation treatments

SLRU # 003

0
VRI Boundary

Moderate amount of use, primarily motorized, via the Nephi Pasture
Staging Area and along Great Western Trail and connecting routes.

Moderate level of concerns associated with special designations,
trailheads and adjacent private property. Moderate level of concerns
associated with special designations, trailheads and adjacent private
property.

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

20

Subject SLRU

Amount Of Use

Moderate

Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Miles

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

Date: 2018
Unit Narrative: SLRU 003 is within
the viewsheds of Bryce Canyon
National Park and the Johnson
Canyon/Alton Amphitheater State
Scenic Backway, increasing the
sensitivity to visual change.

Miles

Public Interest

SLRU # 002

RATING

Date: 2018

SLRU # 002
Name: Nephi Pasture - Kitchen Corral
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CHAPTER 5

Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)
SLRU # 005
Name: Buckskin Mountain

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 004

Unit Narrative: SLRU 004 runs
along Highway 89 between Kanab
and Page providing access to
several recreation destinations,
the most popular of which is The
Wave in Coyote Buttes. The Old
Spanish Trail viewshed and Tribal
sensitivities are a concern.

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

SLRU # 006
Name: House Rock Valley Road
Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

Unit Narrative: SLRU 005 is
sandwiched between Highway 89
and the Arizona border, containing
utility infrastructure, vegetation
treatments, and numerous roads.
Predominantly used by local
populations for livestock grazing,
hunting, and OHV exploration.

0
VRI Boundary

20

0

Subject SLRU

VRI Boundary

Public Interest

High
Moderate

EXPLANATION

Local commuting, non-local traffic between Salt Lake City and Phoenix
(including freight), scenic driving, hunting, hiking, photography, OHV/
ATV/UTV touring, livestock grazing, science, private (residential,
agriculture, gravel pit), visiting cultural sites
High use along Highway 89 (primary highway between Salt Lake City
and Phoenix).
Use along this route ranges from international visitors to local
commuters to and freight truck drivers who likely value the open and
mostly undeveloped nature of the corridor but have varying levels of
concern for change to the visual environment.

Adjacent Land
Uses

Moderate

Special Areas

High

Old Spanish Trail, Paria River Valley Scenic Backway, WSR-suitable
segment: Paria River (Recreational)

Other Factors

High

Unit includes Paria Wayside, Catstair Canyon, Paria Contact Station,
Tribal sensitivities associated with cultural sites, two Great Western Trail
Trailheads; Highway 89 cuts through Cockscomb; Highway 89 Corridor
SRMA.

Overall Unit

Moderate

Cockscomb WSA, SITLA, private (including inholdings), BLM KFO

Travelers along this corridor include local to international publics with
varying degrees of sensitivity to changes within the visual setting.
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Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

20

SLRU # 006

0

Subject SLRU

VRI Boundary
Miles

RATING

RATING
Amount Of Use

Moderate

Date: 2018
Unit Narrative: SLRU 006 is
bordered by and serves as the
backdrop to the Paria CanyonVermilion Cliffs Wilderness Area,
including the Coyote Buttes
(The Wave) Permit Area, which
generates high visitation from
around the world.

Miles

Type Of Use

SLRU # 005

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

RATING

SLRU # 004
Name: Highway 89

EXPLANATION

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

Low

OHV/ATV/UTV touring, livestock grazing, hunting, primitive camping,
wood gathering, science, utility infrastructure

Type Of Use

High

Hiking, camping, backpacking, horseback riding, photography, livestock
grazing, hunting, utility infrastructure

Amount Of Use

Low

Low amount of recreational use is primarily by local and regional users
for OHV/ATV/UTV touring and hunting.

Amount Of Use

High

Public Interest

Low

Amidst a sea of more scenic destinations, this unit does not draw similar
attention.

Developed recreation sites that provide access to Buckskin Gulch and
Coyote Buttes see moderate to high use; use within remainder of unit is
low.

Public Interest

High

Adjacent Land
Uses

Low

Highway 89, BLM Arizona Strip Field Office, private

Due to the unit’s proximity to Coyote Buttes (The Wave), Buckskin Gulch,
Vermilion Cliffs NM and other special designations, public interest is
high.

Special Areas

Moderate

Old Spanish Trail viewshed

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Other Factors

Moderate

Paria Canyon/Vermilion Cliffs SRMA in southeastern corner, slivers of
Highway 89 Corridor SRMA; contains vegetation treatments, Eagle Sink,
the Great Western Trail, and the Paunsaugunt mule deer herd migration
route.

Paria Canyon-Vermilion Cliffs Wilderness Area (BLM), Highway 89, BLM
Arizona Strip Field Office, Arizona Trail, Coyote Buttes Permit Area (The
Wave), Vermilion Cliffs National Monument, Old Spanish Trail along north
end

Special Areas

Not
Applicable

Other Factors

High

Includes Buckskin and Wire Pass Trailheads, one third of the Stateline
Campground, and the lower reaches of The Cockscomb; Paria Canyon/
Vermilion Cliffs SRMA.

Overall Unit

High

Recreation destinations accessed via this unit are an attraction for
visitors throughout the world. The viewshed along House Rock Valley
Road contributes to therecreation experience for these visitors.

Overall Unit

Low

This landscape is primarily used by locals for dispersed recreation,
grazing, or practical means. Scenery is not a primary factor influencing
the use of this unit.

Not applicable

CHAPTER 5

CHAPTER 5

Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)
SLRU # 007
Name: Buckskin Gulch - West Clark Bench
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 007

Unit Narrative: SLRU 007 is
sandwiched between Highway 89
and the Paria Canyon-Vermilion
Cliffs Wilderness Area. It includes
or provides access to Paria
Canyon and Buckskin Gulch.

SLRU # 009
Name: Cottonwood Canyon Road

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

0

0
VRI Boundary

RATING

High

Hiking, backpacking, solitude seeking/exploration, canyoneering,
photography, horseback riding, outfitting/guiding, OHV/ATV/UTV touring,
livestock grazing, science, visiting arches and historic and cultural sites

Moderate

Moderate amount of use is concentrated at White House Recreation Site
and along Paria River corridor; lower levels of use are dispersed across
the remainder of unit.

Amount Of Use

High

High amount of use is associated with key destinations such as the
Paria Movie Set/Old Paria Town Site, The Toadstools, Upper Paria
Canyon, Hackberry Canyon and Yellow Rock.

Public Interest

Moderate

Most of unit is undeveloped and buffers the adjacent wilderness area.
Recreational users and adjacent property owners have sensitivity to
changes within the visual setting.

Public Interest

High

Scenery within the unit is valued by residents and visitors alike. Public
interest is high due to: types of recreational uses; remote, inaccessible
and undeveloped nature; and special designations.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Paria Canyon-Vermilion Cliffs Wilderness Area (BLM), Highway 89, SITLA,
private (including inholding and residential)

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Special Areas

Moderate

Old Spanish Trail viewshed, WSR suitable segments: Paria River (Wild)

No Man’s Mesa Research Natural Area; private (including inholdings,
limited residential, commercial, and gravel pit); Kodachrome State Park;
Cottonwood Canyon Road State Scenic Backway

High

Tribal sensitivity associated with cultural sites; White House
Campground/Trailhead; access to Cobra Arch, Buckskin Gulch Middle
Route, Paria Canyon; potential habitat for SW Willow Flycatcher; Paria
Canyon/Vermilion Cliffs and Highway 89 Corridor SRMAs.

High

White House Recreation Site is used by local and non-local publics
primarily to access Paria Canyon or other nearby popular attractions.

Special Areas

Other Factors

Overall Unit

High
High

High

SLRU # 009

The Cockscomb and Paria-Hackberry WSAs (~90% of unit); Old Spanish
Trail; several WSR segments along Paria River and its tributaries (mostly
Wild); Paria River Valley State Scenic Backway
Tribal sensitivity due to density of cultural sites; Paria Townsite, Paria
Movie Set, Watson Cabin, Willis Creek, Mollies Nipple, Yellow Rock,
arches, toadstools, hoodoos, slot canyons; Highway 89 Corridor and
Paria-Hackberry SRMAs.
Numerous destinations within the unit are visited and valued by local,
regional, national, and international publics. Photography of the varied
geology is a primary attraction within the unit.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

Overall Unit

VRI Boundary

Miles

EXPLANATION

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

0

20

Hiking, camping, backpacking, solitude seeking/exploration, horseback
riding, livestock grazing, utility infrastructure and visiting dinosaur tracks,
cultural sites and geologic features

Other Factors

Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Subject SLRU

High

Amount Of Use

Date: 2018
Unit Narrative: SLRU 009 is a
narrow unit connecting Scenic
Byway Highway 12 to Highway
89 via Cottonwood Canyon State
Scenic Byway providing access
to attractions (Grosvenor Arch,
Cockscomb, Hackberry Canyon).
Influence of transmission lines is
diluted by surrounding dramatic
visual variety.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

RATING

SLRU # 008

Unit Narrative: SLRU 008 is
undeveloped and remote, and
contains significant cultural,
historic, and geologic features
which contribute to its high
sensitivity. Several western movies
were filmed at the Paria Movie Set.

VRI Boundary

Type Of Use

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

RATING

Date: 2018

SLRU # 008
Name: Paria Hackberry

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

High

Hiking, backpacking, solitude seeking/exploration, scenic driving,
photography, horseback riding, outfitting/guiding, scenic driving
(including OHV/ATV/UTV), livestock grazing, utility infrastructure, private
(undeveloped, commercial, gravel pit)

Amount Of Use

High

High amount of use is associated with scenic driving and visiting
attractions such as Grosvenor Arch and Cottonwood Narrows.

Public Interest

High

Due to unique geologic attractions, remoteness and being surrounded by
special designations, public interest is high.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Kodachrome State Park, SITLA, private (including inholdings)

Special Areas

High

Cockscomb, Wahweap, and Paria-Hackberry WSAs; Cottonwood
Canyon Road State Scenic Backway; WSR suitable segment: Paria River
(Recreational)

Other Factors

High

Tribal sensitivity associated with density of cultural sites; Grosvenor
Arch; Lower Hackberry, Cottonwood Narrows, and Paria Box Trailheads;
The Cockscomb; Paria-Hackberry SRMA.

Overall Unit

High

Unique geologic formations, the remote nature, and access to
recreational opportunities are valued by local residents through to
international visitors.
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CHAPTER 5

Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)
SLRU # 011
Name: Bulldog Bench

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 010

Unit Narrative: SLRU 010 is
expansive, stretching from
the southern flanks of Canaan
Mountain, across more than half
of the Kaiparowits Plateau to just
north of Highway 89. Much of unit
is rugged and mostly inaccessible
with more than half of the unit
within WSAs.

SLRU # 012
Name: HWY 12 Bryce Valley

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

0

0
VRI Boundary

RATING

Low

Hunting, hiking, wilderness therapy, outfitting/guiding, livestock
grazing, OHV/ATV/UTV touring, science, private (residential, agriculture,
commercial, gravel pits)

Low

Low amount of use is due to the unit’s rugged, isolated nature and lack
of water though the Wahweap Hoodoos are an increasingly popular
photography destination.

Amount Of Use

Low

Low amount of use mostly associated with locals for hunting and
exploration.

Moderate

Unit’s isolation and inaccessibility results in an undeveloped quality that
is inherently valued even though visitation is low.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Smoky Mountain and Cottonwood Canyon State Scenic Backway,
Highway 89, Glen Canyon NRA, Dixie National Forest, Kodachrome State
Park, SITLA, private (including inholdings)

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Special Areas

High

Wahweap, Death Ridge and Mud Spring Canyon WSAs

Special Areas

Not Applicable

Other Factors

Moderate

Not
Applicable

Other Factors

Moderate

Overall Unit

Moderate

Overall Unit

Moderate

Includes Wahweap Hoodoos, paleontological resources, Horse Mountain,
Death Ridge, and Paria-Hackberry SRMA on western boundary. Garfield
County VRM: all of unit in the county is in VRM III (partially retain/
modify).
Due to the low amount of use and isolated, undeveloped nature and
special designations associated with the unit, sensitivity to visual
change is moderate.
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Moderate

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

Public Interest

SLRU # 012

0
VRI Boundary

Miles

EXPLANATION

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

20

OHV/ATV/UTV touring, livestock grazing, hunting, solitude seeking/
exploration, outfitting/guiding, hiking, photography, primitive camping,
science, oil and gas development (edge of Citation oil field)

Public Interest

Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Subject SLRU

Moderate

Amount Of Use

Date: 2018
Unit Narrative: SLRU 012 has a
pastoral character along with a
kaleidoscopic variety of scenery
along Scenic Byway Highway 12.
Along this segment, notable views
of the pink cliffs of Bryce Canyon
National Park and Powell Point are
dominant.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

RATING

SLRU # 011

Unit Narrative: SLRU 011 is
sandwiched between Bryce
Canyon National Park and Dixie
National Forest to the west
and the towns of Tropic and
Cannonville and Skutumpah Road
to the east. Uses within unit have
less sensitivity to visual quality
than adjacent land use objectives.

VRI Boundary

Type Of Use

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

RATING

SLRU # 010
Name: Kaiparowits

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

High

Scenic driving and stopping at byway waysides, photography, local
commuting, biking, competitive events (marathon, Tour of Utah),
private (commercial, residential, agricultural), livestock grazing, utility
infrastructure, oil and gas development

Amount Of Use

High

Amount of use is high along Scenic Byway Highway 12 (branded by Utah
Office of Tourism as “Road to Mighty” because it connects “Mighty 5”
National Parks in the State).

Public Interest

High

Contains Scenic Byway Highway 12 and Town of Tropic ordinances
include provisions for preserving scenic quality.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Bryce Canyon National Park (including Recommended Wilderness) on
western flank, Mud Springs and The Blues WSAs sandwich eastern
segment of unit, Dixie National Forest

Special Areas

High

Scenic Byway Highway 12 All-American Road; Mud Springs and The
Blues WSA

Includes erosion control and vegetation treatments, Paunsaugunt mule
deer migration corridor, and Great Western Trail; Paria-Hackberry SRMA;
Garfield County VRM: most of unit VRM III (partially retain/modify),
remainder VRM IV (modify).

Other Factors

Moderate

Includes the towns of Tropic, Cannonville, and Henrieville; The Blues
Overlook; northern reach of Paria-Hackberry SRMA; Highway Corridor
12 SRMA; Garfield County VRM: unit is split between VRM III (partially
retain/modify) and VRM IV (modify).

Much of the unit is within 3-5 miles of the rim of Bryce Canyon National
Park, which increases the sensitivity beyond what appears to be
exhibited by the local population who predominantly uses the unit.

Overall Unit

High

Unit contains the western-most segment of the Scenic Byway Highway
12 corridor. Locals accept some level of visual modification due to
existing levels of development, but local through international publics
are sensitive to change along this segment.

Proximity to Bryce Canyon National Park contributes to a moderate level
of sensitivity to change, but modifications on a smaller scale have been
generally tolerated.
Dixie National Forest, Bryce Canyon National Park and Recommended
Wilderness, SITLA, private (including inholdings, residential, agriculture,
commercial), towns of Cannonville and Tropic
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CHAPTER 5

Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)
SLRU # 013
Name: Henderson Canyon - The Blues
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 013

Unit Narrative: SLRU 013 is
surrounded by the Dixie National
Forest, Scenic Byway Highway 12,
and Bryce Valley Communities.
Approximately half of the unit
is within The Blues WSAs and
directly below Powell Point. The
Blues Overlook directs visitor
attention into The Blues.

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 015

Unit Narrative: SLRU 015
includes the corridors along
Smoky Mountain Road (a rugged
backcountry route connecting
Escalante and Big Water/Page)
and Left Hand Collet Road that
forms part of an increasingly
popular OHV loop.

0
VRI Boundary

20

0

Subject SLRU

VRI Boundary

RATING

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

Moderate

Livestock grazing, biking, scenic touring (including OHV/ATV/UTV),
solitude seeking/exploration, photography, outfitting/guiding

Amount Of Use

Moderate

Moderate amount of use is associated primarily with local motorized
and equestrian use for scenic touring and hunting.

Amount Of Use

Moderate

Moderate

Public interest is moderate due to the WSA and visibility from Scenic
Byway Highway 12 and Powell Point.

Moderate amount of use is associated primarily with hunting and scenic
touring (including OHV/ATV/UTV); an increasing popular loop begins in
Escalante, travels down Smoky Mountain to Left Hand Collett then back
into town via Hole in the Rock Road.

Public Interest

Moderate

Public interest is moderate, influenced by visitation and special
designations.

Adjacent Land
Uses

Moderate

Glen Canyon NRA on southern end

Special Areas

High

Other Factors

Moderate

Special Areas

High

Other Factors

Moderate

Overall Unit

High

Bryce Canyon National Park Recommended Wilderness, Dixie National
Forest, Scenic Byway Highway 12, Mud Spring Canyon WSA, SITLA,
private (residential, agricultural, utilities); towns of Tropic, Cannonville
and Henrieville
The Blues WSA on east half of unit
Located directly below Powell Point; paleontological resources within
The Blues; Highway 12 Corridor SRMA, Henderson Canyon Trailhead,
vegetation treatments; Garfield County VRM: 2/3 of unit VRM III (partially
retain/modify), 1/3 of unit VRM IV (modify).
Most of this unit is visible from Scenic Byway Highway 12 and Powell
Point, that along with special designations results in a high sensitivity to
visual change.

Overall Unit

Moderate

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

Hiking, horseback riding, OHV/ATV/UTV touring, hunting, livestock
grazing, science, utility infrastructure

High

SLRU # 016

0
VRI Boundary

Miles

EXPLANATION

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

20

Moderate

Adjacent Land
Uses

Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Subject SLRU

Type Of Use

Public Interest

Date: 2018
Unit Narrative: SLRU 016 includes
approximately 85% of Burning Hills
and Fiftymile Mountain WSAs and
is surrounded by Glen Canyon NRA
and Recommended Wilderness
and the Smoky Mountain State
Scenic Backway. Unit is isolated,
remote, and undeveloped.

Miles

RATING

SLRU # 016
Name: Burning Hills

RATING

Date: 2018

SLRU # 015
Name: Smoky Mountain - Left Hand Collett Roads

Slivers of the Burning Hills, Wahweap, Death Ridge, and Carcass Canyon
WSAs; Smoky Mountain State Scenic Backway
Includes Kelly Grade, vegetation treatments and provides access to
Croton Road and burning coal seams; Fiftymile Mountain SRMA along
edge of Left Hand Collet Road.

Type Of Use

EXPLANATION

Moderate

Livestock grazing, hunting, OHV/ATV/UTV touring, solitude seeking/
exploration, primitive camping, science, visiting cultural sites

Amount Of Use

Low

Amount of use is low due to ruggedness, isolation and inaccessibility.

Public Interest

Moderate

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Smoky Mountain State Scenic Backway, Glen Canyon NRA and
Recommended Wilderness

Special Areas

High

Burning Hills and Fiftymile Mountain WSAs (~85% of unit)

Other Factors

Moderate

Includes Smoky Mountain, burning coal seams, paleontological
resources (including petrified wood), and is accessed by Croton Road
and Grand Bench Road; Fiftymile Mountain SRMA.

High

The special designations and proximity to GLCA along about a third of
the boundary of this unit result in high sensitivity to visual change.

Unit is used by local residents for recreation, hunting, and livestock
grazing. Routes draw increasing numbers of motorized recreationists.
Overall Unit

Unit’s isolation and inaccessibility results in an undeveloped quality that
is inherently valued even though visitation is low.
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Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)
SLRU # 018
Name: Lower Hole in the Rock

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 017

Unit Narrative: SLRU 017 is only
accessible via foot or horseback
and is primarily utilized for
livestock grazing and extreme
backcountry explorers. Though
use is low, sensitivity to change is
high. Unit is completely within a
WSA and surrounded on all sides
by the same.

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

0

0
VRI Boundary

Livestock grazing, solitude seeking/exploration, hunting, backpacking,
science

Amount Of Use

Low

Amount of use is low due to ruggedness, isolation and inaccessibility.

High

Unit’s unspoiled, inaccessible and remote nature is inherently valued by
those local residents and by those who visit or are aware of it.

Special Areas

High

Other Factors

Overall Unit

RATING

RATING

High

Moderate

Fiftymile Mountain SRMA; includes cultural sites throughout and historic
structures.

High

Sensitivity is influenced by special designations, cultural resources, and
isolated, undeveloped nature of unit. While the area is more utilized by
local users, changes to scenic quality would be met with resistance from
a broader public.
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Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 019

20

0

Subject SLRU

VRI Boundary

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

EXPLANATION

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

High

Hiking, backpacking, primitive camping, photography, solitude seeking/
exploration, heritage touring and youth group outings, outfitting/guiding,
livestock grazing, scenic touring (including OHV/ATV/UTV), hunting,
biking, science

Type Of Use

High

Hiking (especially in slot canyons), canyoneering, backpacking, primitive
camping, photography, solitude seeking/exploration, outfitting/guiding,
livestock grazing, scenic touring (including OHV/ATV/UTV), biking,
science, boating (Escalante River)

Amount Of Use

High

High amount of use along Hole in the Rock Road which follows historic
trail, at historic sites (Dance Hall Rock), and in canyons leading into the
Escalante River (Coyote Gulch).

Amount Of Use

High

High amount of use accessing recreation destinations: Dry Fork
(Peekaboo and Spooky), Egypt (Neon, Golden Cathedral), Egypt Slots),
Zebra, and Harris Wash.

Public Interest

High

Public interest is high due to historic trails/sites and because unit
includes and/or provides access to popular backcountry photography
and hiking destinations.

Public Interest

High

Public interest is high because unit contains or provides access to
popular hiking and canyoneering destinations.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Glen Canyon NRA Recommended Wilderness, Fiftymile Mountain and
Scorpion WSAs

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

North Escalante Canyons, The Gulch, and Devils Garden Outstanding
Natural Areas; Hole in the Rock Historic Trail and State Scenic Backway;
Glen Canyon Recommended Wilderness

Special Areas

High

Dance Hall Rock National Historic Site; slivers of Fiftymile Mountain
and Scorpion WSAs; Hole in the Rock Historic Trail and State Scenic
Backway

Special Areas

High

North Escalante Canyons/The Gulch and Scorpion WSAs; WSR suitable
segments (Wild): Escalante River, Harris Wash, and Twentyfive Mile
Wash

Other Factors

High

Escalante Canyons SRMA; Fortymile Water Tank and Hurricane Wash
Trailheads; Sunset Arch and Chimney Rock; provides access to Coyote
Gulch and Hole in the Rock (Glen Canyon NRA).

Other Factors

High

Overall Unit

High

Includes Hole in the Rock State Historic Trail and associated sites that
are culturally significant to Mormon pioneer descendants, both local and
beyond. It provides access to Coyote Gulch, the most visited destination
in GLCA-Escalante Canyons District.

Tribal sensitivity due to density of cultural sites; Escalante Canyons
SRMA; Egypt, Zebra, Peekaboo and Spooky slot canyons; Egypt, Harris
Wash and Early Weed Trailheads; Garfield County VRM: most is VRM III
(partially retain/modify), rest in VRM I.

Overall Unit

High

This unit contains and/or provides access to popular recreational
destinations enjoyed by local to international visitors who appreciate
the undeveloped, wild expanses of jumbled sandstone and dramatic slot
canyons.

Glen Canyon Recommended Wilderness
Fiftymile Mountain WSA (100% of unit)

Date: 2018

Miles

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

High

SLRU # 018

Unit Narrative: SLRU 0019
includes recreational use focused
on exploring and providing access
to canyons and slots within and
adjacent to the unit. Views range
from narrow and intimate in the
canyons to broad and sweeping
across rolling slickrock in the
uplands.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

Adjacent Land
Uses

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

Unit Narrative: SLRU 018 contains
Hole in the Rock Road - a modern
pilgrimage route for the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
significant for past Mormon
settlement. Unit includes popular
trailheads, geologic features,
and historic sites. Units receives
visitors from local to international
locations.

VRI Boundary

Public Interest

SLRU #019
Name: Lower Escalante

RATING

SLRU # 017
Name: 50 Mile Mountain

CHAPTER 5
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Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)
SLRU #020
Name: Upper Hole in the Rock
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 020

Unit Narrative: SLRU 020 includes
Hole in the Rock Road - a modern
pilgrimage route for the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
associated a daunting chapter of
Mormon settlement. Unit includes
popular trailheads, geologic and
paleontological features, and
historic sites.

SLRU #022
Name: Spencer Flat

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

Unit Narrative: SLRU 021 is rugged
and generally inaccessible. The
Carcass Canyon WSA covers the
majority of the unit. Vegetation
treatments exist outside the WSA
on the west side of the unit.

0
VRI Boundary

20

0

Subject SLRU

VRI Boundary

EXPLANATION

Hiking, backpacking, primitive camping, photography, solitude seeking/
exploration, heritage touring and youth group outings, outfitting/guiding,
livestock grazing, scenic touring (including OHV/ATV/UTV), hunting,
biking, science

Amount Of Use

High

High amount of use along Hole in the Rock Road which follows historic
trail, at Devil’s Garden, and to trailheads accessing Escalante Canyons
(Dry Fork, Harris Wash, Egypt).

Public Interest

High

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Special Areas

High

Other Factors

Overall Unit

High

High

Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Type Of Use
Amount Of Use

Moderate
Low

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

20

SLRU # 022

0

Subject SLRU

VRI Boundary
Miles

RATING

RATING

High

Date: 2018
Unit Narrative: SLRU 022 is
centrally accessed via Spencer
Flat Road off of Scenic Byway
Highway 12 primarily for hiking
and primitive camping. Area’s
scenic quality is valued by local
and increasingly broader publics.

Miles

Type Of Use

SLRU # 021

EXPLANATION

Livestock grazing, hunting, solitude seeking/exploration, primitive
camping
Amount of use is low due to ruggedness, isolation and inaccessibility.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

RATING

Date: 2018

SLRU #021
Name: Carcass Canyon

Type Of Use

EXPLANATION

High

Hiking, primitive camping, solitude seeking/exploration, canyoneering,
photography, livestock grazing, outfitting/guiding, visiting arches and
cultural sites, science, boating (Escalante River)

Amount Of Use

Moderate

Moderate amount of use is associated with primitive camping and
dispersed hiking off Spencer Flat Road and other increasingly known
attractions such as Big Horn Canyon, Phipps Wash and Arch, and Red
Breaks.

Public Interest

High

Though officially unpublicized, area is well known to local and repeat
visitors who would be sensitive to change in the visual character.

Public Interest

Moderate

Unit’s isolation and inaccessibility results in an undeveloped quality that
is inherently valued even though visitation is low.

Public interest is high due to historic trail and because unit includes
and/or provides access to popular backcountry photography and hiking
destinations.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Smoky Mountain Road State Scenic Backway along western boundary;
Town of Escalante to the north: 50% of unit is bordered by SRMAs
(Escalante Canyons, Highway 12, Fiftymile Mountain)

Fiftymile Mountain, Carcass Canyon, North Escalante Canyons/The
Gulch, and Scorpion WSAs; Fiftymile Mountain SRMA; Scenic Byway
Highway 12; private (including inholdings; SITLA

Special Areas

High

Carcass Canyon WSA (90% of unit)

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Scenic Byway Highway 12, private (including inholding of residential,
commercial at northeast boundary)

Other Factors

Moderate

Garfield County VRM: all of unit within VRM III (partially retain/modify).

Special Areas

High

Edges of Fiftymile Mountain, Carcass Canyon, North Escalante Canyons/
The Gulch, and Scorpion WSAs; Devils Garden Outstanding Natural Area,
Hole in the Rock Historic Trail and State Scenic Backway

Overall Unit

Moderate

While the area is more utilized by local users, changes to scenic quality
could be met with resistance from a broader public

North Escalante Canyons/The Gulch WSA, North Escalante Canyons
Outstanding Natural Area (edge along Escalante River), Escalante River
WSR suitable segment (Wild) along northeast boundary of unit

Other Factors

High

Tribal sensitivity associated with density of cultural sites; Escalante
Canyons and Highway 12 Corridor SRMAs; Garfield County VRM: 1/3 of
unit VRM II (retain), 2/3 of unit VRM III.

Overall Unit

High

Though having no developed recreation destinations, locals use and
recommend it due to its ease of access, geologic features, and camping
and exploration potential, increasing its sensitivity.

Escalante Canyons and Highway 12 Corridor SRMAs; Cedar Wash Arch,
Covered Wagon Bridge, Twentymile Dinosaur Track Site, Batty Pass
Caves, Dry Fork Trailhead; Garfield County VRM: most of unit VRM III
(partially retain/modify), rest is VRM IV.
This unit contains and/or provides access to popular recreational
destinations and historic sites enjoyed by local to international visitors
who appreciate the undeveloped and natural-appearing visual character.
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Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

SLRU #024
Name: Escalante Town
Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 023

Unit Narrative: SLRU 023 includes
Scenic Byway Highway 12’s
Hogback area which is one of the
most memorable segments along
the byway. Diving and climbing
across rolling sandstone provides
for distant vistas as well as
intimate canyon enclosure.

SLRU #025
Name: HWY 12 Upper Valley

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

0

0
VRI Boundary

Scenic driving, camping, hiking, photography, local commuting, biking,
competitive events (marathon, Tour of Utah), visiting cultural sites,
commercial filming, private (commercial, residential), livestock grazing,
outfitting/guiding, science

Amount Of Use

High

Amount of use is high along Scenic Byway Highway 12 (branded by Utah
Office of Tourism as “Road to Mighty” because it connects “Mighty 5”
National Parks in the State); Lower Calf Creek Falls Trailhead within unit
is most visited recreation site in GSENM.

High

Contains the internationally-known Scenic Byway Highway 12 and Calf
Creek Campground and Trailhead; local to international publics would be
sensitive to change within this unit.

High

Towns of Escalante and Boulder on each end of unit; Lower Calf Creek
Falls Trail; limited amount of private property; more than half of unit is
bracketed by Phipps-Death Hollow and North Escalante Canyons/The
Gulch WSAs

High

North Escalante Canyons and Phipps/Death Hollow WSAs (listed above);
Scenic Byway Highway 12 All-American Road; Calf Creek Recreation Area

Other Factors

High

Tribal sensitivity due to with density of cultural sites; Highway 12
Corridor SRMA; Calf Creek Campground and Trailhead; Upper Calf Creek
Trailhead; Garfield County VRM: most of unit in VRM III (partially retain/
modify), edges are VRM IV (modify).

Overall Unit

High

Local, regional, national, and international interests within unit due to
All-American Road and world-class recreation destinations. Scenic views
along and from Scenic Byway Highway 12 attract visitors from across
the State, country, and world.

Special Areas

RATING

RATING

High
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Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

20
VRI Boundary

Moderate

Private (residential, commercial, agricultural, gravel pit), biking, hiking,
OHV/ATV/UTV touring, horseback riding, livestock grazing, primitive
camping, science

Amount Of Use

Moderate

A moderate amount of local, backyard dispersed recreational use
on BLM lands within unit; most of unit is private lands which have
consistent amounts of use.

Moderate
Moderate

Adjacent Land
Uses

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

Public Interest

SLRU # 025

0

Subject SLRU
Miles

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

Date: 2018
Unit Narrative: SLRU 025 has
views that contribute to the
kaleidoscopic variety of scenery
along Scenic Byway Highway
12. Travelers range from
locals commuting to work to
international visitors traveling the
byway. Density of cultural sites
increases sensitivity.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

Adjacent Land
Uses

SLRU # 024

Unit Narrative: SLRU 024 contains
Escalante City with public lands to
the east and scattered parcels in
the south. Unit is predominantly
used by local residents for a
variety of dispersed recreation
activities and livestock grazing.

VRI Boundary

Public Interest

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

RATING

SLRU #023
Name: HWY 12 Escalante Canyons

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

High

Scenic driving and stopping at byway waysides, local commuting,
photography, biking, competitive events (Tour of Utah), private
(residential, commercial, agricultural), livestock grazing, science

Amount Of Use

High

Public interest is moderate due to proximity to residential with newer
residents expressing less tolerance for change.

Amount of use is high along Scenic Byway Highway 12 (branded by Utah
Office of Tourism as “Road to Mighty” because it connects “Mighty 5”
National Parks in the State).

Public Interest

High

GSENM, Escalante State Park, Phipps-Death Hollow and Carcass Canyon
WSAs, Phipps-Death Hollow Outstanding Natural Area, SITLA, WSR
suitable segment of Escalante River (Wild), private (residential, private,
commercial, agricultural, gravel pit, town dump)

Contains the internationally-known Scenic Byway Highway 12; many
property owners are highly sensitive to visual change within unit.

Adjacent Land
Uses

Moderate

Special Areas

High

Scenic Byway Highway 12 All-American Road

Other Factors

High

Highway 12 Corridor SRMA; Tribal sensitivity associated with density
of cultural sites; Upper Valley Granary Byway Wayside. Garfield County
VRM: split of VRM III (partially retain/modify) and VRM IV (modify).

Overall Unit

High

Unit contains the middle segment of the Scenic Byway Highway 12
corridor. Private property owners have high sensitivity to unit, but
regional, national, and international publics frequently travel through
unit.

Special Areas

High

Other Factors

Moderate

Highway 12 Corridor SRMA; Garfield County VRM: most of unit in VRM
IV (modify) with edges in VRM III (partially retain/modify).

Overall Unit

Moderate

Locals residents, particularly those newer to the area, are most sensitive
to changes within the visual environment, while the general public has
lower sensitivity.

Scenic Byway Highway 12, Smoky Mountain and Posey Lake State
Scenic Backways, Escalante National Historic District

Private (residential, commercial, agriculture), Dixie National Forest
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Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)
SLRU #026
Name: Varney Griffin

SLRU #027
Name: Upper Escalante

Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 026

Unit Narrative: SQRU 026 is
surrounded by Dixie National
Forest, GSENM, Town of Escalante,
and Scenic Byway Highway 12.
Most visitation is by local publics.

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

SLRU # 027

Unit Narrative: SLRU 027 is
surrounded by Escalante and
Boulder, the Box Death Hollow
USFS Wilderness Area, and Scenic
Byway Highway 12. The unit
contains many canyon recreation
destinations and is one of the
visual highlights of the Scenic
Byway Highway 12 experience.

0
VRI Boundary

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

0
VRI Boundary

20

RATING

SLRU # 028

0

Subject SLRU

VRI Boundary
Miles

EXPLANATION

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

Unit Narrative: SLRU 028 has
only two short segments of open
road and no designated trails,
though sees a high amount of use
dispersed use for those exploring
the Escalante River Canyons.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

RATING

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

RATING

Date: 2018

SLRU #028
Name: Deer Creek/Lower Gulch

EXPLANATION

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

Moderate

Livestock grazing, horseback riding, OHV/ATV/UTV touring, hiking,
mountain biking, viewing cultural site, private (residential, commercial,
agricultural, gravel pit)

Type Of Use

High

Hiking, photography, backpacking, horseback riding, outfitting/guiding,
primitive camping, visiting arches and cultural sites, solitude seeking/
exploration, livestock grazing, science

Type Of Use

Amount Of Use

Moderate

Moderate amount of use is primarily associated with travel along Main
Canyon, North Creek and Posey Lake Roads.

Amount Of Use

High

Amount Of Use

Moderate

Public Interest

Moderate

General public interest is moderate though private property owners
adjacent to unit express high sensitivity.

Amount of use is high with local through international visitation. This
unit boasts Lower Calf Creek Falls (GSENM’s most visited attraction),
Upper Calf Creek Falls, the Escalante River Canyon and the Boulder Mail
Trail.

Public Interest

Public Interest

High

Public interest is high due to amount of visitation from the full range
of visitors; the unit is considered to be the “backyard” of Boulder and
Escalante area residents.

High

Public interest is high due to types of recreational uses; the remote,
inaccessible, and undeveloped nature; and special designations
associated with unit.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Scenic Byway Highway 12, Dixie National Forest and Box Death Hollow
Wilderness Area (USFS), Escalante City, SITLA, private (located near
Escalante, Boulder, and Escalante River Bridge)

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Sliver of adjacency to Dixie National Forest, Town of Boulder, and private;
Burr Trail State Scenic Backway; Deer Creek trailhead and campground;
Glen Canyon Recommended Wilderness

Special Areas

Special Areas

High

Phipps Death Hollow WSA and Outstanding Natural Area; several WSR
segments along Escalante River, four tributaries with Wild designation,
and Calf Creek with Wild, Scenic, and Recreational designations

High

North Escalante Canyons/The Gulch WSA and Outstanding Natural
Areas (95% of unit); WSR suitable segments: The Gulch, Escalante River,
Boulder Creek, Deer Creek (Wild); Deer Creek Rec Site; Wolverine Petrified
Wood Natural Environmental Area

Other Factors

High

Tribal sensitivity associated with density of cultural sites; Escalante
Canyons and Highway 12 Corridor SRMAs; Garfield County VRM: mix of
VRM II (retain), VRM III (partially retain/modify), VRM IV (modify).

Other Factors

High

Overall Unit

High

This unit is visited and viewed by hundreds of thousands of visitors
from all around the world, who value its colors, texture, variety, and
undeveloped nature of the stunning landscape.

Tribal sensitivity due to density of cultural sites; Escalante Canyons
SRMA; Garfield County VRM: eastern half of unit VRM II (retain)/western
half of unit VRM III (partially retain/modify); Horse Canyon Trailhead;
Bowington Arch.

Overall Unit

High

The stunning, undeveloped, inaccessible nature of thousands of acres of
rugged canyons attract local to international visitors who develop a deep
connection to the place. Special designations reinforce high sensitivity.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

GSENM, Phipps-Death Hollow WSA and Outstanding Natural Area,
Escalante Canyons SRMA, Dixie NF and Box Death Hollow Wilderness
Area, Escalante Petrified Forest SP, SB12, Town of Escalante, Posey
Lake State Scenic Byway, private (including residential, commercial,
agricultural)

Special Areas

Not
Applicable

Other Factors

High

Tribal sensitivity associated with density of cultural sites; Varney Griffin
Trail; includes vegetation treatments; Garfield County VRM: majority
of unit VRM IV (modify) with small areas of VRM III (partially retain/
modify).

Moderate

Though general public interest is low, adjacency to special designations
and private property owners on periphery increase sensitivity.

Overall Unit

Not applicable

High

Hiking, backpacking, canyoneering, photography, horseback riding,
livestock grazing, outfitting/guiding, solitude seeking/exploration,
science, boating (Escalante River)
Amount of use is moderate with the majority of unit access via nonmotorized/non-mechanized means - hiking, backpacking, and horseback
riding along the Escalante River and its many tributaries.
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Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)
SLRU #030
Name: Boulder Town

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 029

Unit Narrative: SLRU 029 runs
along Burr Trail Road which is
a highly recommended scenic
backway. Views vary between
the narrow, vertical red walls of
Long Canyon to the broad, colorful
expanse of Circle Cliffs.

SLRU #031
Name: Deer Creek/Upper Gulch

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

0

0
VRI Boundary

RATING

RATING

High

Scenic driving and stopping at byway waysides, camping, hiking,
photography, visiting slot canyon, biking, commercial filming, livestock
grazing, rock climbing, outfitting/guiding

Amount Of Use

High

Amount of use is high due to scenic driving along Burr Trail Road that
also provides access to Capitol Reef National Park and Bullfrog Marina
within Glen Canyon NRA as well as to all the Escalante River tributary
canyons on the east side.

Public Interest

High

Burr Trail Road is a renowned scenic drive and provides access to many
recreation opportunities within and adjacent to the Monument.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Capitol Reef National Park, Town of Boulder and private (residential and
agricultural) on west end of unit, The Gulch Outstanding Natural Area

Special Areas

High

Deer Creek Recreation Site, Burr Trail State Scenic Backway, Steep Creek
& North Escalante Canyons/The Gulch WSA

Other Factors

High

Escalante Canyons SRMA; Garfield County VRM III (partially retain/
modify); Deer Creek Campground and Trailhead, The Gulch Trailheads,
Long Canyon and Long Canyon Slot, and Circle Cliffs Overlook.
Local, regional, national, and international publics intentionally select
this route to access recreation opportunities within or adjacent to the
Monument. Viewing scenery is one of the primary opportunities they
enjoy.
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Type Of Use
Amount Of Use

Public Interest
Adjacent Land
Uses
Special Areas

High

SLRU # 031

0
VRI Boundary

Private (residential, commercial, agricultural), biking, hiking, scenic
driving, horseback riding, livestock grazing
Due to inaccessibility, except for along Burr Trail, there is a low amount
on BLM lands within unit; most of unit is private lands which have
consistent amounts of use.

High

Local and non-local public interest is high, the most so along the Burr
Trail State Scenic Backway.

High

North Escalante Canyons/The Gulch and Steep Creek WSAs, SITLA, Dixie
National Forest, Anasazi State Park Museum, private (residential, private,
commercial, agricultural, town dump)
Scenic Byway Highway 12, Burr Trail State Scenic Backway, WSR
suitable segment of Lower Boulder Creek (Wild), Tree City USA
Community (Boulder)

Other Factors

High

Town of Boulder; Escalante Canyons SRMA; Garfield County VRM IV
(modify).

Overall Unit

High

Locals residents are most sensitive to changes within the visual
environment, though visitors traveling along Highway 12 and the Burr
Trail appreciate the backdrop public lands provide.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

EXPLANATION

Moderate

High

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

Date: 2018
Unit Narrative: SLRU 031 includes
the ruggedly inaccessible Steep
Creek WSA and multiple WSR
suitable segments provides nonmotorized exploration of deep,
sandstone canyons; this, along
with the density of cultural sites
within the unit, causes its high
sensitivity.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

High

SLRU # 030

Unit Narrative: SLRU 030 contains
the Town of Boulder, Anasazi State
Park Museum, and very little public
land. These public lands can be
seen from Scenic Byway Highway
12 and the Burr Trail State Scenic
Backway.

VRI Boundary

Overall Unit

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

RATING

SLRU #029
Name: Burr Trail

EXPLANATION

Type Of Use

High

Hiking, backpacking, photography, horseback riding, livestock grazing,
private (residential), outfitting/guiding, solitude seeking/exploration,
science

Amount Of Use

Low

Unit has no open roads or designated trails and sees low to moderate
amount of use for hiking, backpacking and horseback riding in Upper
Gulch, Steep Creek, and Deer Creek.

Public Interest

High

Views into and within the unit are valued by residents and visitors
alike. Public interest is high due to types of recreational uses; remote,
inaccessible and undeveloped nature; and special designations.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Remote area of Dixie National Forest, Town of Boulder (Black Boulder
Mesa), Burr Trail State Scenic Backway, Deer Creek Recreation Site,
private inholding along Deer Creek

Special Areas

High

Steep Creek WSA (90% of unit), WSR suitable segments all with “high
scenic quality”: The Gulch, Steep Creek, Slickrock Canyon (Wild)/Deer
Creek (Recreational)

Other Factors

High

Tribal sensitivity associated with density of cultural sites; Escalante
Canyons SRMA; Garfield County VRM: most of unit within VRM II (retain),
edges areas by town, roads and private property are VRM III (partially
retain/modify) or VRM IV (modify).

Overall Unit

High

Sensitivity is influenced by special designations, Tribal concerns and
proximity to Boulder and the Burr Trail. While the area is more utilized
by local/regional users, changes to scenic quality would be met with
resistance from a broader public.

CHAPTER 5
Sensitivity Level Ratings by Sensitivity Level Rating Unit (Continued)
SLRU #032
Name: Wolverine Loop

SLRU #033
Name: Lampstand

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May, C.
Bockey

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

SLRU # 032

Date: 2018
Evaluators: A. Angus, W. May

0
VRI Boundary

20

0

Subject SLRU

VRI Boundary

Amount Of Use

Moderate

EXPLANATION

Scenic driving, primitive camping, hiking, wildflower viewing,
photography, solitude seeking/exploration, OHV/ATV/UTV touring, biking,
livestock grazing, outfitting/guiding, science
Moderate amount of use for access to commonly used trailheads for
backpacking (Wolverine, Little Death Hollow, Silver Falls, Horse Canyon,
and for OHV/ATV/UTV touring.

20

Subject SLRU
Miles

RATING

RATING

Miles

High

SLRU # 033

Unit Narrative: SLRU 033 is
adjacent to Capitol Reef National
Park, a remote area of Dixie
National Forest, and Burr Trail
State Scenic Backway, which
increases the sensitivity to visual
change, though modest alterations
like vegetation treatments have
been accepted.

Unit Narrative: SLRU 032 is
accessed via the Wolverine
Loop and Burr Trail. It contains
spectacular views of a maze
of ‘sunken slots’ surrounded
by the dominant Circle Cliffs
formation, attracting a variety of
recreationists to unit or adjacent
areas.

Type Of Use

Sensitivity Level Rating Unit
Location Map

Type Of Use

Moderate

Amount Of Use

Low

Public Interest

Moderate

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Special Areas

Not
Applicable

EXPLANATION

Hunting, photography, primitive camping, OHV/ATV/UTV touring,
livestock grazing, outfitting/guiding, science
Low amount of use due to limited amount of water and fewer canyons
than adjacent areas.
Public interest is moderate due to proximity to Capitol Reef National
Park, Burr Trail Road and the Circle Cliffs.

Public Interest

Moderate

Unit’s undeveloped and remote nature is inherently valued by those who
visit the unit.

Adjacent Land
Uses

High

Capitol Reef National Park Recommended Wilderness, North Escalante
Canyons/The Gulch WSA, Burr Trail State Scenic Backway, Wolverine
Petrified Wood Natural Environmental Area

Special Areas

Not
Applicable

Not applicable

Other Factors

Low

Other Factors

Moderate

Escalante Canyons SRMA; Wolverine Petrified Wood Trailhead, Little
Death Hollow Trailhead. Garfield County VRM III (partially retain/modify).

Escalante Canyons SRMA; includes the northern reaches of the Circle
Cliffs formation; unit includes vegetation treatments and erosion control
structures. Garfield County VRM III (partially retain/modify).

Overall Unit

High

Unit is surrounded by CARE and a scenic backway resulting in high
sensitivity to visual change.

Overall Unit

High

Unit provides access to destinations sought-out by local, regional, and
national publics. Scenic driving and exploring off of paved routes is a
primary activity within unit. Popular photography destination.

Dixie National Forest, Capitol Reef National Park Recommended
Wilderness, Burr Trail State Scenic Backway, Steep Creek WSA
Not applicable
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CHAPTER 6:

Inventory Factor 3: Visual Distance Zones
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CHAPTER 6
6.1 Overview

6.2 Mapping Methodology

6.3 Distance Zone Summary

The analysis of distance zones in the VRI process considers the distance
from which the area is commonly viewed, but does not take into account
every possible viewing location. According to BLM H-8410-1, landscape
areas are subdivided into three distance zones based on their relative
visibility from travel routes or other observation points:

BLM staff provided previously identified roads, trails, viewpoints,
communities, and other locations for use as viewing platforms in the
distance zone delineation process as described in BLM H-8410-1. A number
of primary travel routes, trailheads, recreation sites, and viewpoints, both
inside and outside the inventory area, were identified as the locations from
which the general public would most often view landscapes within the
inventory area. Roads and trails were analyzed as linear viewing platforms,
recreation sites and viewpoints were analyzed as point viewing platforms,
and communities were analyzed as polygon viewing platforms (Figure 16).

Platforms chosen were based either on their use as primary access routes
to destinations within or adjacent to the inventory area, as local population
centers, or as recreation sites. Figure 17 identifies the location of all
distance zone platforms used in the inventory.

•
•
•

Foreground-middleground (FM) zone—Areas that are seen from major
highways and other primary travelways, rivers, trails, or other viewing
locations that are less than 3 to 5 miles away.
Background (BG) zone—Areas that are seen beyond the FM zone to a
distance of about 15 miles away.
Seldom-seen (SS) zone—Areas that are not visible within the FM and
BG zones and areas beyond the BG zones.

Distance zone delineations can provide valuable information during the
visual sensitivity level analysis because changes are more noticeable
and more likely to trigger public concern in landscape areas that are more
visible (e.g., FM zone). Distance zone boundaries may also help define an
area’s SLRU boundaries. Distance zone delineations can be valuable during
the RMP process when adjustments to VRM classes are made to resolve
resource allocation conflicts.
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Logan Simpson GIS specialists performed distance zone offsets, in
accordance with BLM H-8410-1, using ArcGIS. The distance zones were
offset from the viewing platforms with a distance of 5 miles for the FM zone
and 15 miles for the BG zone. Areas beyond 15 miles go in the SS zone.
To supplement the distance zone offset process, a viewshed (or visibility)
analysis was performed from each of the identified viewing platforms to
identify areas within each zone that would not be visible. These viewshed
analyses were performed using the best available digital elevation data for
the inventory area, which consisted of 10-meter digital elevation models in
GIS. To run these viewshed analyses, observation points were generated
approximately 500 feet apart for all linear platforms. These models do
not reflect vegetation or structures within the inventory area. This type of
analysis, known as an analysis based on a “bald” landscape, provides a
worst-case scenario of visible areas. This type of viewshed analysis is also
fairly representative of the inventory area because the vast majority of the
area is covered by large expanses of low vegetation (or vegetation that
does not typically obstruct visibility) and with relatively small clusters of
low forested land, much of which is not immediately adjacent to the viewing
platforms. Based on the results of these analyses, polygons were created to
represent areas that were not visible from the platforms; these areas were
added to the SS zone.

Approximately 50 percent of lands within the inventory area fall within the
FM zone due to the transportation network and numerous recreational
destinations in and around the inventory area. Approximately 46 percent
of the inventory area falls within the SS zone, leaving only approximately
4 percent of the inventory area in the BG zone. The “seldom seen” areas
are a result of both the severe topographic relief and the transportation
network, or lack thereof. Designating areas as “seldom seen” is a result
of the viewing platforms selected for analysis rather than an indication
that the areas are never seen. In an area with roads that travel through the
bottom of steep-walled canyons, roads that are rarely travelled, and large
areas devoid of any roads, having significant acreage in the SS zone is not
unexpected. The relatively few BG zone areas are scattered throughout the
inventory area.

CHAPTER 6

CHAPTER 6

Figure 16. Visual Distance Zone Platforms
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Visual Resource Inventory Classes
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CHAPTER 7
7.1 Overview

7.2 Visual Resource Inventory Classes

The VRM system includes four VRI classes. Class I is assigned to areas
where the current management requires maintaining a natural environment
that is essentially unaltered by humans. Classes II, III, and IV are assigned
according to combinations of scenic quality, sensitivity levels, and distance
zones as outlined in the BLM’s Visual Resource Inventory Matrix (Figure 18).

A significant portion of the inventory area, approximately 45 percent
(881,307 acres), inventoried as VRI Class I. In this case, those acres directly
correspond to existing WSAs. As shown in Figure 19, there are numerous
square sections scattered throughout the VRI Class I areas. These squares
are the legacy of SITLA inholdings that were traded out of GSENM shortly
after the Monument was designated. The establishment of the WSAs in the
inventory area predated the Monument designation and the subsequent
SITLA land trade, thus those inholdings were not included in the original
WSAs. Though most of those areas are completely surrounded by WSAs,
they were inventoried as other non-WSA lands.

VRI Class I was overlaid on WSAs; VRI Classes II, III, and IV were determined
by overlaying final scenic quality ratings, sensitivity level ratings, and
distance zones in ArcGIS. Figure 19 depicts the visual resource classes for
the inventory area. Because the GIS mapping process results in overlapping,
slivering, and small anomalies, all mapped SLRU areas of less than 200
acres in size were modified to fit with surrounding mapped units.

Figure 18. Visual Resource Inventory Class Matrix
Visual Sensitivity Levels
High

Moderate

Low

Special Areas

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

A

II
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Background

Seldom Seen

Foreground/
Middleground

Background

Seldom Seen

Seldom Seen

III*

Foreground/
Middleground

Scenic
Quality

IV

Distance Zones
Figure Source: Adapted from BLM Manual H-8410-1, Illustration 11 (BLM 1986a).
* If adjacent area is Class III or lower, assign Class III; if higher, assign Class IV.
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Approximately 32 percent (627,901 acres) of the inventory area inventoried
as Class II. These areas tended to be associated with distinct and dramatic
landforms with variations in color and vegetation that resulted in scenic

quality Class A ratings or, in some instances, scenic quality Class B
landscapes in the FM zone with high sensitivity levels.
VRI Class III areas account for approximately 13 percent (261,461 acres)
of the inventory area and are located throughout the inventory area. These
areas generally include landscapes with Class B and C scenic quality
ratings and high sensitivity.
The remaining approximately 10 percent (200,922 acres) inventoried as VRI
Class IV; these areas consist primarily of seldom seen landscapes.
To illustrate VRI results when not taking into account existing management
requirements to maintain the nature environment of WSAs, a map
showing the underlying inventory results without VRI Class I is included in
Appendix A.
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APPENDIX B
National Trails Visibility Analysis Overview
A segment of the Old Spanish National Historic Trail runs through the
southern portion of the inventory area. The following maps depict
viewsheds and other relevant data for the Old Spanish National Historic
Trail. The viewsheds were run from lines estimated by the BLM GSENM
Archaeologist based on the best available inventory data though it is
understood that a trail “route” is not visible on the ground in that exact
location. Figures 21 through 24 depict the following information associated
with the trail:

•

Distance Zones from Trail. These maps illustrate the distance zones of
the trail, including near/immediate foreground (area within 0.25 mile
of the trail), foreground-middleground (area from 0.25 mile to 5 miles
from the trail), background (area from 5 miles to 15 miles of the trail),
and seldom-seen zones (areas that are not visible from the trail based
on the viewshed analysis).

•

Frequency of Visibility from Trail (Seen, Seldom Seen, and Not
Seen areas). These maps illustrate the relative amounts that
areas surrounding the trail are visible (“Seen”). All Seen areas are
represented by the three shades of light, medium, or dark red. Light
and medium red shading delineate areas that are less frequently
visible (“Seldom Seen”) from points along the trail than areas shaded
in dark red. Areas with no red shading represent locations that are not
visible (“Not Seen”) from the trail.

•

Scenic Quality Rating Units (SQRUs) within View of Trail. These maps
illustrate which VRI SQRUs can be seen from the trail.

•

Sensitivity Level Rating Units (SLRUs) within View of Trail. These
maps illustrate which VRI SLRUs can be seen from the trail.

Figure 21: Old Spanish National Historic Trail Visual Distance Zones

Figure 22: Old Spanish National Historic Trail Frequency of Visibility
B2 | Bureau of Land Management UTAH

APPENDIX B

Figure 23: VRI Scenic Quality Ratings within View of Old Spanish National Historic Trail

Figure 24: VRI Sensitivity Level Ratings within View of Old Spanish National Historic Trail
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APPENDIX C
Table 5. Photo Log

SQRU NUMBER
001
001

SOURCE
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
7/10/2017
7/10/2017

FIRST PHOTO
6154
6165

LAST PHOTO
6164
6177

BLM UNIQUE ID
NA
NA

001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002
002

Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

7/10/2017
7/10/2017
7/10/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs

6178
6183
6193
0001
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0004
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A

6182
6192
6197
0003
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0006
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A

NA
NA
NA
N/A
61
62
63
64
65
68
71
N/A
1
2
3
4
5
6
37
38
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
60
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
0057
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SOURCE
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
7/9/2017
7/9/2017
7/10/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs

FIRST PHOTO
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6110
6122
6144
0007
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A

LAST PHOTO
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6121
6133
6153
0009
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A

003

BLM

2017 2018 BLM IOPs

N/A

N/A

004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004

Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs

0010
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0012
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

SQRU NUMBER
002
002
002
002
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003

BLM UNIQUE ID
0262
0263
2017_Nephi_Pasture_1
2017_Nephi_Pasture_2
NA
NA
NA
N/A
7
35
36
39
47
48
49
52
53
55
56
58
210
0264
2017_ Flag Point Canyon
inside
2017_Flag Point Canyon
edge
N/A
8
9
33
34
50
220
221
222
223
224
228

APPENDIX C
Table 5. Photo Log (Continued)

SQRU NUMBER
004
004
004
004
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
005
006
006
006
006
006
007
007
007
007
007
007
007
007
007
008
008

SOURCE
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/9/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/9/2017
7/9/2017
7/9/2017
7/9/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/10/2017
7/10/2017

FIRST PHOTO
NA
NA
NA
N/A
0013
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
6098
0016
NA
NA
NA
6071
6084
6097
6134
0019
NA
NA
NA
NA
6198
6210

LAST PHOTO
NA
NA
NA
N/A
0015
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
6109
0018
NA
NA
NA
6083
6096
6097
6143
0021
NA
NA
NA
NA
6209
6222

BLM UNIQUE ID
229
230
231
0227
N/A
13
14
211
216
217
218
219
225
226
234
235
236
237
284
286
287
0285
NA
N/A
12
232
233
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
10
11
32
51
NA
NA

SQRU NUMBER
008
008
008
008
008
008
008
009
009
009
009
009
009
009
009
009
010
010
010
010
010
010
011
011
011
011
011
011
011
011
011
011
011
011
011
011
011
012

SOURCE
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
= 'right(C13 4)9,
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
7/10/2017
7/10/2017
7/10/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/9/2017
7/9/2017
7/9/2017
7/9/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/13/2017

FIRST PHOTO
6256
6266
6273
0022
NA
NA
NA
0025
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
6036
6049
6059
6025
0028
N/A
0031
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
6888

LAST PHOTO
6265
6272
6284
0024
NA
NA
NA
0027
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
6048
6058
6070
6035
0030
N/A
0033
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
6898

BLM UNIQUE ID
NA
NA
NA
N/A
54
59
249
N/A
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
0027
N/A
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
247
248
256
257
0297
NA
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APPENDIX C
Table 5. Photo Log (Continued)

SQRU NUMBER
012
012
012
012
012
012
012
012
012
012
012
012
012
012
012
012
013
013
013
013
013
013
013
014
014
014
014
014
014
014
014
014
015
015
015
015
015
015

SOURCE
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
7/13/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/10/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
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FIRST PHOTO
6899
0034
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0037
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0040
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6245
0043
NA
NA
NA
N/A

LAST PHOTO
6909
0036
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0039
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0042
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6255
0045
NA
NA
NA
N/A

BLM UNIQUE ID
NA
N/A
180
185
186
187
188
189
254
0298
0299
0302
0303
0304
0305
2017_09_19 IOP 46_00X
N/A
250
255
0301
0302
0303
2017_Smoky Mt
N/A
209
251
252
253
0300
0311
0312
0317
NA
N/A
273
274
275
0306

SQRU NUMBER
015
015
015
015
015
016
016
016
016
016
016
016
016
017
017
017
017
017
017
017
017
018
018
018
018
018
018
018
018
018
019
019
019
019
019
019
020
020

SOURCE
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/10/2017
7/10/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/10/2017
7/10/2017
7/11/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/10/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/10/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs

FIRST PHOTO
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6223
6235
0046
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6301
6312
6362
0049
NA
NA
NA
NA
6290
6324
6383
6403
0052
NA
NA
NA
NA
6285
6644
6659
6675
0055
NA
0058
NA

LAST PHOTO
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6234
6244
0048
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6311
6323
6382
0051
NA
NA
NA
NA
6300
6332
6402
6420
0054
NA
NA
NA
NA
6289
6658
6674
6675
0057
NA
0060
NA

BLM UNIQUE ID
0309
0310
0311
0314
0315
NA
NA
N/A
0307
0308
0315
0316
0318
NA
NA
NA
N/A
66
67
69
70
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
86
87
88
89
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
238
N/A
79

APPENDIX C
Table 5. Photo Log (Continued)

SQRU NUMBER
020
020
020

SOURCE
BLM
BLM
BLM

020

BLM

021
021
021
021
021
021
021
021
021
022
022
022
022
022
022
023
023
023
023
023
023
023
024
024
024
024
024
024
024
024

Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs\POP
images from BLM
2017 2018 BLM IOPs\POP
images from BLM

7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
Final IOPs

FIRST PHOTO
NA
NA
N/A

LAST PHOTO
NA
NA
N/A

N/A

N/A

6530
6546
6562
6613
6626
0061
NA
NA
NA
6579
6594
0064
NA
NA
NA
6421
6498
6513
0067
NA
NA
NA
6333
6348
6354
6442
6454
6469
6484
0070

6545
6561
6578
6625
6643
0063
NA
NA
NA
6593
6612
0066
NA
NA
NA
6441
6512
6529
0069
NA
NA
NA
6347
6353
6361
6453
6468
6483
6497
0072

BLM UNIQUE ID
80
243
043a POP Pardner Canyon_
Stevenson
POP 020
Henderson.Pardner.
MudSpringsCanyons_
PardnerCanyon.
BobStevenson
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
78
242
244
NA
NA
N/A
75
76
77
NA
NA
NA
N/A
73
239
240
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A

SQRU NUMBER
024
024
025
025
025
025
025
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026
026

SOURCE
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
7/11/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/13/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs

FIRST PHOTO
NA
NA
6676
6706
6714
0073
NA
6910
0076
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

LAST PHOTO
NA
NA
6705
6713
6731
0075
NA
6916
0078
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

BLM UNIQUE ID
72
241
NA
NA
NA
N/A
81
NA
N/A
90
91
92
93
94
95
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
181
182
183
184
190
191
192
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
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Table 5. Photo Log (Continued)

SOURCE
BLM

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
2017 2018 BLM IOPs

FIRST PHOTO
N/A

LAST PHOTO
N/A

026

BLM

2017 2018 BLM IOPs

N/A

N/A

027
027
027
027
027
028
028
028
028
028
029
029
030
030
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031

Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs

0079
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
0081
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0084
N/A
0086
NA
0089
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0080
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
0083
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0085
N/A
0088
NA
0091
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

SQRU NUMBER
026
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BLM UNIQUE ID
2017_Horse Mt area_
looking east
2017_Horse Mt area_
looking west
N/A
245
246
0198
0199
N/A
2017_09_19 IOP 66 and 27
2017_09_19 IOP 66 and 32
2017_09_19 IOP 66_001
2017_09_19 IOP 66_003
N/A
2017_09_19 IOP 66 and 32
N/A
171
N/A
98
99
100
101
156
157
159
160
161
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
193
194

SQRU NUMBER
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
031
032
032
032
032
032
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
033
034
034
034
034
034
035

SOURCE
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
Logan Simpson

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/13/2017
7/13/2017
Final IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
7/13/2017
7/13/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
7/13/2017
7/13/2017
7/13/2017
Final IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs

FIRST PHOTO
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
6931
6917
0092
N/A
N/A
6943
6958
0095
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6972
6982
6997
0098
N/A
0101

LAST PHOTO
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
6942
6930
0094
N/A
N/A
6957
6971
0097
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6981
6996
7007
0100
N/A
0103

BLM UNIQUE ID
195
196
197
201
202
203
204
0192
0193
NA
NA
N/A
2018_03 IOP0050_01
2018_03 IOP0050_02
NA
NA
N/A
158
162
212
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
2017_09_11 IOP 53_00X
2017_Red Breaks_1
2018_03 IOP0050_03
2018_03 IOP0050_04
NA
NA
NA
N/A
2018_03 IOP0050
N/A

APPENDIX C
Table 5. Photo Log (Continued)

SOURCE
BLM
BLM
BLM

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs

FIRST PHOTO
NA
N/A
N/A

LAST PHOTO
NA
N/A
N/A

035

BLM

2017 2018 BLM IOPs

N/A

N/A

036
036
036
036
036
036
037
037
037
037
037
037
037
037
037
037
038
038
038
038
038
038
038

Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/14/2017
7/14/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs

0104
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
0107
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
7050
7063
0110
NA
NA
NA
N/A

0106
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
0109
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
7062
7073
0112
NA
NA
NA
N/A

039
039
039
039
039
039
039
040

Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson

7/14/2017
7/14/2017
7/14/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
7/11/2017

7008
7023
7034
0113
NA
NA
N/A
6743

7022
7033
7049
0115
NA
NA
N/A
6750

SQRU NUMBER
035
035
035

BLM UNIQUE ID
102
2017_09_11 IOP 54_001
Non_GPS
images\2017_09_12 IOP
54_002
Non_GPS
images\2017_09_12 IOP
54_003
N/A
103
105
106
107
2017_Big Spencer Flat
N/A
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
215
NA
NA
N/A
96
97
276
POP images from BLM\056a
POP Egypt3_Stevenson
NA
NA
NA
N/A
121
122
2018_03 IOP0080_01
NA

SQRU NUMBER
040
040
040
040
040
040
040
040
040
040
040
040
040
040
040
041
041
041
041
042
043
043
043

SOURCE
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
7/12/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/11/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
7/12/2017
Final IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs

FIRST PHOTO
6876
0116
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
6732
0119
NA
NA
0122
6869
0125
N/A

LAST PHOTO
6887
0118
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
6742
0121
NA
NA
0124
6875
0127
N/A

043
043
043
044
044
044
044
044
044

BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs

N/A
N/A
N/A
0128
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
0130
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A

045
045
045
045
045

Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs

0131
NA
NA
NA
N/A

0133
NA
NA
NA
N/A

BLM UNIQUE ID
NA
N/A
104
108
109
110
111
120
126
127
205
258
259
260
261
NA
N/A
124
125
N/A
NA
N/A
2017_09_12 IOP 58_002\
Option A
2017_Big Bowns top
2017_Big Bowns top2
2017_The Gulch
N/A
128
129
130
131
2017_Big Bowns side of
canyon
N/A
132
139
140
2017_10_12 IOP 59_00X
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APPENDIX C
Table 5. Photo Log (Continued)

SQRU NUMBER
045
045
046
046
046
046
046
047
047
047
047
047
047
047
047
047
047
047
047
047
047

SOURCE
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2017 2018 BLM IOPs
7/12/2017
7/12/2017
7/12/2017
7/12/2017
7/12/2017
7/12/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
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FIRST PHOTO
N/A
N/A
0134
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
6812
6826
6837
6844
6861
6801
0137
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

LAST PHOTO
N/A
N/A
0136
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
6825
6836
6843
6860
6868
6811
0139
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

BLM UNIQUE ID
2017_10_12 IOP 60_00X2
2017_Upper Horse Canyon
N/A
148
0320
0321
2017_10_12 IOP 60_00X1
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
N/A
133
134
135
144
145
146
147

SQRU NUMBER
047
047
047
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048
048

SOURCE
BLM
BLM
BLM
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
Logan Simpson
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
PHOTO FOLDER
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
7/12/2017
7/12/2017
7/12/2017
7/12/2017
7/12/2017
Final IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs
2012 BLM IOPs

FIRST PHOTO
N/A
N/A
N/A
6751
6777
6788
6793
6801
0140
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A

LAST PHOTO
N/A
N/A
N/A
6776
6787
6792
6800
6811
0142
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A

BLM UNIQUE ID
0319
0323
0324
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N/A
136
137
138
141
142
143
149
150
151
152
154
0322

APPENDIX D:
Process Record
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APPENDIX D
The following items occurred during this VRI process and represent the progression of the inventory efforts:

Table 6. Process Record
DATE
2012, March
2012, April

2012, June
2012, July
2013, summer
2013, August
2014, summer
2016
2016, August
2016, September
2016, September
2017, October
2016, December
2017, February
2017, June

MILESTONE
Invitation to VRI kickoff
Kickoff week
VRI Introduction Workshop
SQRU field work w/BLM staff, Utah State Office (UTSO) ACE interns, agency partners, and
county representatives.
SLRU Workshop
SQRU field work w/BLM staff and UTSO ACE interns
SQRU – boundary adjustments and IOPs organization – UTSO ACE interns
SQRU field work w/BLM staff and UTSO ACE interns
GSENM ACE intern worked for 2+ months to edit SQRU boundaries closely follow topography
and vegetation changes and to meet BLM VRI data standard
Funding secured to contract finalizing VRI
Request for Proposals issued under BLM VRM Services Blanket Purchase Agreement
Contracts
Contract awarded to Logan Simpson to finalize VRI
Project kick-off call with BLM project lead. Note: A VRI workshop was not conducted as part of
this inventory effort.
Draft Work Plan and Communication Plan distributed to BLM for review.
Review status call conducted with BLM to discuss existing data review and analysis.
VRI component review with BLM to discuss Old Spanish National Historic Trail, tribal
coordination, distance zones, sensitivity and scenic quality information to determine level of
effort for fieldwork.
Contract modification executed to extend the Period of Performance to November 3, 2017
to accommodate additional tribal outreach and data/ information exchange between Logan
Simpson and BLM.
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DATE
2017, July
2017, August to October

MILESTONE

2018, June
2018, June to December
2018, December to 2019, January
2019, January

Scenic quality evaluation fieldwork completed.
Development and execution of web-based survey and further research and coordination
associated with SLRUs.
Draft SQRU information provided to BLM for review and comment.
Contract modification executed to extend the Period of Performance to May 31, 2018 to allow
for further coordination and reviews by BLM.
Proclamation 9682 withdrew approximately 50 percent of GSENM as a national monument and
established three monument units: Escalante Canyons, Kaiparowits and Grand Staircase.
Review of draft SQRU information completed by BLM.
Sensitivity data review call held with BLM to review finding of web-based survey.
Workshop held in Tempe, Arizona to refine SLRU information and scores
Final VRI geodatabase distributed ahead of VRI document to allow for use in Grand Staircase
Monument Units and Kanab FO Resource Management Plan Alternatives development.
Contract modification associated with requested VRI document template revisions and
extension of Period of Performance to February, 2019.
Draft VRI document template distributed to BLM for review
Development of Draft VRI report; GSKRMP and EIS effort
Government Shutdown.
Draft VRI report distributed to BLM for review.

2019, February to March
2019, March
2019, April

Draft VRI report comments provided by BLM to Logan Simpson.
Logan Simpson addresses BLM comments/ Final VRI report review by BLM.
Finalize VRI report/ distribution of final deliverables/ end of contract.

2017, October
2017, October
2017, December
2018, January
2018, February
2018, March
2018, April
2018, May

